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Preface 

The so-called doctrine of enhypostasia is probably the only thing an average theologian 

knows about the post-chalcedonian development of patristic theology. It was very 

prominent in the confessional orthodoxy of the seventeenth century, despised by most 

of the enlightenment theologians and rehabilitated in the twentieth century in the 

context of Karl Barth's reinterpretation of the trinitarian and Christological dogma. 

Whereas this solemn tradition was mainly inaugurated by the western reception of John 

of Damascus' ilTJYrl yvwo"E.coc;, modem patristic scholarship from F. Loofs wanted 

trace back this doctrine until the beginning of the sixth-century and derived its origin 

from Leontius of Byzantium's defence of the Chalcedonian dogma. With more and 

more of Loofs' postulates about Leontius being refuted, Brian E. Daley challenged also 

this doctrine as being alien both to the Christo logy of Leontius and to the entire patristic 

era in a widely discussed, but still unpublished paper. The term E.vunOCJ'tCX.'toc;, Daley 

argued, does not signify a quasi-accidental inherence of Christ's human nature in the 

person of the divine Logos, but simply its reality. The prefix E.v- is not to be 

misunderstood as meaning 'in', but- being the opposite of an a- privativum -has to be 

understood as 'having' or 'endowed with'. Of course, this gives rise to the question, 

whether several hundred years of doctrinal tradition have in fact been deceived by an 

insufficient acquaintance with Greek prefixes. 

This examination wants to contribute to a solution of this problem on a mainly 

terminological level, by analysing the use and significance of the term in question in the 

Christian authors of the relevant period. However, as the technical Christological usage 

in the post-chalcedonian debates developed on the background of an older, trinitarian 

usage the Church probably inherited from Origen, we will briefly have to work out this 

background in a first chapter on its use during the trinitarian debates of the late third up 

to the early fifth century. For the post-chalcedonian period, we will examine the works 

of those authors we consider to have contributed to a more or less significant degree to 

the development of our term one by one. Of course, this presupposes criteria of 

selection which have to be justified. Our main criterion was, whether the author presents 

explicit reflections about the meaning of our term and whether he connects it with a 

Christological somewhat comparable to the alleged doctrine of enhypostasia. Hence, we 

included neither the letter of the monk Eusthatius, because he just uses the tenn without 

any explicit reflections upon its meaning, nor Eulogius of Alexandria, because he just 
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repeats John the Grammarian, nor Anastasius of Antioch, because in his dogmatic 

sermons he does not use the term at all and in his antitritheist dialogue he only makes a 

short remark about it which is perfectly in line with what we had already read in Jolm 

the Grammarian or De sectis. On the contrary, we did include Anastasius Sinaita -

although his writings do by no means occupy a prominent place in the history of our 

term -, because of his extensive treatment of the 'no nature without hypostasis'

objection which was the stimulus for the whole development of technical Christological 

usage of our tern1. 

A problem we can treat only marginally is that of the alleged metaphysical innovations 

connected with the enhypostasia-doctrine. Nonetheless, the few remarks we are going to 

present about this will hopefully enable the reader to judge for himself about those 

postulates. Additional support for such a judgement could be provided by the short 

preface introducing the treatment of our individual post-chalcedonian authors. The clues 

concerning those authors' relationship to contemporary philosophy are thus probably 

not as necessary as those concerning the interrelation of the Christian authors amongst 

each other which provide the necessary basis for any description of a development of a 

term, but nevertheless have their relevance in the context of our fragmentary remarks 

concerning possible metaphysical innovations. 

I. The Pre-neochalcedonian EV'U1tOO''W.'tOc;-tradition 

The Greek prefix E.v- is subject to a crucial ambiguity which was not only puzzling for 

interpreters of sixth-century Christology. Being derived from the local preposition 

meaning "in", it can actually retain its literal, localising sense, e.g. in £:yycia'tptoc; ("in 

the womb") or Evuypoc; ("in the water"). Even Aristotle has to refute the possible 

misunderstanding of differentiae like (l;c.i)ov) £vu8pov as distinguishing species of 

animals according to their location (Topics VI,6 144 b 31-145 a 1). However, in most of 

the cases it has lost its localizing sense and is simply opposed to an a- privativum, as in 

EV'tl!lOc; I cht!loc;. In those cases, one has to determine how 'external' the possessed 

entity is conceived to be with regard to the possessing one. In the context of a 

materialistic philosophy, £vuA.oc; would in any case mean just 'material', i.e. it would 

describe a kind of identity between UATl and the EVUAOV. In contrast, an idealistic 

philosophy would not conceive of the £vuA.ov as matter or matetial, but as in-mattered, 

i.e. currently in some kind of connection with matter without being identical with it. 
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Similar examples are the important Christian terms £vmxpKO<; and £vm:DI-lCX'tO<;. 

Melito of Sardes was blamed for being a materialist because of writing a treatise ITEpi 

'tOU EVOCDI-lchou 8EO'U, which was interpreted as 'On the corporeal God', but in fact 

meant 'On the incorporated i.e. incarnate God' .1 We will have to see which of those two 

possible meanings can be verified with regard to £vunocna'to<;. 

1. £vvtr6cnaror; -a technical and doxological Christian term 

It is very a astonishing fact that the tenn £vunoo'tCX'tO<; at least until the sixth century 

CE seems to appear only in Christian texts. The only possible pagan reference I could 

find stems from Secundus, a gnomologist of the second century, but in the light of a 

closer philological examination the phrase appears to originate in a later misreading of 

£vunoo'ta'to<; for civunoo'ta'to<;. 

According to the manuscripts B, Pc and V, the question about what a friend is is answered by 
E.vunocna'tOV KEl!lrlAtoV.2 However, Perry's decision to accept this reading is in my opinion 
very problematic, as he took the immediate context of the phrase from PNA, which represent 
the other branch in the tradition of BPcV.3 In PNA the text reads: Ti cpi.A.os; [ ... ] ayKrov 
'taAat1topias, Ka'tacrK01tOS ~iou, &v8p0)1tOS UKU'tUATJ1t'tOS, aVU1tO<r'tU'tOV KHiJ.TJAtOV, 
aKa'taATJ1t'tOS Et)'tuxia. BPcV replace d.v9pcon:oc; ciKa'tdAllrt'toc; by ~h.>crKa'tdATlrt'tOV 
£UP1l!lCX and ciKa'tdA1l1t'tOc; drtuxi.a by d.n:ovoc; En:t 'tuxia (B), E1l:l!lOVOc; d.l'tux{a 
(Pc ), or cirtO!lOVoc; En:t 't'UXtCX (V) respectively. Hence, all three manuscripts show the 
tendency to suppress Secundus' pessimism with regard to the possibility of finding or retaining 
friends which would be completely in line with a replacement of civunocr'ta'tOV by 
£vun:ocr'tCX'tOV. Moreover, the obvious misreading civurtO'tCXK'tOV KEt!lrlAtOV in R - the 
oldest manuscript4 

- is much better explicable by supposing civun:ocr'ta'tOV in its original. 
Probably just like Perry, the scribe may have thought that is does not make much sense to call a 
friend a "non-existent treasure". However, paralleling the two ciKa'tdATlrt'toc;-phrases, 

1 Cf. A. Grillmeier, Jesus der Christus im Glauben der Kirche, vol. l, Freiburg: Herder 1979, p. 210f. Cf. 
also Maximus Confessor, Ambiguum 17 (MSG 91, 1225C). Although "material" is not mentioned as a 
possible meaning of £vuf...os in H.G. Liddell I R. Scott, A Greek-English Lexicon. A New Edition 
revised and augmented throughout by H. S. Jones, Oxford: Clarendon 1958, s.v. (col. 579a), the frequent 
opposition of the word to cl:uA.os is much better explicable presupposing this 'simpler' meaning rather 
than the more complicated "involved or implicated in matter" (Cf. e.g. Eusebius, Demonstratio 
evangelica III,3,10; ed. LA. Heikel, Leipzig: Hinrichs 1913 [GCS 23], p. 111 [quoting Porphyry] I Denys 
the Areopagite, De ecclesiastica hierarchia 1,5; ed. G. Heil I A.M. Ritter, Berlin: De Gruyter 1991 [PTS 
36], p. 67,21-23 I Hermeias, In Platonis Phaedrum scholia, ed. P. Couvreur, Paris: Bouillon 1901 [repr. 
Hildesheim: Olms, 1971], p. 65,5-7 and similarly Clement of Alexandria, Paedagogus 1,6,45,1; ed. 0. 
Stahlin, Leipzig: Himichs 1905 [GCS 12], p. 117 I Cyril of Alexandria, In Isaiam [MSG 70, 680B] I 
Proclus, The Elements of Theology, prop. 209; ed. E. R. Dodds, Oxford: Clarendon 2 1963, pp. 182f). 
However, in philosophical texts, the hylomorphistic metaphysics most of them are based on makes a 
decision very difficult, since every 'material' object is constituted by a form 'impressed' in the formless 
prime matter. Anyway, in case of the n:dv'tcos £vuA.cx. (Olympiodorus, Prolegmena; CAG XII/1, 9,36f), 
the objects of natural science, 'being involved in matter' finally amounts to being material. 
2 B.E. Perry, Secundus the silent philosopher, Ithaca, New York: American Philological Association 
1964, p. 84 (Sent. 11). The next pagan reference stems from the early sixth century philosopher 
Asclepius, pupil of Arnmonius Hermeiou (In Met.; CAG Vl/2, 363,21). 
3 Cf. Perry's introduction in Secundus, pp. 14-23 (stemma on p. 22). 
4 Cf. Ibid., pp. 10f. 
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cXVUTCOO"'t<X'WV KElj..lrlAtOV IS in my opinion a very suitable expression for the unavailable 
preciousness of a friend. 

The earliest Christian reference can be found in Irenaeus, fragment 19, where Jesus is 

claimed to be tou £vunocrnhou A6you tunos Cx.'lf£u8fls, 5 a fact that made many 

scholars regard the fragment as spurious.6 A few decades later, we find Origen speaking 

of Christ as £vun:ocJ"t:CX.'toc; A,oyoc; at least two times7
: In his Expositio in Proverbia he 

distinguishes two kinds of wisdom, the one given to the believers by the Spirit and the 

£vun6crnxto<; Yios Kat A6yos 1:ou 8£0u, who brought everything into being by his 

wisdom (MSG 17, 185B). Origen wants to distinguish a non-substantial kind of wisdom, 

a Spirit-given attribute of the souls of the believers, from a substantial one, the second 

person of the Trinity and Son of God himself, who is the personified wisdom of the 

father itself. The second passage from the Adnotationes in Deuteronomium is rather of 

non-technical, doxological nature, enumerating the following titles for Christ: 6 Cx.A.11eils 

'EKKAllO'tacrtil<;, 'tllS 'EKKAllO'ta<; i) K£cpaA.il, Kat 'tOU 8toU Ila'tpO<; TJfLWV T] 

Cx.vro'ta'tro Kat £vun6cr'ta'to<; crocpia Kat A.6yos (MSG 17,28B). This distinction is 

roughly corresponding to that of Lampe, s.v. A 1 and A 2, but wants to maintain that the 

Sitz im Leben of the term was originally a theological, Christological one. There is no 

reference for an expansion of its use to a meaning of "real, concrete, actual" (Lampe's 

A 2) and an application to non-christological or trinitarian issues before the late fourth 

5 Sancti Irenaei episcopi Lugdunensis libri quinque adversus haereses, ed. W.W. Harvey, vol. 2, 
Cambridge: CUP I857, p. 488. 
6 Cf. R.M. Grant, The Fragments of the Greek Apologists and Irenaeus, in: Biblical and Patristic Studies 
in Memory ofR.P.Casey, Freiburg: Herder I963, 213: "The difficult word in the fragment is 'hypostatic' 
(EVU1tOCJ'tci'tOD); this cannot come from Irenaeus." 
7 The last fragment of the Scholia in Matthaeum is obviously not authentic. Cf. Origenes 
MatthauserkHirung III. Fragmente und Indices, ed. E. Benz I E. Klostermann, Leipzig: J.C.Hinrichs I94I 
(GCS 4I), 235. Against the suggestion of Henrici quoted in the apparatus, I would not suppose a 
,Verfasser nach Art des Severns". The antimodalist rejection of cruvaAOt<jrr\ of the three persons rather 
points to second half of the fourth century, somewhere between or after Cyril of Jerusalem and 
Epiphanius. The former connects a similar warning in Catecheses IV,8; ed. ed. W.C. Reisch! I J. Rupp, 
vol. I, Munich: Lentner I848, p. 98 with the Sabellian u\.ond.trop, saying: Kat llTJ'tE an:aHo'tptroonc; 
'tOU n:a-rpoc; 'tOV ui.ov, llTJ'tE O'UVO'.AOHj>lJV epyami!lEVOS ui.on:a-ropi.av 1tlO''tEUO'TIS 'AA.A.a 1tlO''tEUE O'tl 
l:.voc; 0c:ou !lOVO'YEVlJS de; EO''tlV ui.oc;, 6 n:po n:av'tffiV 'tWV airovmv 0c:oc; A6yoc;· A6yoc;, ou 
n:poq>opm)c; Ei.c; aE.pa 15taxc:6!1EVOS, OU'tE A.6yotc; avun:oo'tCi'totc; E~O!lOlOU!lEVOS. aA.A.a A6yoc; ui.oc; 
A.oytK&v n:otll<iJc;, A6yoc; aKourov -rou n:a-r~oc; Kat A.aA.&v a\n6c;. Kat n:c:pl. !lEV -rou-rmv Ka'ta Katpov, 
El 6 ec:oc; n:apaoxot, n:Aa'tU'tEpov ll!llV j'll8TJO'E'tat' ou yap buA.av8av6!1E8a -rfjc; n:po-raoc:mc;, O'tt 
KEq>aA.atro8c:tc; doaymyac; n:i.o-rc:mc; vuv n:owu11c:8a. (Cf. Cat XI,I6.18; ed. Reisch! I Rupp, vol. I, pp. 
310.312) In opposing the errors of Arius and Sabellius (oU'tE xmpil;;ollEV 'tlJV Cx.yiav 'tpta8a roc; nvc:c;, 
OU'tE O'UVO'.AOt(jllJV roc; EaPE.A.A.toc; epyas6flE8a. Cat XVI,4; ed. Reisch! I Rupp, vol. 2, Munich: Lentner 
I860, p. 208) Epiphanius might be dependent on him (e.g. Panarion 62,3,4; ed. K. Holl, vol. II, Leipzig: 
Himichs 1922 [GCS 31], p. 393 I 62,7,1; ibid., p. 395 a.m.). Already Eusebius in his De ecclesiastica 
theologia III, 15,3 (Eusebius Werke, Vol. 4: Gegen Marcell. Ober die kirchliche Theologie. Die 
Fragmente Marcells, ed. E. Klostermann I G.C. Hansen, Berlin: Akadernie-Verlag 2 1972 [GCS 14], p. 
172) defends a subordinatianist conception of the tl1tO'tayr1 'tOU utou against a cruvaA.ouprj tt<; Kat 
cruyxucru.; 'tWV oA.cov. 
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century, when Basil, Macarius I Symeon and Didymus the Blind started arguing against 

the substantial reality of evil. 8 

The hypothesis I want to expound in the first part of this examination is that these two 

traditions of using the tem1 can be traced throughout the whole trinitarian (and 

Christological) controversy until the beginning of the neo-chalcedonian period. Given 

those two traditions existed, the two questions arise, which of them is prior to the other 

and how do they interrelate with the genuinely Christological tradition, the examination 

of which will be the task of the second part, the core-section of my thesis? 

The first question could provide an explanation for the Christian monopoly on the usage 

of £vun:ocn:a1:ov. In its more doxological use the term is employed to emphasize the 

son's belonging to the father: this person, presented to us by the gospel, is nothing but 

God's personified word or wisdom itself. The immediate biblical origin of this use of 

the term is obvious: Jesus Christ is 8uvaJ..w; Kai ao<j>ia £vun:o<J1:CX10<; (lCor 1:24)9
, 

Cw'Tl £vun:oa1:a1ot; (Jolm 11 :25; 14:6)10
, ciJ.:r18£ta £vun:oa1:a'to<; (John 14:6)11

, 

8tKCX.tO<JUVT] £vun:oa1:a1:ot; (lCor 1:30)12 and finally - most important - A.oyoc; 

£vun:o<J1CX10<; (John 1). Whereas the meaning of £vun:o<J1:CX'tOt; in the first five titles 

clearly is "personified x" or "x itself', it is not that easy to see why exactly the term 

Logos has to be specified this way. The probably most obvious explanation would be 

that the specification is supposed to distinguish Jesus Christ, the personified word of 

God, from other, non-personal words of God like e.g. the old-testament law (cf. John 

1: 17) 13 or the preaching of the church. Yet, most of the passages the title occurs in show 

no distinction from other words of God at all, neither explicitly nor implicitly. Where it 

does not occur in a doxological row of titles14 or stress the independent personal 

8 Basil, Quod Deus non est auctor malorurn; MSG 31, 341C I MakariosiSymeon, Homily 16,11-13.77f, 
in: Die 50 geistlichen Homilien des Makarios, ed. H. Dorries, E. Klostermann and M. Kriiger, Berlin: De 
Gruyter 1964 (PTS 4) p. 158.160 I Didymus, frg. 26 1.2 in Ps 5,5-7, in: Psalmenkornmentare aus der 
Katenentiberlieferung, ed. E. MUhlenberg, Berlin: De Gmyter 1975 (PTS 15), p. 132,1f. 
9 Apart from the Origen passage quoted above, cf. esp. Cyril of Alexandria's use of 8uva1-w; 
£vun:ocr'ta'to<; (bel. n. 72). 
10 Ps-Athanasius, De st. Trinitate dialogus V (MSG 28, 1277A); John Chrysostomos, Homily 5 in John 
1:3 (MSG 59, 57D). 
11 Asterius Sophista, Homily 21,21 in Ps 11 ,2b LXX (Asterii sophistae cornmentariorum in Psalmos quae 
supersunt, ed. M. Richard, Oslo: Bragger 1956 [Symbolae Osloenses, fasc. suppl. 16.], p. 169,3). 
12 Cyril of Jerusalem, Catechesis IV,7; ed. Reischl I Rupp, vol. 1, p. 96. 
13 Cf. lrenaeus, fr. 19 ( ab. n. 5)/ Cyril of Alexandria, Sancti patris nostri Cyrilli archiepiscopi A1exandrini 
in D. Joannis evangelium, ed. P.E. Pusey, vol. I, Oxford: Clarendon Press 1872 (repr. Brussels: Culture et 
Civilisation, 1965), p. 569. 
14 The best example is probably Epiphanius, Ancoratus 19,1, ed. K. Holl, vol. 1, Leipzig: Himichs 1915 
(GCS 25), p. 27: AiYroc; -roivuv 6 O:ywc; A6yoc; 6 ~&v 6 £vun:6cr-ra-roc;, 6 j3amA.dJc; 6 £n:oupavwc;, 6 
uioc; 6 yvi]crwc;, 6 ad <&v> <JUV n:a:tpi., 6 EK n:m:poc; n:po£A9ffiv, 1:0 <«'mauya<JJHX Tflc; 06/;T]c;, 6 
xapaKTTJP -rfjc; {mo<J1:U<J£(J)c;», «lj ElKcOV 't:OU n:a-rpoc;» EV 6.A.Tj9£i.Q:, 6 cruvepovoc; 'l:OU cpuaanoc; ... 
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subsistence of the trinitarian persons according to the teclmical use, the context mostly 

deals with the substantial equality of father and son. The £vunoG't<X'tOs A.oyos of the 

father is the one which truly proceeds from him, exists in him and is of equal glory and 

power, truly and undeniably God the Son, wisdom, power and word of the Father. The 

connotation of truth and authenticity inherent in "personified Logos" or "Logos 

himself' becomes the dominant aspect in the meaning of the tenn (John 14:9). 15 

The teclmical use somehow presupposes this doxological one in stressing the substantial 

and personal independence from the father the Logos has despite his close affiliation to 

him. In the first Origen-passage, it is not the second type of wisdom, but the Son and 

Logos who receives the attribute £vuno<J't<X't0s, which is thus indirectly transferred to 

the wisdom by identifying the latter with the Son. It was probably designed as a positive 

counterpart to civunoG't<X'tOs, a tenn quite common to classical pagan literature. Just 

like unoG't<XGts I u<)licr'ta!-lat developed its basic meamng from "sediment, 

foundation" to "substantial reality" within the first centuries BC and CE 16
, 

civunoG't<X'tOs means "irresistible" in Plato, "without sure foundation" in Polybius and 

"unsubstantial" in some Stoic and later philosophers. 17 Where pagan literature offers 

unoG't<X'tOs, unoG't<X'tlKOs, u<jlEG'tcDs 18 or something else which is not derived from 

15 Cf. the vicinity of £vun:ocr1:a:tO<; to cilcT18ncx- derivatives in Origen, Adnotationes in Deuteronornium 
(MSG 17, 28B) I Epiphanius, Ancoratus 10,5 (GCS 25, p. 18); 19,1 (ibid., p. 27); Panarion 76,29 (GCS 
37, p. 378); 76,35 (ibid. 385). Cf. the following passages not referring to the Son: Epiphanius, Panarion 
70,6 (ed. K. Hall, vol. 3, Leizpig: Himichs 1933 [GCS 37], p. 238: 8£0<; ci/cT]8rl<; Kcxi ov ci/cT]8cD<; 
£vun:00'tCX'tO<; !)cxcrtlc£uc;) I John Chrysostom, Homily 4,7 in principium Actorum (MSG 51, 107B: 
cilcTJ8r1c; KCXi. £vun:ocr'tcx'toc; civd.cr'tcxcrtc;); id. (?),In catenas St. Petri 19 (ed. E. Batareikh, "Discours 
im!dit sur les chaines deS. Pierre attribue aS. Jean Chrysostome," Xpucrocr·toJ.ltKa 3. Rome: Pustet 1908: 
£/cn:i.c; E:vun:ocr'tCX'toc; Kcxi. cilcTJ8lic;). 
16 Cf. H. Dorrie: Y.n:omcwtc;. Wort und Bedeutungsgeschichte, in: Platonica minora, Munich: W. Fink 
1976, (13-69) esp. pp. 32ff. 
17 Cf. Liddel-Scott, Greek-English Lexicon, s.v. (col. 168a). 
18 Cf. Hippolytus, Refutatio omnium haeresium V,17,8, ed. M. Marcovich, Berlin: De Gruyter 1986 (PTS 
25), p. 185 (Against the Peratai): ouodc; o\iv, <p'fi<Jl, OUV<X'tat crm9ilvat ouo' av£A9EtV <Ei jllJ> Ota 'WU 
uiou, oc; E<Jtt v 6 o<pt<;. roc; yap, <<p'fi<Jl, > K<X'tTJVE)'lCEV &vm9EV 'tOU<; TC<X'tptKOU<; x.apaK'tilpac:;, OU'tm<; 
rc&.A.tv EV'tEU9Ev ava<pE:pEt 'touc; E:surcvt<JjlEvouc; Kai. yqov6'ta<; <J.lV'fi<J'tf\pac;> TCa'tptKouc; 
x.apaK'tf\pac;, {mo<J't<X'tOU<; EK 'tOU avun:O<J'tU'tOU EV'tEU9EV EKEt jlE't<X<pEpmv. I Synesius Alchemista 
(4th century), Ilpd<; L1wcrKoupov de; !)i!)lctov i1T]j.lOKphou (ed. M. Berthelot and C.E. Ruelle, 
Collection des anciens alchimistes grecs, vol. 2. Paris: Steinheil, 1888 [repr. London: Holland Press, 
1963], p. 62): 'Evo'fi<J<X<;, t.t6crKopE· mcrn:Ep y&:.p 6 K'flpoc;, oiov 8' &v rcpocrA.ajl!)&.v11 x.p&Jla OEX.E'tat, 
OU't(J} Kat i] uop&.pyupoc;, <ptAO<JO<pE, aU'l:ll AEUKatVEt n:av'ta, K<Xt TCUV't(J}V 'ta<; \jfUx_O:.c; EAKE't, Kat 
E\jfEl aU'ta Kai. ETCtcrrc&:rat. t.wpyavti;;OjlEVTJ ouv Kat £x.oucra Ev £au'tft 'ta<; uypO'tT)'tac; TCUV'tffi<:;, Kat 
<Jllljft v UqJt<J'tajlEVTJ UjlEl~Et TCUV'tm<; 'tU xpmjla'ta, Kat Un:O<J'ta'ttKTJ yi VE'tat, UVUTCO<J'tU'tffiV aU'tWV 
urcapx_6V'tmV. jl&.A.A.ov OE, avUTCO<J'tU'tOU a1nfjc; urcapx_oU<JT]<; 'tO'tE Kat Ka'tOX.tjlO<; yivE'tat 'tate; 
OtKOVOJ.llatc; 'tate; Ot<X 'tWV <JCDJ.lU't(J}V Kat 'tWV uA.rov aU'tWV. In Cyrill's Thesaurus we find next to 
£vun:ocr'tCX'tO<; un:ocr'tCX'tlKOc;, and oucrlCDDTl<; (MSG 75, lOlB-D), in the Ps-Athanasian Senna in 
annutiationem deiparae the /coyo<; un:ocr'tCX'tl.Koc; is contrasted to a mere /coyo<; n:po<j>optKO<; (MSG 
28, 921CID), and Ps-Athanasius and Didynms also use U7I00'tCX'tOc; in relevant contexts (cf. Lampe, 
Patristic Greek Lexicon, s.v. [1461b]). 
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the same root as positive counterpart to the tem1 at this final stage of its development, 

some Christian circles may well have designed the more exactly corresponding 

£vunocna:wc; instead in order to express their overwhelming impression of the word, 

wisdom and power of God personified in Jesus Christ. 

Yet, for the task of my thesis these considerations are only parerga. Much more 

interesting is the second question about the interrelation of the Pre-neochalcedonian, 

trinitarian tradition(s) of the term and the (post-)Neochalcedonian, Christological 

one(s). 

To find an answer to this, we have to giVe brief account of how that trinitarian 

tradition(s) developed from the third to the early sixth century. 

2. The development of the technical usage during the Arian controversy 

The first time the tenn appears in a fairly prominent position was during the controversy 

around Paul of Samosata. Against the strict monarchianism of Paul, the Letter of 

Hymenaeus wants to maintain that the only begotten Son, God's wisdom, word and 

power, is truly god (without article!) not by foreknowledge, but OUO'tq_ Kat 

unocr'tacrEt.19 Jesus Christ must not be thought of as a simple human being in whom 

the divine wisdom decided to reside in some extraordinary way, but as a substantial 

divine reality in its own right, coetemal with the father, his partner in the work of 

creation, revelation and salvation from the very beginning. When Col 1:16 says that 

everything was created in the Son, you must not regard him as inferior instrument, 

otiose spectator or avunoa'ta'toc; f.ntcr'tllJ..LTJ, but as ~wcra £v£pyEta Kat 

£vunoa'ta'toc;.20 The biblical arguments for this view present a clearly subordinatianist 

position: Predicates like 'angel', but probably also 'mediator' or 'anointed' cannot be 

attributed to the father himself, but only to the personified wisdom revealing him to 

us.21 The anointing of Christ was not a temporal act of adoption, but one of Christ's 

eternal and essential traits: 

19 Eine fingierte Korrespondenz mit Paulus dem Samosatener, ed. E. Schwartz, in: SbBAW 1927 (42-46), 
p. 42 (324,21 Turrianus). Schwartz's rejection of the authenticity of this letter (ibid. pp. 49-55) was 
opposed by G. Bardy and H. de Riedmatten and did not receive acceptance among scholars (cf. CPG 
1705). 
20 Ibid., p. 43 (326,9f) . 
21 Ibid., p. 44 (326,21-23): 'tOV !lEV yd.p 8£0V 'tcDV OAWV acr£~E<; ayy£AOV VOilt<Jat KCX.A£t<J8at, 
6 8£ dyy£AO<; 'tOU rra.-tpd<; 6 ul.o<; £cruv, a\no<; Kupta<; Kai 8£o<; wv. Although 8£o<; must not 
take the article in predicative position, one can in my opinion nevertheless assume Origen's distinction 
between 8£0<; and 6 8£0<; as standing behind the text ( cf. Origen, Commentary on John Il,2, 17, ed. C. 
Blanc, vol. 1, Paris: Cerf 1966 [SC 120], pp. 216f). 
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"If Christ existed before the eons as God's power and God's wisdom, he also did that as Christ, 
because he is - despite being perceived according to a very large number of terms -
substantially one and the same entity".22 

Unmentioned throughout the early stages of the Arian controversy, the tem1 finds its 

first proper theological promoter in Cyril of Jerusalem: 

"The Father begot the Son, not like in a human being the intellect 'begets' a word. For the 
intellect in us is £vurr6cna1:oc;, but the speech is dispersed through the air and perishes. But we 
know that Christ was begotten not as a Myoc; rrpocpopucoc;, but as the Logos which is 
£vurr6cr'ta'toc;, alive, not pronounced by lips and dispersed, but comes from the Father eternally 
and inexpressably, and was begotten £v urrocr'taaEt." (CatXI,lOi3 

This seems to be the first attempt to employ our term in order to secure the apologetic 

Logos-concept against a possible modalistic abuse. Already Irenaeus had to reproach 

the Valentinian Gnostics for considering the true Logos to be a mere A.oyoc; 

npo<j>optKoc;,24 which reproach from then on became a commonplace in orthodox 

Christian literature.25 On the other hand, the early apologists, especially Theophilus of 

Antioch, quite keenly identified Christ with the A,oyoc; E.v8td.8t:1:oc; of the father to 

maintain the spiritual nature of the son's begetting and defend the latter against any 

22 Fingierte Korrespondenz, p. 46 (330, 1-3 ): £1. 8£ Xpta'tdc; Ka8d ewu OUVaJ.nc; Kat 8cou cro<jlia 
n:pd atcDVWV EG'ttV, o\hw Kat Ka8d Xptcr'tOt;, £v yd.p Kat 'tO a\nd cOV 'tD oucri.~. et Kat 'tci 
!!dA.tcr'ta n:oA.A.atc; £mvoimc; £mvoe1:tat. 
23 More explicit, but without employing the term £vun:ocr'ta'toc; in the addition to catechese XVI,3 ( ed. 
Reischl I Rupp, vol. 2, pp. 248f): 'Af..J . .' mcrn:ep 9eou Myov UKOUOaV'tec; OUK avun:OO'ta'tOV 'tl rrpiiyj.la 
-rov f...Oyov ci'nl911JlEV ou-r£ EK Jla9iJo~::roc; £yytv6Jlt::vov ou-r£ Jle-ra -ro n:poevex9flvm lha'A:u611t::vov, ou'te 
a'A.'Ao 'tl rraoxov'ta 'tOtOihov oia rrt::p\. 'tOV TtJlhEpov Myov 9t::ropet't<Xt n:a911, a'A'A' OU<Jtro8roc; 
UcpEO'tro'ta rrpoatpe'ttKOV 'tE Kat rraV'tOOUVaj.lOV, ou-rroc; Kat ltVEUJla j.leJla811KO'tE<; eeou, 1:0 
OUJln:apoJlap-rouv 'tql Myff} Kat cpavepouv O.U'tOU -ri)v EVEP"fEl<XV, ou nvo"llv a08Jla'toc; EVVOOUJleV, (11 
yap &v Ka8atpot'to npoc; -ran:etv6-r111:a -ro Jlt"(a'AE"iov -rf\c; 9ei.a.c; 8uv6.Jleroc;, el. Ka.9' 6Jlot6-r11-ra -rou 
TtJlE'tEpou Kat 1:0 EV a.u-rft 7rVEUJla U1tOVOOt'tO,} aA'A.a 8uvaJltV OU0H0011, au'ti)v Ecp' EO.UTijc; EV 
i8ta~ouon U7tOO'tUOEt 9eropOUJlEV11V, o'lhe xropta9fjvat 'tOU 9EOU Ev iP EO'tlV 11 Myou 'tOU 9EOU iP 
n:a.pOJl<Xp'tet 8uvaj.lEV11V, OU't£ de; 'tO avunapK'tOV avaxEOJlEV11V, ana Ka9' OJlOtO'tT]'ta 'tOU ewu 
Myou Ka9' UltOO'taOtv ouaav, n:poatpEnKiJv, aU'tOKtVll'tOV, EVEpyov, 11:UV't01:E 'tO aya9ov 
n:poatpOUJlEV11V Kat n:poc; n:iiaav n:p69EOtV ouv8pOJlOV exouoav -rft pou'AljaEt 'tTtV OUVO.JltV. 
24 Adversus haereses II, 13,8, ed. N. Brox, Freiburg e.a.: Herder 1993 (FC 8/2), p. 102. Cf. M. Miihl, Der 
A.oyoc; £v8td8£'t0t; und n:po<jloptKOt; von der iilteren Stoa bis zur Synode von Sirrnium 351, in: Archiv 
fur Begriffsgeschichte 7 {1962), (7-56), pp. 47-49. On the philosophical background of the distinction cf. 
ibid. 8-24 (Stoa, Philo, Gnostics). The later third and fourth century is treated by Miihl very briefly and 
superficially (cf. ibid. 52-56: Origen, Hilary, Athanasius, Augustine, Sirmium). 
25 For references see G. W. Lampe, A Patristic Greek Lexicon, Oxford: Clarendon 1961, 809b. Of special 
interest could be the following passage from Origen's commentary in John {1,24): Kat EO'ttV al;tav 
En:tatijoat [ ... ] 1:0 'tl 7t01:E EO'tt v 6 uioc; 'tOU 9EOU 'A.Oyoc; OVOJlO.~OJlEVO<;, KO.l JlUAta'ta EltEl au vex roc; 
xprov-rat 'tql" «'Es11PEUS<X't0 it Kap8i.a JlOU 'A.6yov aya.86v»' OlOJlEVot n:pocpopav n:a-rptKT]v oiovel. Ev 
au'A'Aapruc; KEtJlEV11V etVat 'tOV uiov 'tOU 9EOU, Kat Ka'ta 'tOU'tO un:6a'tao-tv aU'tql, d aKptPiilc; aU'troV 
n:uv9avoi.JlE9a, ou 8t86aotv OUOE ouoi.av aU'tOU oacp11Vt~OUOtV, ou8En:ro cpaJlEv 'tOtaVO£ 11 'tOtaVOE, 
aU' on:roc; 1t01:E ouai.a.v. A6yov yap an:a.y"(eAAOj.lEVOV ui.ov Eivat vofjaat Kat 'tql -rux6vn EO'ttV 
UJlf1xavov. Kat A6yov 'tOtOU'tOV Ka9' au-rov (,roV'ta Kat ij'tot ou KEXWPlOJlEVOV 'tOU n:a'tpoc; Kat Ka'ta 
1:oU1:o -r(\1 JlTt ucpeo-ravat ou8i:: uiov -rurxavov-ra fj Kat K£XmptoJlE:vov Kat ouatroJlevov 
an:ayyt::UE'troaav iw'tv 9EOV Myov. 
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mythological misunderstanding. 26 Two centuries later, this will be stigmatized as 

preposterous modalistic heresy. In Eusebius' polemics against Marcellus of Ancyra we 

have the first instance of rejecting both sides of the stoic opposition as proper 

explanation for the essence of the Logos. The second book of his De ecclesiastica 

theologia deals with Marcellus' renewal of the Sabellian heresy. Its eleventh chapter 

blames Marcellus of calling the Logos sometimes n:po¢opn:oc;, sometimes 

£v8td8E'toc; A.oyoc; of God while the fifteenth chapter provides the proof from 

Marcellus' own works. What Eusebius seems to be particularly upset about is the 

anthropomorphism of Marcellus' theology ascribing something like human thought and 

speech to the eternal and transcendent God. 27 If the term Logos in John 1 has to be 

understood Kup{coc; KCX.i <iA1l8Wc;, not KCX.'tCX.XPllCJ'ttKwc;,28 Marcellus' 

n:A.cx.'tUVECJ8at of the Godhead, the transgression of the Logos form being 8uvdj.1£l 

E.v 'tc_9 1tCX.'tpt to being EVEpydq. n:poc; 'tOV 8Eov,29 is nothing but the manifestation of 

something inside God, undistinguishable from the human utterance of thoughts breaking 

Marcellus' 'haux {ex. nc; before creation. 30 

Eusebius' own view of the Logos can be beautifully illustrated by a quotation from his 

commentary in Psalms (on 57,4c with reference to 43,3a and 107,20): 

"The light, the truth and the Logos sent from the highest God are neither without substance 
(Ct.voucrux) nor without hypostasis (avun6cr'ta'ta). Just as the Logos is perceived as agent of 
healing and salvation, the same is named 'mercy' in our passage, because he is a servant of 
God's philanthropy. Accordingly, he is called 'truth', because he really subsists (Ct.A.,ew<; 
U<pEcr'tro<;) and is actually substantiated (Ka't' f.v£pynav oucrtCOJ.LEvo<;). Our speech which has its 
hypostasis in syllables, verbs and nouns and is pronounced by tongue and voice might not be 
called 'logos' properly and truly. For it has another logos which 'begets' it and which might be 
called 'logos' properly. That one is called the £vlh6.8E'to<; logos. Hence, just like the 
f.vlh6.8E'to<; Myo<; in us which could also be truly called logos, God's Logos is hypostatical 
( un6cr'ta'to<;), substantially subsisting ( Ka't' oucrtav U<pEcr'tro<;), different from the one who sent 
him". 31 

26 Ad Autolycurn II,10,2. 22,3, ed. M. Marcovic, Berlin I New York: De Gruyter 1995 (PTS 44), pp. 
53.70. Cf. Miihl, Logos, pp. 25-32 (Theophilus and his reception by Tertullian). 
27 Cf. esp. De ecclesiastica theologia I, 17,7 (GCS 14, p. 78) I II, 11,1 (Ibid., p. 112); 14,20 (pp. 117f); 
15,2-4 and J.T. Lienhard, Contra Marcellurn. Marcellus of Ancyra and Fourth-Century Theology, 
Washington: The Catholic University of America Press 1999, 131-134. 
28 Marcellus, fr. 46 (GCS 14, p. 193). Cf. Ibid. I,1,2f(pp. 62f), where Eusebius argues that Sabellianisrn 
consists in calling the second person of the Trinity K'Upiwc; word and only KU't<XXPTJCntKW<; son. 
29.fr. 52 (Ibid., p. 194). 
30 fr. 103 (Ibid. p. 207). 
31 MSG 23, 509A. For Eusebius, this substantial independence does not exclude a reciprocal trinitarian 
inexistence: JCat n:aA.tv otn:roc; TJV 6 n:a'tljp EV UU'tcp lCUt aU'tOS E.v 1:(\) n:a'tpi.. roc; 6 8£toc; an:6cr'toA.oc; 
lCUl n:Epl. 7tUV'tO)V lh8acrJC£t 't:O)V 'tf\S f.n:oupavi.ou ~a<JtA.Ei.ac; a~i.rov A.£yrov· «'tO't£ EO"'tat 6 8Eoc; n:av'ta 
EV n:iicrtv», roc; JCal. 1:0 «EvOtlCTJO"ffi EV UU'totc; lCUl EJl7tEptn:a'tfJcrro» AEA£1C't:Ut, &..A.A.a lCUl llJlELS «EV 
au'tcp t;,&JlEV lCUl 1CtVOUJlE8a JCai. EO"JlEV». ICUL 'ta1ha rcana n:Ept llJlil>V AEAEIC'tat, 't&v 1CU't1 i8i.av 
U7tOO"'ta<Jt v UcpEO"'tW'tO)V JCat t;,roV'tO)V Kat JlllOEV ex6nrov KOt vov n:poc; 'tlJV n:a'tptlCTJV 8EO'tll't:U. 'tl ol] 
ouv XPTJ SaUJlUSEtV, £i lCUt en:l. 'tOU uiou ai n:aparcA.~crwt cpf:.pOV'tat cprovai., OUIC avatpoucrat JlEV 
aU'tOU 'tlJV un:6cr1:acnv ou8' aU'tOV ctVat n:a1:£pa Kat ui.ov 8t8acrJCoUcrat, 'tllV 8£ 'tOU n:a1:poc; n:poc; 
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To rule out the Marcellian deviation Eusebius uses many expressiOns equivalent to 

E:vurroa'tCX:toc; in its technical trinitarian sense: aA.T]O&c; UcpEcr'tw<;, Ka't' f:vE:pyEtav 

OU<JtOOfLEVO<;, U1tO<J'ta'tO<; (!) and KU't1 oucriav UcpEcr'tm<;. 

The substantial independence of the Logos expressed by those or similar terms was in 

fact the crucial point in the homoeousians' early anti-marcellian (and -athanasian) 

opposition and in my opinion also the theological context for the emergence of the term 

E:vurroa'ta'toc;. This can be shown by a comparison of the early homoeousian creeds 

from 341 to 345. 

The Dedication council of Antioch (341) offers two corresponding formulas: 

Theophronius of Tyana's creed (first creed) has 8E.OV 'tEAE.toV EK 8EOU 'tEAElOU, 

KO:.t ana rrpoc; 'l:OV 8E.OV £v t.mO<J'tcX<JEt.32 The officially ratified creed (second 

creed) expounds Mt 28:19 the following way: 

" ... obviously of the Father who is truly father, of the Son who is truly son, and of the Holy 
Spirit who is truly holy spirit, as those names are not given without meaning or function (oux 
cmA.&~ ou8E. O:py&~), but as accurately signifying the proper hypostasis, rank and glory of those 
named by them. Thus, they are three with respect to their hypostasis, but one with respect to 
their harmony (rot; dvat 'tfi f1EV tmocr'tacrtt 'tpia, 'tfi 8E. O"Uf1<pmv\.~ £v)".33 

One paragraph of the Ekthesis Makrostichos (345) runs: 

"For we know that he is not just God's A6yo~ npo<poptKot; or £v8ta8E'toc;, but the living God
Logos existing by itself (Ka8' £au-rov umipxov-ra), God's Son and Christ, who accompanies 
and stays with his Father before eons and assists him in the entire creation of both visible and 
invisible things not merely as included in divine foreknowledge (ou npoyvmcr'ttK&t;)".34 

Socrates' text of the creed is already amplified by the gloss: &.A.A.' E:vun6cr'ta'tov A6yov 

oV'ta 'tOU ITa'tpoc;, Kat E>Eov EK E>wu.35 This glossator shows an accurate awareness of 

what the point of introducing this term into the trinitarian discussion was: It was a 

homoeousian way to secure the apologetic Logos-tem1inology against the Marcellian 

abuse. The Word, wisdom and power of God is not a A.oyoc; otoc; 6 E:v Kapo{q, or a 

ao¢ia ota £v \lfUXD civ8pct.Srrou,36 but an eternal divine being £v i8iq, 

auwv ioux/;m.lcHxv Kat f.~aipE'tov nflilv Kat M~av 'tlj<; flovoyEvouc; Kat 8EtKTj<; KOLvcovi.ac; 
n:apto'twom; (De eccl. theol. Ill,20; GCS 14, p. 181 ). 
32 J.N.D. Kelly, Early Christian Creeds, Singapore: Longman 31972, 267 (Athanasius, De synodis 24; ed. 
H.G. Opitz, Berlin: De Gruyter 1940, p. 250). 
33 Ibid., p. 269 (De syn 23,5f). 
34 Athanas ius, De synodis 26,6; ed. Opitz, p. 253 ( cf. Kelly, Creeds, p. 279f). Calling the Son Myoc; 
n:pO<poptK<'>c; ft f.voux8E'toc; is again condenmed in the eighth anathema of the second council of Sirmium 
(351) against Marcellus' pupil Photinus (cf. De synodis 27,3; ed. Opitz, p. 255). 
35 Historia ecclesiastica 11,19,17; ed. G.C. Hansen, Berlin: Akademie 1995 (GCS NF 1), p. 115. 
36 Epiphanius, Panarion 65,3,4 (GCS 37, p. 5) =Paul of Samosata, fr.49 Loofs. 
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U1rO<J'taCJEl, acting <X:tnon:pO<JcDn:Wc;37 from creation throughout the history of world, 

reigning alongside the father without end. Thus, for the homoeousians the Logos of 

Marcellus corresponds exactly to the civun:o<J'tO:.'toc; E.n:t<J'trlll'll which the six bishops 

who subscribed to the Letter of Hymenaeus claimed Paul of Samosata's Logos to 

resemble. Not surprisingly, they accused him and his pupil Photinus38 not only of 

Sabellianism, but also of Paulinianism and thus obviously made use - at least at the 

second council of Sirmium (351) - of anti-paulian documents like the Letter of 

Hymenaeus. 39 A similar conservative position, very close to the Cappadocian 

compromise can be found in Meletius of Antioch's famous homily, which caused his 

deposition by the Arians, but was not accepted by the Eustathians either. Meletius 

confesses: 

"The Son is and is called Logos, but is not perceived as (mere) voice or word of the Father. For 
he subsists by himself (ucp£cr-r11KE yap Ka8' f.au-rov) and acts, and everything is through and in 
him. Similarly, he is wisdom and is perceived neither as (mere) thought of the Father nor 
movement or activity of his intellect, but as offspring of the father, equal to him and his accurate 
image. For he is the one who was sealed by the Father, God himself, and he does not inhere in 
something else, nor does he subsist by himself (oux b£p<p j.!EV evumipXEt, oux ucp£cr-r11KE b£ 
Ka8' f.au-r6v), but is the active offspring who has created all this and always conserves it".40 

The creation of God's wisdom (Prv 8:22) and the begetting of his Son (Ps 2:7) are 

complementary analogies: The Logos is not UVU1tOO"'tCi'tOS 'tE KCit avunapK'tOS like 

human wisdom, but £vun6cr'ta't6v 'tE Kat f.LOVtf.LOV like a human son, a created natural 

entity; yet, he is neither heterogeneous to his source, like the product of a certain 

technical know-how, but a unique 'reduplication' of the Father, his only-begotten son, 

similar to him in every respect. 41 

37 Cf. Ekthesis makrostichos (De synodis 26,6; ed. Opitz, p. 253): 6 Kat 'tOte; nmpuxpxmc; 
auwnpoocimroc; 6<p9£i.c;. 
38 In the debate between him and Basil of Ancyra at Sirmium II (351 ), he said according to Epiphanius, 
Panarion 71,2 (GCS 37, p. 251): ounro o£ ilv <ui.6c;>, Myoc; 8£ ilv, KaElanEp EV Ej10t 6 Myoc;. 
Accordingly, Epiphanius criticizes him in 71,3-5 exactly the way Eusebius argued against Marcellus 
claiming that God's son and co-creator could neither be his A.oyoc; i::v8tci8E'tO<; nor npo<j>optKO<; ( cf. 
bel. on Epiphanius). 
39 Cf. H. de Riedmatten, Les actes de Paul de Samosate. Etude sur Ia christologie du IIIe au IVe siecle, 
Fribourg: Editions St. Paul 1952, pp. 129-133. The consequence of this association of Marcellus, 
Photinus and Paul was a severely adulterated concept of Paul's monarchianism which is already in 
Epiphanius barely distinguishable from Marcellus' modalism; cf. ibid. 82-91 and R.M. Hubner, Die 
Hauptquelle des Epiphanius (Panarion, lmer. 65) tiber Paulus von Samosata: Ps-Athanasius, Contra 
Sabellianos, in: ZKG 90 (1979), 55-74. 
40 Epiphanius, Panarion 73,30 (GCS 37, 305). 
41 Ibid. 70,31 (p. 306f). The whole homily has still got a slightly subordinatianist touch, when it calls the 
son A.6yoc; Kat OO<p\.a Kat OUVaj1LS 'tOU urr£p ao<p\.av Kat 8uvaflLV, urr£p 0 <p9£yC,ao8at OUVC't.'tU.l 
yA.rona, un£p 0 IClVfjOat OlUVOta (ibid. 73,30; p. 305). 
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Of course the Marcellan party did react. Given Marcellus himself is the author of the 

pseudo-athanasian Expositio fidei,42 he even explicitly repudiates Eusebius' reproaches 

saying: 

"We believe [ ... ]in one only-begotten Logos, wisdom, Son, begotten from the Father eternally 
and without beginning, not in a 'A6yoc; 1tpo<poptK6c;, not in a logos E.voux8F:to<;, not in an outflow 
from the perfect one, not in a piece cut off from the impassible nature or an emanation, but in 
the Son perfect in itself, living and acting, the true image of the Father, equal to him in honour 
and glory".43 

Shortly before Marcellus' death in about 3 71, the Marcellian party writes an Expositio 

fidei to Athanasius seeking his support against Basil of Cesarea. They still do not speak 

of three hypostases, but at least of a subsisting Triad: 

"For we are confessing an eternal Father of an existing (ov) and subsisting (u¢ccrtoo<;) eternal 
Son and an eternally existing and subsisting Holy Spirit, as we do not call the Triad 
civunocr'ta:tov, but conceive of it as £v unocr'tcicrn".44 

Four years later, the marcellian party confesses its orthodox faith to some bishops exiled 

in Egypt and finally condemns its master's doctrine about God's expansion and 

contraction speaking openly of three subsisting realities in God: 

"We have not thought anything deviating from the Nicene [ ... ] faith, [ ... ] and pronounce 
accursed [ ... ) everyone who does not regard the holy Triad as three persons who are 
incomprehensible, E.vu1tOO"'tCX:ta, consubstantial, coetemal and perfect in themselves, just as we 
pronounce accursed those who call the Son an expansion, contraction or energy of the father, 
and those who do not confess the God-Logos, the Son of God to be from before the ages, 
coeternal with the Father and a son and god who is E.vu1t6cr't<X'tO<; and perfect in himself'.45 

When Socrates tells us that already Eustathius of Antioch had called the son 

£vun:ocr't<X'toc; Kat E:vuncipxwv in a controversy with Eusebius of Cesarea46
, he 

probably rephrases the debate in his own terms, as such a friendly stance towards the 

hypostatical plurality in the homoousian party cannot be detected before the turning 

point of 362, when Athanasius' Tomus ad Antiochenos provided the basis for a 

reconciliation of the Origenist three-hypostases theology and the Nicene Oj..loouawc;. 

42 The latest Marcellus monograph of Lienhard, 23.25-27 does not reject F. Scheidweiler's (Wer ist der 
Verfasser des sog. Sermo major de fide?, in: BZ 47 (1954], (333-357] 356f) suggestion, but does not rely 
on it either. 
43 Expositio fidei 1 ,2, in: Athanasiana I, ed. H. Nordberg, Helsinki I Helsingfors: Centraltryckeriet 1962 
(Commentationes humanarium litterarum 30.2), p. 49. Although Sabellius is explicitly rejected in 2,2; 
ibid., p. 51 ( o"\l1:e yap Dton:a:copcx q>pOVOUJ-leV me; Ot LCX~EAAtot A.£yovtec; J-lOVOOU<JlOV KCXl OUX 
OJ-looucrtov Kcxt £v toutcp O:vmpouvtec; to dvcxt ut6v) the allegory of source and river in 2,4 conveys a 
modalist impression by calling father and son 8uo ox~J.lcxtcx Kcxl. 8uo 6v6J.lcxtcx. Moreover, the son's 
sessio ad dextram and reign without end is not mentioned a single time - a striking fact in texts with such 
a close relation to the creed. 
44 Expositio 2,4; in: M. Tetz, Markellianer und Athanasios von Alexandrien. Die markellianische 
Expositio fidei ad Athanasium des Diakons Eugenios von Ankyra, in: ZNW 64 (1973), (75-121) p. 79,29-
32. 
45 Epiphanius, Panarion 72,11 (GCS 37, p. 265). 
46 Historia ecclesiastica 1,23,8 (GCS NF 1, p. 70). 
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According to the confession of the Meletians, the expressiOn 'three hypostases' is 

acceptable, "because we believe in the Holy Trinity which is not only a triad by name, 

but a really existing and subsisting one ( aA. 118roc; oucrav Kat ucp£cr'trocrav ), a really 

existing and subsisting Father, a really substantially existing and subsisting (aA.TJ9roc; 

£voumov ovta JCal. ucp£cr'tro'ta) Son, and a subsisting and existing (ucpEcr'tmc; Kat un:apxov) 

Holy Spirit". In accordance, the reply of the Eustathians admits that 'one hypostasis' is 

possible, if it is not intended as an "abolition of the Son and the Holy Spirit, as if the 

Son was unsubstantial (avouato<;) or the Holy Spirit without hypostasis 

( civunoa-ra-roc;)" .47 

This turning point removed every obstacle for a mainstream reception of the 

homoeousian term f:vunoa'tCX'tO<; in trinitarian theology, as it emerges esp. in Pseudo

Athanasius, Didymus the Blind and later on in Cyril of Alexandria, partly also in John 

Chrysostom. 48 

3. The establishment of the technical usage in late fourth- and early fifth-century 

authors 

Examining the exegesis of Hbr 1:3 in the pseudo-athanasian dialogues De trinitate, one 

is reminded of the discussion between Eusebius and Marcellus, whether Son or Logos 

has to be understood properly and thus has to form the key-concept of Christology.49 

According to Ps-Athanasius, 8uva1-n<;, ao<j>ia and A.oyo<; have to be understood 

alongside with cina'\Jyaa!lCX as titles emphasizing the consubstantiality of Father and 

Son, whereas the title Son manifests 'tO EVUJ[OO''tCX'tOV, i.e. that the Son is an ouaia 

EV l.8iq, UJ[OO''tcXO'Et. 50 Against the Anomoean's objection that the xa.pa.K'tTlP 'tfj<; 

47 MSG 26, 80 IBIC. The arrangement of the two confessions is most clearly presented by L. 
Abramowski, Trinitarische und christologische Hypostasenformeln, in: Formula and Context. Studies in 
Early Christian Thought, Hampshire: Variorum Reprints 1992, (38-49) pp. 42f n. 21 and 23. 
48 Basil the Great still expresses his anti-modalistic concern mostly in different terms, as e.g. in epist. 
210,5: Ou yap £1;apKE'i 8tacpopCx.c; n:pooci:mmv &.n:apt8f1iloao8at, &.UCx. XP~ EKO.<J'tov n:p6omn:ov £v 
U1tO<J'tU<JEt UA1)8tvft un:Ct.pxov Ofl.OAOYELV. 'En:d 'tOV YE UV'U1tO(J't0.'tOV 'tmV n:pooci:mmv UV0.1tAO.Of10V 
ou8£ I.a(3EHta<; n:apn'ti!<JO.'tO, Eimov 'tOV O.U'tOV E>E6v, £va 'tqJ U1tOKEtf1EVql OV'tO. n:poc; 'tac; EKUO'tO'tE 
n:apan:tn:'touoac; XPEi.ac; flE'tO.fJ.Op<poUfJ.EVOV, vuv fl.Ev ffic; ITa'tEpa, vuv 8£ ffic; Yi6v, vuv 8£ ffic; ITvEUflO. 
"A ywv 8to.AEYE08at. The three references for such a use of the term in Gregory of Nyssa (Ctr 
Eunomium III,6,17; ed. W. Jaeger, vol. II, Leiden: Brill 1960, pp. 191f I Adv. Macedonianos de spiritu 
sancto; ed. F. Mueller, val. III/1, Leiden: Brill 1958, p. 102,27f I Oratio catechetica 8; ed. E. Muhlenberg, 
vol. IIU4, Leiden: Brill1996, p. 35,8-16) do not contribute much to this survey. 
49 Cf. ab. n. 28. 
50 MSG 28, 1124B-1125A.1160B-1161A; esp. 1161A: Kal. 8tCx. 'tou1:o, Yiov aKoUoV'tE<;, 1:0 
EV'U1tOG'tO.'tOV VOOUflEV' KO.t 8UVO.fltV UKOUOV'tE<;, KO.l Aoyov, KO.t <Jo<piav, 'tO axroptO'tOV KO.t 
ouvatowv £n:m8EU8T]f1EV. A.I.C. Heron's discussion of the term in those dialogues (The two pseudo
athanasian dialogues against the anhomoeans, JThS 34 [1973], [101-122] 114-118) points in the right 
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i:mocr'tacrno<; had its subsistence £v 'tfj i:mocr'tacrn of the Father and not on its own, the 

Orthodox stresses the substantial independence of the Son and thereby clearly 

establishes a meamng of £vun:oa'ta'toc; diametrically opposed to any kind of 

insubsistence. 

Didymus the Blind, who apparently uses the pseudo-athanasian dialogue as an 

important source, 51 seems in his use of the term more concerned about the substantial 

reality of the Spirit than that of the Son. When he speaks of the £vun:oa'ta'tOV 

cin:a'\YyaaJla Kat :x,apaK'trlP, he rather has in mind the undiminished equality of 

Father and Son: the Son is the personified and most adequate (£vun:oa'ta'tov Kai 

cX\jJEUbE<J't<X'tOV) simile of the Father's being. 52 Yet, speaking about the Spirit he is 

very eager to stress exactly that substantial independence our previous authors wanted 

to maintain mainly (of course not exclusively) for the Son. 53 

Epiphanius of Salamis is really fond of our term: In his two main works, Ancoratus and 

Panarion, written between 374 and 377, £vun:oa'ta'toc; occurs 74 times, of which only 

four references belong into a non-trinitarian context. 54 More than half of the trinitarian 

references are of antimodalistic intention. Yet, the modalistic misunderstanding of the 

Logos-concept is neither treated in the chapters against the Valentianian Gnostics, nor 

direction, but does not reject C. Bizer's suggestion that fV'I.mO<Tta'tOV could mean something like EK 
'tllc; oucria.c; clearly enough. 
51 I follow Heron's view, op.cit. 118-122, who considers the De trinitate to be an authentic work of 
Didymus ', but argues convincingly against A. Giinthor that the pseudo-athansian Dialogues do not belong 
to him. For the De trinitate the following editions are used: Didymus der Blinde: De trinitate, Buch 1, ed. 
J. Honscheid, Meisenheim am Glan: Rain 1975 I De trinitate, Buch 2, Kapitel 1-7. ed. I. Seiler, 
Meisenheim am Glan: Rain, 1975. For ll,8-27 and III, there is no alternative to MSG 39 available. 
52 Cf. De trinitate 1,16,44, ed. Honscheid, p. 98; 26,15f, ibid., p. 160; without reference to Hbr 1:3 also in 
Il,2,35, ed. Seiler, p. 36 and III, 19 (MSG 39, 892A). An antimodalistic exposition of the term Logos 
occurs in his Genesis-commentary, codex page 2A 1.2-7, ed. P. Nautin and L. Doutreleau, vol. 1, Paris: 
Cerf 1976 (SC 233), p. 34: n:6:v1:a yap [8ta 1:ou Myou E.yE:]v~:'to Kat E.v Xpun<'jl 'I11oou eK'ticreTJ 1:a E.n:l. 
YilS Kat 'ta E.v 'tOt<; [oupavot<; 'ta 6pa'ta] K<Xt 'ta aopata· EV yap t(\> ui.<'jl ta n:6:vta OUVEO"'tTJKE [Kat 
Ei<; aut6v, o<;] E.cr[n] n:po n:6:vtmv· aVEU yap 'tOU Myou 'tOU ecou, o<; ou[tE n:pO<poptKO<;] OU'tE 
£v8t6:8ct6<; E.crnv at.:Aa auto tOU'tO, 8EOU oucr[tffi811<; ..... t<'jl] ovn, o[U8]£v Un:ocrtfivat bUV<X't<XL 
53 De trinitate II,1,7-9, ed. Seiler, pp. 8-10; Il,8,1 (MSG 39, 616A); III,37 (MSG 39, 972B). A very 
interesting passage for the use of enhypostatos in general occurs in Didymus' comq1etary on Zachary, ed. 
L. Doutreleau, vol. 2, Paris: Cerf 1962 (SC 84), p. 139: 'En:fiA.SE:v nvt t&v n:aA.at&v dn:Etv tov 
btKacrtljv EJ-1\IfUXov bixmov dvm, tout' ecrnv E.voucrtov Kat E.vun:6crtatov, tEA.Eim<; Kata 
btK<XlOO'UVTJV n:En:otmJu':vov, tv' (ocrn:Ep E.v 'tOt<; O:A.A.m<; tfi<; apctil<; Epyot<; 8tK<Xtffi<; 'tO 8iKatov 8tmKEl, 
o\'nm K<Xt E.v t(\> 8tK6:/;;tt v. Just as the Son is called personified word, wisdom, power, life etc., the judge 
can be called personified, personally realized or living justice. 
54 Ancoratus 77,5 (GCS 25, p. 97: £vunoa'ta'toc;/ov \lfUXrl/<JcOila.); Panarion 24,6 (GCS 25, p. 263: 
f.vun:OCJ'ta.'tov KCXKOV) and 25,4 (Ibid., p. 271: £vun:oa'ta'ttKai cipxai). By trinitarian context I mean 
the reference to one of the trinitarian persons, which could of course occur in treating whatsoever 
theological topic. 
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in that against Noetus, nor in that against Sabellius, but only in those against Paul of 

Samosata and Photinus ofSirmium.55 

Paul and Photinus are of course linked by their adoptianism and their modalism. Both of 

them express - according to Epiphanius - their modalistic stance by the 

anthropomorphistic misconception of the divine Logos for which Marcellus had been 

criticised by Eusebius: 

"That person [Paul] is claiming that God the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit are one God, 
and that his logos and spirit are always in God, just as a man's proper A-oyoc; is always in his 
heart. According to him, the Son of God is not £vun6cr·w:toc;, but (exists) in God himself, just 
like also Sabellius, Novatianus, Noetus and others claimed".56 

Combined with the misunderstood anthropological analogy, the modalistic use of John 

10:3857 becomes particularly dangerous, because it renders the Son a mere function, 

attribute or accident of the Father without proper subsistence. If the Son were in the 

Father just like human reason is in its possessors, he would be nothing but one of God's 

transitory manifestations: 

"If the Logos existed in the beginning, and the Logos was with God, his existence ('to dvm) is 
not just 1ca'ta 'tTJV npoqwpav, but Ka'ta 'tTJV un6cr'tacrtv. [ ... ]For if God has the Logos only in 
his heart, but not as a begotten one, how can the word 'existed' and the phrase 'God was the 
Logos' [John 1: la.c] be maintained? The logos of a man is not a man who is together with this 
man. Neither does it live nor does it subsist (un£cr't11), but it is just the movement of the living 
and subsisting heart (Kapo\.ac; o£ srocr'lls Kat U<pEO"'tcOO"tlS) and not a hypostasis. For once it is 
uttered it suddenly ceases to exist".58 

Against Photinus' affirmation during the debate with Basil of Ancyra that the Logos in 

the beginning ounro 8£ 1lv <u1.6s>' 'A6yos 8£ 1lv' Ka8anEp EV Efl.Ol 6 'A6yoc/9
' 

Epiphanius also maintains that the Son cannot be just n:pocpopa 'W; [ ... ], a'A'A' 

E.vun:6cr-ca'to<; 8£6<; 'A6yos.60 Why he uses E.vun:6cr'ta'to<; only once in chapter 71 and 

rather characterizes the eternal Logos with a term like ElJ.cpvwc;, which could suggest 

exactly the opinion he opposes,61 is a question I cannot answer. 

55 In the chapter against Sabellius, an anthropological analogy is mentioned, but not expounded (Panarion 
62,1; GCS 31, p. 389). The chapter against Marcellus mainly consists of documents not written by 
Epiphanius (Macellus' letter to Pope Julius [72,2f], Acacius ofCesarea's treatise against Marcellus [72,6-
10], the confession of the Marcellians to the Egyptian bishops [72,10f]). 
56 Panarion 65,1 (GCS 37, p. 3). About the misleadirm introduction ofNovatianus see Roll's annotation to 
1.13 (p. 3f). 
57 Cf. Panarion 57,5 (against Noetus; GCS 31, p. 349); 62,2 (against Sabellius; ibid. p. 391 ). 
58 Ibid. 65,3 (GCS 37, pp. Sf). 
59 Cf. ab. nn. 27f. 
60 Panarion 71,5 (GCS 37, p. 254); cf. esp. 71,2 (Ibid. p. 251: 6 A6yoc, £v 'ti\i na1:pi., qrrtoi.v, ilv, aU' ouK 
ilv ui.6c,); 71,3f (Ibid. pp. 252f: neither npo<j>optKdc; nor £votd.8£'Wt; 'Aoyoc;). 
61 Ibid. 71,3 (Ibid., p. 252) cf. Eusebius, De ecclesiastica theologia II, 16 (GCS 14, p. 120): 1:\. 8E f!Tt 
7t:t<J'tEUOOV tic, 'tOV ui.ov 'tOU 9c:ou npoonotEl'tat 1tt<J'tEUEt v, <JX.'Ttfl<X'ttl:_;Of!EVOC, bta 'tOU 'tOV AO"(OV 'tOV 
f.v 1:i\i Sc:i\i ui.ov anoKa'Ac:'i:v, oa<p&c, 1:ou napabc:i.y)la"toc, fl<XKPi\i btw"tavat btoaoKov"toc, 1:ov Efl<pU'tOv 
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John Chrysostom also explicitly maintains against every modalistic heresy that the 

Logos is not a mere £v£pyua of God, but an oucr{a £vun:oG't<X'tOs.62 In his homily 

on Hbr 1:3 he draws from the title xap<XK'trlP 'tlls 1JKOG'taGECDs exactly the opposite 

conclusion to the one the Anhomoean draws in the pseudoathanasian dialogue: the 

impress of a hypostasis does not have its being in this hypostasis, but exists 

independently outside it, resembles it in every respect except K<X'tcX 'tO f:vun:OG't<X'tOV 

Elvat;63 it is a numerically different subsistence, which can nevertheless be perfectly 

equal to its prototype with respect to its essence or quality. Moreover, the terms 

cin:auyaGJ.l<X and X<XP<XK'trlP entail a perfect similarity of Father and Son which must 

also include the substantial reality of the Father: ro<J7t£p E<J'tt v 6 I1a.'tTJP EVU7tO<J'ta.'to<;, 

K<Xt7tpo<; U7tO<J'ta.crtv ouo£vo<; OEOJ.LEvos· o{mo Kat 6 Yi6<;. 64 Yet, Chrysostom's most 

significant contribution seems to be a first link of the term f:vun:ocr't<X'tOs with the 

philosophical substance-accident scheme. Quoting the heretics' objection that an 

cma.'iY(<X<Jj.LCX is not EVU1tO<J'tCX..'tOV [ ... ], &A..t..: EV E"CEpql EXEt 'tO £tva.t,65 he clearly has in 

mind the Aristotelian distinction between things that are in something else as their 

subject and other things that are subjects themselves. 

Cyril of Alexandria is again really fond of our term: It occurs 51 times in his works, 

only once in non-trinitarian (or Christo logical) context. 66 He is probably the author one 

can find the richest variety of hypostasis- and ousia-language in, mainly in his two big 

treatises on the Trinity and his commentary on John. He likes to combine 

f:vun:ocr't<X'toc; not only with tem1s like £vouawc; or oucrtw<Slls, but especially with 

the more 'lively' sffiv and sometimes also EVEPYrls-67 His trinitarian theology seems all 

in all less defensive and less concerned about possible misunderstandings than that of 

his predecessors: He freely develops a positive understanding of the hypostasis of the 

£v 'lfUX.i\ 'A.6yov napa 1:ov EK nvoc; yevvTt8EV't<X K<Xt xa8' i:.au1:ov U<pE<J'tiiha K<Xt I:,;&V'ta Kat 
£vepyouv1:a ui6v; 
62 Homily 6 in Phil2:5-8 (MSG 62, 219B); cf. Homily 4 in John 1:1 (MSG 59, 47B: ou1:oc; 8£6 A6yoc; 
ouoia 'tic; EO'tlV £vun6cnawc;, £1; UU"COU npod8ouoa ana8roc; "COD ITa'tp6c;.). 
63 Homily 2 on Hbr 1:3 (MSG 63, 22B). 
64 Ibid. (63, 20B). 
65 Ibid. 
66 In Isaiam on 1: 19f (MSG 70, 48C: Et yap qr6oet 1:0 KaKov, Kai £vun6o1:a1:6v £onv ... ). 
67 19 times combined with sc.Ov: Thesaurus de sancta consubstantali trinitate (MSG 75, 80C.596B); In 
Joannem (ed. Pusey, vol. I, pp. 35.294.382; vol. II, pp. 47.310.697.714); De st. Trinitate dialogi (ed. ed. 
G.M. de Durand, val. 3, Paris: Cerf 1978 [SC 246], pp. 92.96.102); Expositio in Psalmos (MSG 69, 
785A.876A); Commentarii in Lucam (ex cat.) (MSG 72, 476A); Contra Iulianum imperatorem I,28 (ed. 
P. Burguiere and P. Evieux, vol. 1, Paris: Cerf 1985 [SC 322], p. 160); De incamatione unigeniti (ACO 
I/1/5,4: £vum)<J'tO'.'tO<;, EVEpyr'J<;, sc.Ov); Epistula ad Maxirnianum (ACO 111/3, 72); Epistula ad 
rnonachos (ACO I/1/1,15)- three times with OUcrtcDOYJ<;: Thesaurus (MSG 75, 580A); In Joannem (ed. 
Pusey I, 70; II, 714)- two times with £voucrw<;: Thesaurus (MSG 75, 104A); Apologia XII capitulorum 
ctr orientales (ACO 1/117,51). 
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Son as word, power and wisdom of God. In his De recta fide ad Theodosium he 

mentions the modalistic word-concept only during the refutation of an adoptianist 

Christo logy a la Paul of Samosata or Photinus: 

"Some people deface the beauty of truth [ ... ] and imagine the Only-begotten inexistent and not 
subsisting independently (ton::&s oux U<pEO"'t11K6·ta). Those miserable people are claiming that 
he is not endowed with an independent hypostasis (ouK dvo:t f!EV Ev U7tOO"'tacrtt 't'ft Ka8' 
eat>'t6v), but that he is simply a word, the speech happening merely according to God's 
utterance (Ka'ta f.LOV11V 'tllv 7tpo<popav yevecr8o:t 1tapa 8wu) and inhabiting a man. Having 
composed Jesus this way, they say that he is holier than the saints, but by no means God. [ ... ] 
However, the likenesses are like their archetypes. [ ... ] Thus, if neither the likeness is 
£wn6cr'ta'toS nor the image is perceived as endowed with independent existence (£v unapl;t:t 
voot'to 't'ft Ka8' Eat>'tC>V), they will have to admit as a necessary consequence that also the one to 
whom the image corresponds is avu7t6cr'ta'tos, and the stain (aKaA.A.E.s) of the likeness will 
most certainly be carried over (avaopaf!Et'tat not>) to the archetype". 68 

Yet, the analogy of the reasoning in the father afterwards revealed by uttering the word 

is keenly drawn upon elsewhere.69 The analogies of word, reason and wisdom can 

explain the simultaneity of unity of essence and distinction of persons beautifully, 

because word and wisdom are EK vou Ka.i EV vc9 npOCJEXcD<; Ka.i <i8ta.cr,;chwc;, 

and all three have as it were an de; dA.A-11A-a. cXV't£1.tl3oA.T1v: 

"For the intellect is in word and wisdom, and the word will appear in tum in the intellect, and 
nothing interrupts or separates one from the other". 70 

In his Thesaurus, Cyril answers the heretic's objection how a momentarily uttered word 

can be the eternal Son of God in the following way: 

"The word coming from a man is resolved into nothing and is neither alive nor active, as also 
the man who 'begot' it comes from nothing and is subject to destruction. In contrast, the Logos 
of God is living; as it comes from some living thing, it was always existing and exists (always). 
For neither was God ever nor will he ever be without the Logos". 71 

68 ACO I/1/1,50f. Note the parallel tenns and phrases for enhypostatos: 1.8tKwc; ulj>EG'tT]KcOc;, dvm £v 
'tU un:ocr1:d.crn 'tU Ka8 · E.amov, VOEtcr8m E.v imd.p1;Et 'tD Ka8 '£am6v. 
69 Cf. Thesaurus (MSG 75, 80C.297B.321D-324A); In Ioannem (ed. Pusey, vol. I, pp. 69f; vol. II, p. 
31 0). In another passage of the commentary in John (Ibid. vol. I, p. 57) the Arians demanding a A.oyoc; 
E.v8ui8E'toc; in the Father, which is responsible for the existence of the Son, are asked, whether they 
consider this logos to be <iv- or EVU1tOCJ't<X'tOV. If it subsisted properly, there would be two sons. If it is 
not, nothing can disturb the continuity between Father and Son. 
70 In John 1:3 ( ed. Pusey, vol. I, p. 70). 
71 Thesaurus 16 [on the eternity of the Son] (MSG 75, 300A). A similar argument of Eunomius that a 
Prlf.l<X'toc; <ipyr1n:po<jlopd. and an E1ttcr'trJj..lT] <ivun:Ocr't<X'toc; calllot be the Son of God, is refuted the 
very same way later on (Ibid., 321C-324B). Cf. also his positive evaluation of the craftsman/know-how
analogy in his Expositio in Ps 33:9 (MSG 69, 876B): To 8£ £vne\.A.ato fill VOfltOnc; av8pcon:on:p£n:roc;, 
£vv6£t 8£ fJ.uA.A.ov ott Kal trov !)avaumKrov tqvrov oi E7ttOtlJfl.OV£c;, otav tt Otat£Ktl]vao8at 
!)ouA.mvtat trov eyvCOOfl.EvCOV a-\noic;, fl.OVOVOUXL Kat EvtEA.A.ovtat tTI EaUtrov ErtlOtlJfl.TI Kat tEXVTI 
8u'x Y£ 'tOU e8EA£lV £pyaoao8ai 'tl" Kat, 'tOU vou n:poc; tO: £pya pon:il, OUV<XfJ.tV EXEl 7tpoot&.yf1atoc; 
Kat all'tOKEAEUOtO\l <popuc;. 'AA.A.' en:\. flh av8pcimmv, avun:6otatoc; autl) Ka8' E<XUtllV ll t£ OO<pta 
K<XL , OUVafJ.tc; autrov· E1tt 8£ 8EOU OUKEtt. 'y <pEOtT]KE yap 6 A6yoc; 011 ou tO: m'xvta epya~Etat, 8u'x 
y£, <jJT]flt, 'tflc; EVOUOT]c; aut4J 0\lVUfl.ECOc; Kat cro<piac;. 
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Yet, even more important for him than word and wisdom seems to be the title 'power of 

God'. The title 8uvcq.nc; (l;wcra Kat) £vunocr'ta'toc;72 for the Son occurs six times, 

the title E:v£pyna E:vunocr'ta'toc; for the Spirit two times. 73 Moreover, Cyril presents 

several ontological reflections about the substantial or accidental status of a power or 

energy: 

"Again, [the Son is called] power, because he continuously inheres in those who are apt to 
possess it. He can never be separated from them - as if he would be classed with accidents -
without the destruction of the subject, [ ... ] because each of them is naturally and necessarily in 
the other. When the Father is active, the Son is obviously also active, like his natural, substantial 
and f:vun6cr-ta-tos power. Accordingly, when the Son is active, the Father is also active, like the 
source of the creating Logos, substantially inhering in its own offspring like the fire in the heat 
it emits". 74 

Both the Son and the Spirit are adequately described as a natural power or energy, 

inseparable from the divine essence, but nevertheless distinguishable from it.75 Thus, 

Cyril conceives a form of in-existence which must not be confused with that of an 

accident, because the in-existing Son and Spirit cannot be removed without corruption 

of their subject. He might be well aware of the paradox when he speaks about an 

E:vunocr'ta'toc; cro¢{a E:vuncipxoucra 'tq) 8£q)76 using a term usually signifying the 

insubsistence of accidents in its subject in order to describe the son's being in the father 

(John 10:38),77 while his predecessors apparently did not allude to its philosophical use 

in employing the term E:vuncipxnv. 

To conclude, the technical meaning of E:vunocr'ta'toc; developed during the trinitarian 

debates of the fourth century is in a way diametrically opposed to its meaning as a 

72 In Ioannem (ed. Pusey, vol. I, p. 70; vol. II, pp. 697.700); De st. Trinitate dialogi (SC 246, pp. 92.96); 
Expositio in Ps 9:33 LXX [10:12a] (MSG 69, 785A: the Son as ;<,tip 8wu). Cf. De st. Trinitate dialogi 
(SC 246, p. 102): ~wcra Kai £vu:n:ocr'ta'to<; i..crxuc; and also the spurious Collectio dictorum in Vetus 
testainentum(MSG 77, 1261A: t<JX,U<; 8£ Kal.8uva1-n<; EVU11:0<J'tCX.'tO<;). 
73 Thesaurus 34 (MSG 75, 580A.596B). 
74 In John 1:3 ( ed. Pusey, vol. I, p. 70). On the philosophical discussion of the so-called 'substantial 
qualities' cf. bel. chapter II, nn. 73-75. 
75 Cf. Thesaurus 34 (MSG 75, 596B/C): fiVEUfla a:ywv , Sda rpaqn'! 'tO EK eEOu flvEUfla Otl]VEKOOS 
U7tOKaAouoa <patvEta.t, oux EV tt tOOV OUfl~E~T]KO'tOlV aut(!} OT]AOUOa, [ ... ] &.A.A.' 07tEp EO'tt Kata 
<pUOlV tOUtO OT]f!ai.vouoa, [ ... ]. OUKOUV El7tEp EOtl Ka'ta <pUOlV aywv, OUK £~ro8Ev EXEl to EtVa.t 
tolOUtO, flfrAA.ov OE auto, -tf\c; 8Ei.ac; umxpxov ouoi.ac; f:vE:pyEta <pUOlKlJ tE Kat t;moa Kat 
f:vun:6otatoc;, 7tpOO'tt8TjOl v ad 'tTI K'tlOEl 'tO 'tEAElOV ot' &.ytaOf!OU Kat tf\c; n:po<; £auto flEtOXf\<;. 
76 Thesaurus 19 (MSG 75, 324A) cf. Gregory ofNazianzen, Oratio 31,32, ed. P. Gallay, Paris: Cerf 1978 
(SC 250), pp. 338[: 111'\ 'tOV 7t<X.'tEpa flEV ouou:OoroflEV, 'tUAAa bE 111'\ U1tOO'tlJOillflEV, ana OUVUflElS 
8EOu n:otT,ooof!EV f:vun:apxoucrac;, oux u<pEOtrooac;. 
77 Cf. Thesaurus 8 (MSG 75,1 04A: ~E:oEtKta.t yap ott to'ls f:v ouoi.«;:t Kat i:moo'taoEt n:po<; 1:a £vououx 
tE Kat EVU1tOO'ta'ta , OflOlO'tTJS , Kata 'tOUto oroi;E'ta.t, ou n:poc; 'tU bEpoyEvf\, Kat f:v bE:pot<; 
iixov'ta to dva.t, rocrn:Ep iJ oo<pia -tuxov f:v 'tQl ooq>Q), Kat iJ ~oUATJOtc; f:v 'tQl ~oUAEUOf!EVcp.) and esp. 
De st. Trinitate dialogi, ed. G.M. de Durand, vol. 1, Paris: Cerf 1976 (SC 231), pp. 270f: Ou yap 81'\ 
Otaf!Efl vfJon 1tE1tOVT]KOtoc; lJfllV tOU A6you Kat roc; Evl KaA.mc; U7tOOEOElXO'tOS Ott 'tU f.v tU~El tOOV 
OUfl~E~T]KOtOlV, 11 Kat EVOV't(l)V an:A.mc; KatT]pt8f11lf1EVa, f\Ktcrta flEV O<ptOlV aU'totc;, bE:potc; OE 
flfrAAov f.vun:apxovta Kata8pljcra.t 'ttS &v, Kat 8oKEt flEV dvai n Kae' £au1:a Kat AE:yEo8at, <puotv 
ot: 1:1'\v 'tOU A.ax6v'toc; ro<; ioiav exEl. 
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Christological tenn: Whereas it was introduced into trinitarian theology to maintain the 

independent substantial existence (Ka8 'atnd u<j>tcr'tcivat) of Son and Spirit,78 its 

Christological intention was to deny exactly this existence on its own with regard to the 

human nature of Christ. Before Leontius of Byzantium, something £vun:ocr't<X'tOV is 

necessarily a un:ocr'tacrtc;, just like something £vouawv is an oucria. Furthermore, 

all four tem1s are absolutely convertible before the distinction between un:O<J't<X<Jt<; 

and oucr{a receives general acceptance and application in the works of the neo

chalcedonians. The orthodox antimodalist polemic grew in a way accustomed to the 

fallacy of calling everything without independent existence an civun:O<J't<X'tOV similar 

to a chimera or another kind of useless fantasy-product: 'tO ydp llrl u<j>E<J'tcD<; £v iac.y 

'tq) !lllbEVt, jlcXAAOV 8£ n<XV'tEAcD<; ou8£v79 
- a wrong conclusion the neo

chalcedonians would have to struggle hard with against the Nestorians and 

Monophysites. 

78 Cf. John of Damascus in his chapter on the trinity (Expositio 8, 184; Die Schriften des Johannes von 
Damaskos, ed. B. Kotter, vol. 2, Berlin: De Gmyter 2:1973 [PTS 12]), p. 26): £vun6o'ta'tov i\'tot ev i.oi.q. 
"i:mo<J'taO"Et un:apxov. 
79 Cyril of Alexandria, De recta fide ad Theodosium (ACO Vl/1,51). Cf. bel. ch. II, nn. 32-34. 
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H. The Christological application of EVU1tOO''ta'tOc; 

Having examined the rise of the term EVU1tOO"'t<X:toc; in Christian, especially Trinitarian 

theology, we will tum to the Neochalcedonian Christology and its use of the term in 

question. The debate around this term initiated by F. Loofs' important study Leontius 

von Byzanz und die gleichnamigen Schriftsteller der griechischen Kirche is not mainly 

concerned with the historical problem of determining the semantics of a special 

technical tem1 in several authors of a certain period. The more recent discussion did not 

only take into account the theology of Karl Barth which was attacked by F. LeRon 

Shults for relying on Loofs' incorrect representation of Leontius' so-called doctrine of 

Enhypostasia, 1 but also determined the link between Barth and the possibly 

misrepresented Leontius: the confessional orthodoxy of the 17th century. 2 In fact, the 

latter created the Greek neologism £vun:ocr'tacria which was received in our modem 

theological terminology: 

"civunocr'ta:tov is what does not subsist per se and according to a proper personality; 
EV'UTrOO"'t<X.'tOV is what subsists in another entity and has become participant of another 
hypostasis. If the human nature of Christ is therefore said to be civunocr'ta'toc;, this means only 
the fact that it does not subsist for itself in a proper personality; but it is called £vunocr'ta'toc;, 
because it has become participant of an alien hypostasis and subsists in the Logos".3 

As Loofs puts it: 

,Factisch ist das £vunocr'ta'tOV dvat bei Zusammensetzungen ein pradicatives Sein von 
sonst selbstandigen ¢ucrnc; oder oucriat Sonst selbstandige <pucrsv; nehmen eine Stellung 
ein ahnlich der notOTil'tEc; oucruo8nc; und £noucrw58nc;. [ ... ] Sein [Leontius'] Begriff der 
¢ucrtc; oder oucri.a ist der der aristotelischen 8EU't£pa oucria, dem aristotelischen der 
npuh11 oucri.a entspricht der Begriff der \m:ocr'tacrtc;. Gleichwie bei Aristoteles das Genus 
und die 8ta¢opai., welche die 8EU'tEpa oucria constituieren, individualisiert werden durch 
das El.vat £v 'tTI oucri.q., so wird bei unserem Verfasser die menschliche Natur in Christo 
individualisiert durch das ELv<X.l £v 'tTI UTrOO"'tciO"El 'tOU A,oyou, durch das un:ocr't~V<X.l £v 
'tql A-6ycp".4 

1 A dubious Christo logical formula: From Leontius of Byzantium to Karl Barth, in: Theological Studies 
57 ( 1996) pp. 431-446. 
2 Cf. U.M. Lang, ,Anhypostatos-Enhypostatos: Church Fathers, Protestant Orthodoxy and Karl Barth', in: 
JThS 49 (1998), (630-657) pp. 655f and M. Gockel, ,A dubious Christological formula? Leontius of 
Byzantium and the anhypostatos-enhypostatos theory', in: JThS 51 (2000), (514-532) pp. 526-531 
(including also medieval scholasticism). 
3 J. A. Quenstedt, Theologia didactico-polemica sive Systema theologicum (1685), in: H. Schmid, Die 
Dogrnatik der evangelisch-lutherischen Kirche dargestellt und aus den Quellen belegt, Gtitersloh: 
Bertelsmann 7.ed. 1893, p. 217 n. 6a. For I. A. Dorner as a second important source for the Loofsian 
reading cf. J. Lebon, La christologie du monophysisme syrien, in: A. Grillmeier I H. Bacht (eds.), Das 
Konzil von Chalkedon. Geschichte und Gegenwart. Vol I: Der Glaube von Chalkedon, Wiirzburg: Echter 
1951, (425-580) pp. 516-519. 
4 Leontius von Byzanz und die gleichnamigen Schriftsteller der griechischen Kirche, in: TU 3 (1888), (l-
317) p. 68. 
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As we have seen during our examination of the trinitarian context, this can hardly 

represent the common meaning this term had in the Christological discussion of the 

early sixth century. This is why B. Daley could use our term as a starting-point for his 

attack on the more systematic implications of Loafs' interpretation, namely to integrate 

Leontius into the Cyrillian tradition and to proclaim him as an extraordinarily 

innovative thinker, especially with regard to his concept of personality. 5 The latter point 

was especially elaborated by S. Otto6 and afterwards also extended to other fields of 

metaphysics. 7 We will thus have to deal with the development of our term taking into 

account at least three levels: The usage of the term itself, the usage of phrases like 

un:ocrt:~Vat E.v A,oycp and their meaning in the context of the Christology of the 

different authors to be examined, and the possible connection between our term and 

those phrases. As there is a various number of expressions for insubsistence occurring 

in our texts, we we will subsume every phrase describing an asymmetric dependence of 

Christ's human nature in the divine Logos as in-existence of the former in the latter 

under the title 'insubsistence formula' being fully aware of the fact that the wording of 

this formula may display considerable differences. 

A. E.vunocr'ta.'toc; and the 'insubsistence formula' from John the Grammarian to 

John ofDamascus 

The systematic problem motivating both the introduction of the insubsistence formula 

and the transfonnation of E.vunoa'ta'tO<; into a technical term of Christology is already 

formulated by Cyril of Alexandria in his second letter to Succensus: 

"If one and the same is conceived as complete god and complete man, consubstantial with the 
Father according to his godhead, but according to his manhood consubstantial with us, where is 
this completeness, if the human nature did not subsist (u<t>EO"'tTJKEV)?"8 

5 Cf. Daley's surveys of the discussion in The Christology of Leontius of Byzantium: Personalism or 
Dialectics?, Oxford 1979 (rns), pp. 2-13 and A Richer Union: Leontius of Byzantium and the 
Relationship of Human and Divine in Christ, in: Studia Patristica 24, Leuven: Peeters 1993], (239-265) 
pp. 240-244. 
6 Person und Subsistenz. Die philosophische Anthropologie des Leontius von Byzanz, Munich: W. Fink 
1968. 
7 Cf. e.g. H. Stickelberger, Substanz und Akzidens bei Leontius von Byzanz. Die Veranderung eines 
philosophischen Denkmodells durch die Christologie, in: ThZ 36 (1980), pp. 153-161. 
8 ACO U1/6, 160,14-16. 
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Interestingly enough, the very first discussion of this question employing our term took 

place before the Neochalcedonian period, even before Cyril's letter was written. As it 

links up with the trinitarian debate of the term much more clearly than Jolm the 

Grammarian's apology for Chalcedon, but contributes hardly anything to its 

Christological career, we will just mention it very briefly before entering the 

examination of the Neochalcedonian contexts. In the fictional correspondence of 

Dionysius of Alexandria and Paul of Samosata - ascribed by E. Schwartz to an 

Apollinarian author of the early fifth century who wanted to attack Theodore of 

Mopsuestia9 -the adoptianist heretic Paul is attacked by the orthodox bishop because of 

his claiming the "form of a servant" the Logos assumed (Phil2:7) to be E.vunoa'ta:tO~, 

thus introducing two E.vunocr'ta'ta into Christ's person and destroying the unity ofhis 

hypostasis. 10 In case of a human being, things like form, logos or wisdom are 

d:.vunocr'ta'ta, whereas they are E.vunocr'ta'ta in God. 11 Christ's transfiguration 

(j..tE'taj..top<j)wcrt~) shows that his human j..top<Pn can never have been E.vunocr'ta'to~, 

if one wants to avoid the absurdity of three j..tOp<j)ai E.vunocr'ta'tOl, the divine one, the 

human one and the glorified one. 12 Thus, Christ's human form is by no means a 

8ouA.o~ E.vunocr'tCX'tO~ inhabited by the Logos, but only a transitory state during the 

exinanition of the Logos. 13 What this Apollinarian author wants to provide is an 

application of the antimodalist polemics and its terminology to Christo logy: Just as it is 

wrong to conceive of form, word and wisdom of God as d:.vunocr'ta'tOV and not 

existing by itself as the second hypostasis of the trinity, one must not hypostasize God's 

human actions and make a 8ouA.o~ E.vunocr'ta'to~ of the deeds the Logos 

accomplished in human form in order to serve mankind. What he achieved is a pretty 

clear deviation into docetism. Let us see whether our Neochalcedonian authors are able 

9 Eine fingierte Korrespondenz mit Paulus dem Samosatener, in: SbBA W 1927, (1-58) pp. 55-58. 
10 This is the topic of protasis 7 (Schwartz, Fingierte Korrespondenz, pp. 26-33; cf. Schwatz's summary 
on pp. 51 f), but it is already envisaged in Dionysius' letter (ibid. p. 5; 209,5-6 Turrianus) and also touched 
in prot. 2 (p. 11; 221, 13-222,8). This discussion could be reflected in Cyril's apology of his first 
anathematism against Theodoretus (ACO I/1/6, 112, 12-113,25), where Cyril asks whether the incarnation 
was a unification of two proper realities or just of OJ.lOlQotT]'tEc; avun:O<J'tU'tOt or J.lOp<j>ai, and whether 
Theodoretus wants to postulate a ouvaq>Eta OXE'ttKll oouA.onpEnquc; Kat avunoo'ta·wu JlOP<JlllS npoc; 
avun6cr1:a1:ov Kat 8Ei.av JlOpq>l)v. A varia lectio already testified by Euboulos of Lystra in the seventh 
century (apud Doctrinam patrum de incamatione verbi. Ein griechisches Florilegium aus der Wende des 
7. und 8. Jahrhunderts, ed. E. Chrysos, Mi.inster: Aschendorff 2 1981, p. 142,24f) reads n:pdc; 
EVU'JtOO''tU'tOV Kai ed.av J..LOP<t>itv the possible authenticity of which would make Cyril's acquaintance 
with our Apollinarian author almost certain. 
I I Ibid., p. 5 (209,3-9). 
12 Ibid., pp. 27f(251,5-252,7). 
13 Ibid., pp. 11 (222,5-8). 26 (249, 1 0-14). 31 (259, 11-15). 34 (264, 13-265,2). 
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to bestow upon Christ's human nature a proper subsistence without dissolving the unity 

of his person. 

I. John the Grammarian and the introduction of i:vvn6crr:aro~ into the Christological 

debate 

John the Grammarian of Cesarea is commonly credited with having not only introduced 

our term into the Christological debate but also with having applied the Cappadocian 

trinitarian terminology to Chalcedonian Christology, mainly in an apology he wrote for 

the council ofChalcedon at about 514-518. 14 Some Greek fragments of this apology are 

preserved in Eulogius of Alexandria's LUVllYOPtcH which is itself only extant in 

fragments contained in the Doctrina patrum. 15 But the most important source for the 

theology of our Grammarian and its systematic relevance is Severns of Antioch's 

polemical opus magnum Contra impium grammaticum which survives in syriac 

translation. 

John seems to have used our term in three different contexts: 

(1) His use of the phrase £vunocr'ta'tOV npocrconov is an obvious resumption of the 

traditional trinitarian usage. 16 This emphasizes the typical Neochalcedonian 

identification of the second hypostasis of the Trinity with the unique hypostasis of the 

incarnate Christ proclaimed in Chalcedon. 17 

(2) He uses it to describes the unity of the two natures in Christ itself, either in form of 

an adjective (Evcucru; £vunocr'ta'to<;) 18 or an adverb (£vunocr'tchcoc; £voucr8at). 19 

(3) He employs it to signify the ontological status the two natures in Christ have being 

'real', but nevertheless not self-subsisting, i.e. having countable hypostases of their 

own.20 

14 Cf. S. Helmer, Der Neuchalkedonismus. Geschichte, Berechtigung und Bedeutung eines 
dogmengeschichtlichen Begriffs, Bonn: Dissertation 1962, pp.160-162 (on person and works) and A. 
Grillmeier, Jesus der Christus im Glauben der Kirche, Vol. 1112: Die Kirche von Konstantinopel im 6. 
Jahrhundert, Freiburg a.e.: Herder 1989, pp. 56-69 (on his terminological innovations). Some tendencies 
towards the application of Cappadocian terminology to Christology can already be found in Theodoretus 
of Cyrus ( cf. Grillmeier, Jesus der Christus im Glauben der Kirche, Vol. I, Freiburg: Herder 1979, pp. 
694-698). 
15 Cf. Iohannis Caesariensis presbyteri et grammatici opera quae supersunt, ed. M. Richard, Turnhout: 
Brepols 1977 (CCG 1), pp. V-XXVIII. Richard (pp. XVII-XXV) has shown that Eulogius did not draw 
upon a Greek copy of Severus, but on the text of the Grammarian's apology itself. 
1 CCG 1, 11,166; 52,97 cf. Epiphanius, Panarion 72,12; GCS 37, p.266,4 I Gregory of Nyssa (?), 
Testimonia adv. Judaeos; MSG 46, 196C. 
17 Cf. Grillmeier, Jesus der Christus 1112, p. 68. 
18 CCG 1, 10,118; 20,408.410; 52,108; 55,182; 57,256. Also in the Capitula ctr Monophysitas: ibid. 
64,109. 
19 Ibid. 8,69 (= 53,118); 20,417; 53,133. And the Capitula: 61,25; 63,66; 64,122. 
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In evaluating the Syriac fragments Richard presents in the Latin version of J. Lebon, we 

have equated "hypostaticus" and EVU'ITOCJ't<X'tO<'; not only because of the Grammarian's 

obvious predilection for our term (possible equivalents like \mocr't<X'ttKO<'; are 

missing), but also because this is proven by Richard's 13th Syriac excerpt which is also 

found in a longer Greek passage in Eulogius. In this case, what about Severns' abundant 

use of the formula 'hypostatic union' I 'hypostatically unified'? What if the Greek 

original of Contra impium grammaticum and the other works of Severns did not read 

£vwcrtc; unocr'ta'ttKrl I £voucr8at unocr't<X'ttKW<; or Ka8 'unocr'tacrtv, as it is 

commonly supposed,21 but employed our term instead? As we learn from the translation 

of Cyrillian quotations in Severns' works, the translators were quite fond of rendering 

Cyril's prepositional phrase K<X8 'U'ITOCJ't<XCJtV using the adjective qnwmthn' or the 

adverb qnwm 'jth. 22 However, the more literal equivalent bqnwm' also occurs from time 

to time,23 which makes a variation already in Severns' text most plausible. A priori, the 

most plausible alternative for EVCDCJt<; K<X8 ' unocr't<XCJtv would have in fact been 

EVCDCYt<; U'ITOCJ't<X'ttKrl as it exactly parallels Cyrill's and Severns' other formula 

£vwcrtc; <j>ucrtKr1. Neither E.vunocr't<X'tO<; nor unocr't<X'ttKrl £vwcrt<; are attested in 

earlier texts, but both are often used interchangeably in later (Neo-)Chalcedonian 

authors.24 Thus, we can only rely on a hint Severns gives in the context of his only 

quotation from the Grammarian containing our term. In Il,17 he quotes John's 

complaint about the Monophysites' ignoring the Chalcedonian confession of the 

hypostatic union and guarantees his undiminished attention to every element of the self

contradictory formula of two general substances united K<X8 ' unocr'tacrtv (b-qnwm ') 

or EVU'ITOCY'tchwc; (qnwm 'jth). The interesting thing about this is the final clause 

Severns attaches to the last term: "in order to use also this word of yours" (mlt d 'f bhd' 

bmlth' djlk nthchshch). 25 If Severns calls E.vunocr'tci'twc; the Grammarian's word (hd' 

mlth' djlk: "this word which belongs to you") and contrasts it to his own (and Cyrill's) 

20 Ibid. 55,201.206 
21 Lebon, Christologie, pp. 469-472; Grillmeier, Jesus der Christus 11/2, p. 52. 
22 Cf. e.g. Philalethes, ed. R. Hespel, Louvain: Durbecq 1952 (CSCO 133), p. 135, 18.23f, where the 
original (3rd Letter to Nestorius; ACO Vl/1, 40,25 I Apology against Theodoretus; ACO 1/1/6, 115,12f) 
all three times reads Ka8 'U1IOCJ'tUCHV. 
23 Cf. e.g. Contra impium grammaticum 11,17, ed. J. Lebon, Louvain: Durbecq 1952 (CSCO 111), p. 
151,15. 
24 Cf. Lampe, Patristic Greek Lexicon, s.v. un:ocr'ta'ttKoc; (p. 1461) B 2d. 
15 CSCO 111, p. 151,16f. The whole sentence reads in Lebon's translation (CSCO 112 p. 118,7-11): 
"Namque dualitatem naturarum, quae unum Christum in duo secat, evehis ad substantias secundum 
communem significationem intellectas, dicisque illas unitas esse secundum hypostasim, seu, ut hac etiam 
voce tua utar, hypostatice". 
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KCX.8 > un:ocr'tCX.O"lV, this admittedly does not necessarily mean that Severus himself did 

not use it at all. What it does prove, is that already Severns noticed the abundant use of 

our term as a particularity of the Granm1arian's style, which nevertheless does not entail 

any difference in meaning with regard to the synonymous phrases £vcocru; K<X8 ' 

un:ocr't<XO"lV or un:OG't<X'tlKrl. The possibility of an earlier introduction of our tenn 

into the Christological discussions by the Monophysites can thus not be ruled out, but 

the Grammarian will by all means retain his credit of having made it popular. 

This popularity is of course mainly due to the third context of usage mentioned above. 

There it is employed in order to refute one of the basic monophysite objections against 

the Chalcedonian distinction between oucr{a = ¢ucrtc; and unocr'tCX.<Hc; = npocrconov 

which already Timothy Ailuros had raised in his refutation of the synod: OUK Ecr'tt 

¢ucrtc; cinpocrwnoc;. 26 

This objection is the starting point and central topic of the longest Greek fragment 

preserved from John's Apology (IV,l-6 in CCG 1). The Grammarian reminds his 

opponents of the Cappadocian distinction between oucr{cx., <j)ucw; as universal 

substance and U11:00'tCX.O"tc;, np00CD11:0V as particular subsistence marked off from its 

fellow species-members by several distinguishing characteristics. As one can conclude 

from the fact that human beings are constituted by an immaterial soul and a material 

body, the presence of two heterogeneous substances does not entail two countable 

particular subsistences. As Christ's human nature is individualized by the Logos, the 

second person of the trinity in which it subsists (£v au'tQJ ... un£cr't'll), it must not be 

counted as a second hypostasis apart from the Logos (IV,3). The counter-objection 

concerning Athanasius' statement of the synonymy of oucr{cx. and unocr'tacrtc; (Ad 

Afros 4) is answered by the Grammarian with a distinction between two ways of being 

E:vunocr't<X'toc;: It could signify either the existence of the natures in general or their 

self-subsistence, i.e. their being independent, countable hypostases. The first sense is 

acceptable, the second would be Nestorian heresy (IV,6). The important thing is that 

this distinction is based on the fact that those two senses are also possible for 

unocr't<XO"tc;, i.e. that the Grammarian still accepts the equation X EVU1[0<J't<X'tOV = 

uno<J't<XO"tc; of X. Accordingly, he speaks at first of two EVU1[0<J'tCX.'tOl OU<Jl<Xl and 

focuses on Christ's human nature in a second step, probably because the divine nature 

26 Cf. Lebon, Christologie, pp. 461f. For further occurrences cf. the appartus on Pamphilus, Panhoplion 
VII,1-4.9f, ed. J.H. Declerck, Turnhout: Brepols 1989 (CCG 19), p. 173 and that on Anastasius Sinaita, 
Hodegos VI,2,16f, ed. K.-H. Uthemann, Turnhout: Brepols 1981 (CCG 8), p. 100. 
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or the Logos has to be unquestionably called unocr'tacru; or £vunocr'ta'tOV in both 

senses. 27 This fact is misrepresented in K. H. Uthemann's claim of an enhypostasia

theory in John the Grammmian. 28 His simple distinction between 'having' and 'being a 

hypostasis' does by no means take into account the philosophical problems concerning 

this issue and moreover presupposes a distinction between unocnacrtc; and 

£vunoa'ta'tov, which can possibly be found from Leontius ofByzm1tium onwards, but 

not yet in the Grammarian. 

Nevertheless, the Grammarian's secondary focus on the human nature already points 

towards the later development which will connect our term and the insubsistence

concept. Already for our Grammarian, the human nature insubsists in and is 

individualized by the Logos, which were the genuine ideas of the traditional and 

Loofsian theory, but he does not (yet) directly connect those with our term, but with the 

verbal phrase u<j>icr'tacr8at tv. Because the £vunocr'ta'toc; EVCDcrtc; unites two 

natures in the single hypostasis of the Logos, the human nature of Christ subsists, but 

only in the Logos which marks it off from its human species-members by the 

characteristic ofbeing his very own flesh. 29 

If we look for possible sources of the Grammarian's distinction between a wider and 

narrower use of hypostasis and of his insubsistence-concept, there are possible 

candidates both in pagan philosophy and in the Christian tradition. As to the first, we 

find a distinction between a wider and narrower use of oucria which is common to the 

Aristotelian commentators: It can either mean the opposite of accident, substance in the 

sense of self-subsisting subject, or existence in general (anA-we; unap~tc;) which 

comprises also the accidents. 30 We will find this parallel worked out more clearly in the 

later discussions of our term. Another possible inspiration could have been the twofold 

use of avunocr'ta'toc; meaning both "unsubstantial, without independent existence" 

and "non-existent, umeal". 31 In pagan philosophy, the development of the former 

27 CCG 1 p. 55, 201.206. 
28 Definitionen und Paradigmen in der Rezeption des Dogmas von Chalkedon his in die Zeit Kaiser 
Justinians, in: J. van Oort I J. Roldanus (eds), Chalkedon: Geschichte und AktualiUit. Studien zur 
Rezeption der christologischen Forme! von Chalkedon, Leuven: Peeters 1998] (54-122), pp. 90-94. Our 
considerations concerning Cyril and Severns should have shown, that it is incorrect to speak - as 
Uthemann does - of an "enhypostatic tmion", as EV(I)<Jtt; £vuno<J1:U'Wt; is nothing but one of many 
possible equivalents for EV(I)<Jlt; Ka8 'uno<J'l:U<Jtv. 
29 CCG 1, p. 55,181-188. 
30 Ammonius, In Isagog.; CAG IV/3, 115,5f; In Cat.; CAG IV/4, 20,26-21,2 I Philoponus, In Cat.; CAG 
XIII/I, 20,9-14; In Phys.; CAG XVI, 137,25-27; De aetemitate mundi contra Proclum, ed. H. Rabe, 
Leipzig: Teubner 1899 (repr. Hildesheim: Olms 1963), pp. 181,23-182,7. 
31 Cf. Lampe, Patristic Greek Lexicon, s.v. (p. 164) B 3 and 4. 
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meaning out of the latter can easily be shown. Already for Aristotle, the accident is 

E.yyuc; 'tl 'tOU 11 T1 OV'toc;, 32 and Sextus Empiricus explains that the so-called accidents 

do not have an existence distinct from that of substances and are therefore 

civun:oa'ta'ta.33 This factual equation of dependent existence and non-existence was 

received - as we have seen - also by the fathers in arguing for a self-subsisting 

hypostasis of the Logos: God the son cannot be something like human thought, word, 

wisdom, or will, because they are all civun:oa'ta'ta, without independent existence, 

factually non-existent. A very interesting exception can be found in Ps-Basil, Contra 

Eunomium V. The divine substance, he says, is not ciyEVVll'tOc; in the sense of 

civouawc; and civun:oa'tcnoc;, i.e. absolutely non-existent. One has to distinguish two 

kinds of civun:oa'ta'ta, that which is also civouawv, absolute nothingness, and that 

which is EVOU<JlOV, i.e. the E.vun:dpxouaa ouaia, the essence inexisting in its 

instances.34 According to John, not only the divine substance E.vun:dpXEt in its three 

hypostases, but also manhood in every individual man and the human nature of Christ in 

the hypostasis of the Logos. 35 However, as John does not yet discuss the relationship of 

civ/E.vun:oa'ta'toc; and accidents, this passage is probably more important for later 

authors, especially the one of De sectis. 

Yet, with regard to his insubsistence-concept, it could be of more relevance, as 

insubsistence formulas were already common in the trinitarian context, especially in the 

texts based on Cappadocian terminology. In the first of the Pseudo-Athanasian 

dialogues De trinitate, the orthodox refutes the anhomoean's objection, that a unique 

8EO'tTJc; would imply a unique hypostasis, by drawing upon the Cappadocian distinction 

between ouaia and U1tO<J'tCX<Jlc; using the example of manhood. When the 

anhomoean asks back: "'H 6:v8pcon6'tTJS oux U<pE<J'tTJKEv;", he gets the answer: "Nat, 

32 Metaphysics VI,2 1 026 b21 cf. XII, 1 1069 a21 f. 
33 Adv. Mathematicos X (Adv. Physicos II), 238f, ed. R.G. Bury, Cambridge: Harvard University Press 
1960, p. 326: 'l:Cx OE AE')'Of.LEV<X OUf.lPcPTjKEv<Xt 'l:<Xl<; ouo\.at<;, oux hcp<X OV'l:<X 'l:WV OUOtWV, 
CxVU11:001:<X1:U EOHV. Cf. Eusebius, Contra Marcellum 1,1,32 (GCS 14, p. 7): K<Xl 11v oux me; \jftAO<; ewu 
A.Oyoc;, CxVU11:001:<X1:0<;, EV K<Xl 'l:<XU'l:OV un:apxmv 1:{\> 8£{\>. 
34 MSG 29, 7498: naA.tv Cx)'EVVT\'l:OV CxVOUOtOV VOOUf.LEV 1:0 JlT\O<XJlfj f.lllO<Xf.lW<; ov. Ein£ n<; CxVOUOtOV, 
U11:001:<XOtV CxVElAE K<Xl ouo\.ac; 1:map~tv. 'Avoumov, K<Xl avun:OO'l:<X'l:OV, 1:llV Jlll \mapxouoav JlTJ'l:E 
ouoav oA.mc; O"T\f.l<Xl VEl <pUOt v. To OE EVOUOtOV K<Xl CxVU1t001:<X1:0V A.£ymv nc;, 'l:llV EVU1tapxouoav 
ouo\.av £oijA.moE. The relevance of this passage for the development of our term was already noticed by 
P. Junglas, Leontius von Byzanz. Studien zu seinen Schriften, Quellen und Anschauungen, Paderbom: F. 
Schoningh 1908, p. 154, although he was mistaken in reading £vum)cr'ta'tOV instead of O:vum)<J'ta'tOV. 
The attribution of Contra Eunomium IV-V to Didymus of Alexandria is still a matter of dispute ( cf. CPG 
2837a; suppl. p. 101). 
35 CCG 1, pp. 50,52-54; 51,61-67 (Apologia); 63,82-102 (Capitula). For pagan parallels cf. Asclepius, ln 
Met.; CAG Vl/2, 431,7f I Simplicius, In Cat.; CAG VIII, 90,8-10 and bel. n. 47. 
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f:v Cx'tOjlou; 9t:wpm.>j1Evr(.36 As will be clarified in our philosophical excursus below, 

phrases like u¢i.cr'tacr8cn EV, 'tO dvat or 'trlV unocr'ta<Jtv EXElV EV or 

8ECOpEtcr8at £v were used synonymously to signify any kind of relationship to be 

distinguished from the Ka8 'au'tO of an independent, self-subsisting entity: the 

accidents in comparison to the substance just like the species in comparison to its 

members. The introduction of the insubstistence-formula into Christology is thus at 

least perfectly compatible with (if not entailed by) that of the Cappadocian 

tenninology, though the latter is probably not its main source. This, the Ps-Athanasian 

(Apollinarian) letter to emperor Jovianus, is namely quoted by the Gratnmarian himself: 

"For simultaneous is the flesh, simultaneous God the Word's flesh, simultaneous the logically 
ensouled flesh, simultaneous is God the Word's logically ensouled flesh: f.v au't(\) yap Kat 'tlJV 
C I H '' 37 
'UrtOO"'taO"t v £GX£V . 

Here we find not only the insubsistence formula, but also the typical Neochalcedonian 

connection of insubsistence and the harsh rejection of a preexistence or 

npo8tcinA.acrtc; of Christ's human nature before the incarnation. The latter was the 

consistent affirmation of Cyrill and the Monophysites,38 but both did not regularly link 

it with an insubsistence fonnula, as the Neochalcedonians did. Severns says that both 

natures u¢i.cr'tav'tat £v 'tTI EVW<JEl or cruv8£crEt, which means that both natures 

subsist in the state of unity or composition39 and thus differs (at least terminologically) 

36 MSG 28, 1141D. Cf. also Basil(?), Ep. 38,3,6-8; ed. Y. Courtonne, vol. 1, Paris: Les Belles Lettres 
1957, p. 82: 'O of: rrauA.ov Eimnv l::ott/;Ev £v 1:(\i oTJAODJlEvq> urto tou 6v6Jlaws rtpaYJlan U<pEcr1:&crav 
tl]v <pUCHv. The Basilian authorship of this letter is extensively and in my opinion in most respects 
convincingly defended by V. H. Drecoll, Zur Entwicklung der Trinitii.tslehre des Basilius von Casarea. 
Sein Weg vom Homi:iusianer zurn Neonizaner, Gi:ittingen: V andenhoeck & Rupprecht 1996, pp. 297-331. 
37 The Greek text: MSG 28, 532 AlB, quoted in CCG 1 p. 13,212-215. For the widespread use of this 
quotation among (Monophysites and) Neochalcedonians cf. the apparatus on Pamphilus, Panhoplion 
III,42f; CCG 19, p. 145 and Anastasius Sinaita, Hodegos II, 5,13f, CCG 8, p. 51. An astonishing parallel 
can be found in Hippolytus, Contra Noetum 15,7, ed. H. J. Sieben, Freiburg e.a.: Herder 2001 (FC 34), p. 
300: o1hE yap acrapKOS Kat Ka9' £amov 6 A6yos 'tEAElOS ljv Y1.6s, Kahot 'tEAEtoS, A6yos rov, 
JlOVoyEvljs· oue' i) crap!; Ka9' £aun1v oixa 'tOU A6you un:ocrTfjvm ljouva'to ota 'tO EV A6yq> 'tlJV 
crucrtacrt v Extt v. If we are not dealing with a later Apollinarian interpolation here, this is the first 
reference for u¢>{cnacr9at in a Christo logical context ( cf. Grillmeier, Jesus der Christus I, pp. 236f). 
38 Cf. Lebon, Christologie, pp. 436f. 462-464. 
39 Apud Leontium Hierosolyrnitanum, Contra Monophysitas; MSG 86/II, 1845D. 1848A I apud 
Eusthatium Monachum, Epistula ad Timotheum scholasticum, in: Diversornm postchalcedonensium 
auctornm collectanea, ed. P. Allen, Leuven: Brepols 1989 (CCG 19), pp. 417,116 (resumed by the 
Chalcedonian monk because of the seemingly self-contradictmy plural 'natures' in 418,140f; 422,244f; 
452,356f); 422,255 (= MSG 86/II, 1848 A6-8: Contra impium grammaticum II,31; CSCO 111 p.238,7-9); 
cf. also the second letter against Sergius (ed. J. Lebon, Louvain: L. Durbecq 1949 [CSCO 120], p. 83,5-
16; English translation in I. R. Torrance, Christology after Chalcedon. Severns of Antioch & Sergius the 
Monophysite, Norwich: Canterbury Press 1988, p. 176). However, Phi1oxenus used syriac expressions 
similar to the Neochalcedonian ones ( cf. R. Chesnut, Three monophysite Christologies. Severns of 
Antioch, Philoxenus ofMabbug and Jacob ofSarng, London: OUP 1976, pp. 78-81, esp. p. 79). 
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considerably from the Neochalcedonian claim that the human nature has its particular 

subsistence in the hypostasis of the Logos. 

Before examining the systematic implications of John's account more profoundly, let us 

pursue historically the converging development of our term and the insubsistence

concept connected with the verbal phrase. 

2. Leontius of Byzantium and the distinction between El!VJrOcrrarov and VJrOO"raau; 

The focus of discussion about our term on Leontius of Byzantium is mainly due to 

Loafs' postulate of the fundamental unity of the Corpus Leontii, which was refuted by 

the articles of M. Richard40 and B. Dale/1
: Unlike Leontius of Jerusalem, Leontius of 

Byzantium is not a Neochalcedonian, but a Chalcedonian in the strict sense, to whom 

the Neochalcedonian emphasis on insubsistence is somewhat suspect.42 Apart from the 

famous opening passage of the first section of the treatise against the Nestorians and 

Eutycheans (CNE),43 the term EVU1tO<J'ta:toc; occurs only one other time in Leontius' 

works44 and definitely does not contribute significantly to the systematic elaboration of 

Leontius' Christology. Although isolated in the work of Leontius himself, the famous 

passage enjoyed a tremendous career not only in modern research, but already in the 

authors after Leontius up to John of Damascus. We will leave the crucial passages of the 

text in Greek, because any attempt of translation would anticipate the decisions of 

interpretation to be discussed below: 

"Hypostasis, gentlemen, and the EVUTIO<J't<X'tOV are not the same thing. For 'hypostasis' 
signifies the individual, but '£vunocrt<X'tOV' the essence; and hypostasis marks off a person by 
means of its characteristic properties; 'tO 8£. £vum)cr't<X'tOV 'to J.ltl Elvat a\no 
0UJ.l~E~TJKOc; OTJAOt, o £v b£p<:9 £xn 'tO El.vat K<Xt ouK £v E.au'tci) 8Ec.opEt'tat. Ofthis 
kind are the qualities, the so-called substantial and accidental ones, none of which is a 
substance, i.e. an existing thing, but they are always perceived 'around' the substance, like 
colour in a body and like science in a soul. 
Whoever claims then that there is no anhypostatic nature, is admittedly right; but he does not 
draw the correct conclusion, if he infers that everything not anhypostatic has to be a hypostasis. 

40 Leonce de Jerusalem et Leonce de Byzance, in: Opera minora, vol. 3, Turnhout: Brepols 1977, pp. 53-
88. 
41 Cf. Personalism and Dialectics? and A Richer union passim. 
42 Cf. Epilysis; MSG 86/II, 1944C. The people criticized here without being rejected as heretics can only 
be Neochalcedonians like John of Cesarea or Ephrem of Amid. Richard supposed those to be the 
<iKpo<j>tA.oCJo<jlot (MSG 86/I, 1273B) CNE is directed against (Leonce de Byzance, etait-il origeniste?, 
in: REByz 5 (1947) (31-66), pp. 53-55). However, there's no direct evidence for any rapports between 
Leontius and the Grammarian ( cf. Uthemallll, Definitionen und Paradigmen, p. 95). 
43 Abbreviations for Leontius' treatises according to B. Daley, The Origenism of Leontius of Byzantium, 
in: JThS 27 (1976), (333-369) p. 333 n. 2. 
44 CNE; MSG 86/I, 1300A: oucnuS8rv; Kai £vunoCJ'ta1:o<; £vwcn<; cf. 1308C: Ka't 'ouaiav Kai 
unocr'ta'ttK'fi EVW<Jt<;. His favourite phrase seems to be oumw8r1<; EVW<Jt<; (CNE 1352D; DTN 
1379A-D; Epilysis 1925C. 1941A). 
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Analogously, one could correctly claim that there is no unshaped body,45 but would incorrectly 
infer that the shape is the body itself [1280A] and not rather something perceived in the body. 
[ ... ] 
And to put it concisely: What is consubstantial and has the same definition is said to be of one 
nature. Yet, the definition of hypostasis is either 'what is identical according to its nature, but 
numerically different', or 'what consists of different natures and possesses a common existence 
simultaneously and in each other'. (B] They are sharing an existence not as if they were an 
essential part of each other's substance - which can be perceived in substances and their 
substantial predicates, which are called qualities -, but on the grounds that neither of the two 
natures or substances is perceived by itself, but (only) accompanied by the other it is composed 
and grown together with (j.1£'tcX Tile; cruyKElllEV11c; KCX.t cruj.ln£<jlUKUiac;)." (MSG 86/I, 
1277D-1280B) 

At first, we notice, that our term is introduced yet again on the occasion of the ,ouK 

£ern <pucrtc; avun6cr-rm:oc;"-objection. Yet, unlike in John of Cesarea, the crucial point 

seems to be the distinction between \rn;ocr'tacrtc; and evunocr'tCX.'tOV, not the 

possibility of using evunocr'tCX.'tOV or \mocr'tacrtc; in a wider (existence in general) or 

narrower (self-subsisting existence) sense. Now, the difficult point is how this 

difference has to be described according to our text, and especially what role Leontius' 

statements about accidents and qualities play in this description. 

If one wants to employ those statements in order to explain EVU1l:OO"'tCX.'tOc;, one has to 

show, how a quality is not necessarily an accident. Loafs and Otto argue for this by 

identifying - correctly - 1l:ot0'tllc; oucrtcD8llc; and differentia and - incorrectly -

1l:OtO'tllc; enoucrtcD8llc; and inseparable accident.46 enoucrtcD8llc; always means the 

opposite of oucrtcD8llc;,47 i.e. accidental, and the examples of colour and science are 

classical quality-accidents according to Cat. 8. D.B. Evans refers -like Otto - already 

the 6 EV E'tEPC9 EX£t 'tO c'tvat to EVU1l:O<J'tCX.'tOV, but wants to read the 'tOta1nat-

45 Leontius is quoting a common philosophical axiom: Dexippus, In Cat.; CAG IVI2, 23,20 (ou8i:v rap 
axpouv 11 aOXl)J.HX'ttO''tOV 11 U1tOO'OV O'IDJ.la) I Hermeias of Alexandria, In Platonis Phaedrum scholia, ed. 
P. Couvreur, Paris: Bouillon 1901 (repr. Hildesheim: Olms, 1971), p. 112,1f (o&J.la £vuA.ov &8uva1:6v 
O'E A.aPEtV O:xpmJ.lU'tOV KC:Xl aOXl)J.lU'ttO''tOV) I Simplicius, In De caelo; CAG VII, 599,9f (o'\hE bE 
O:xpooJ.lC:X'tOV 1tUV'tTI o'\hE aOXl)J.lU'ttO''tOV dvat m'iiJ.la b'UVC:X'tOV 1tE1tEpaOJ.lEVOV) and In Cat.; CAG VIII, 
48,5 (axpouv rap Kat aOXl)J.lU'ttO''tOV OUK &v Ell) O'IDJ.la). The reference to this axiom in the context of 
a discussion of the relationship between oucria. and \.m:ocr'ta.crtc; might have been suggested to Leontius 
by Basil(?), Ep. 38,7,27-33; ed. Courtonne, vol. 1, p. 91 (cf. also Basil, Ctr. Eunom. I,6 [MSG 29, 524A] 
I Gregory of Nyssa, De hominis opificio 24 [MSG 44, 213AIB]). 
46 Cf. Loofs, Leontius, pp. 62.66-68; Otto, Person, pp. 25f. 
47 Cf. e.g. Elias, In Cat.; CAG XVIIV1,176, 25f I Philoponus, In Phys.; CAG XVI, 38,25-39,3 I David, In 
Isagog.; CAG XVIIV2, 164,22-24. The ending of the fragment and 'tWV Atov'tiou (MSG 861II, 
2004D-2009C; CPG 6819 [1]) which seems to consist mainly of an excerpt of CNE (1277C-
1280B.1281C.1284B-C.1300A-1301B.1301D-1304B. 1305A.l308B.D.1309A.1380C; cf. Loofs, 
Leontius, p. 110) is perfectly in line with the usage of the commentators in distinguishing the three 
'substantial' voces (genus, species, difference) from the two 'accidental' ones (proprium, accident). The 
most comprehensive suvey of Leontius' philosophical knowledge is still Junglas, Leontius, pp. 66-92 
although it is surpassed in several details. 
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clause as if it were only "establish[ing] a parallel between the relation of enhypostasized 

nature to hypostasis and the relation of 1totO'tll'tEs, qualities, to the ousia to which they 

belong".48 Although there is some truth about that, as will be expounded below, a 

reference of 'tOl<XU'tCH to EVU1tO<J't<X'tOV would make Leontius immediately revoke 

what he had said just in the sentence before: 'An EVU1tO<J't<X'tOV is not an accident, such 

as the accidents ... '. The alternative Daley and Grillmeier49 offer is equally unattractive: 

If the statements about accidents/qualities do not contribute anything to the explication 

of E.vun:O<J't<X'tOV, one has to play down Leontius' emphatic claim of a difference 

between EVU1tO<J't<X'tOV and un:o<J't<X<Jls to that of a wider and narrower concept of 

reality as we heard it from John of Cesarea. That is why Uthemann in my opinion 

correctly insisted upon the insufficiency of their account, 50 even if his proposal of a 

text-alteration is not convincing. 51 

My own paraphrase of Leontius' argument would be the following: un:O<J't<X<Jls and 

EVU7tO<J'ta'tOV are different, because we call concrete individuals hypostases, but we 

speak of essences as £vun:O<J'ta'tOV or avun:oa,;a,;ov, i.e. we do not say ITauA.os 

E.vun:oa'ta'tos, but dvSpwn:os E.vun:oa'ta'tos in order to signify the individual 

'Paul'. The predicate EVU1t00't<X't0s makes clear that we do not predicate anything per 

accidens of the subject we are referring to, but that our predication is per se or 

substantial. Nevertheless, the predication 'this is a man' does not entail that we are 

referring to an (exclusively) human hypostasis. In naming a species, we have not yet 

determined all the peculiar characteristics of the hypostasis, i.e. we have not yet 

excluded the possibility, that we are dealing in fact with a composite hypostasis uniting 

several natures, like material body and immaterial soul. Hence, the distinction between 

U1tO<J'tU<Jls avSpom{Vll and dv8pCD1tOs EVU1tO<J't<X'tOs only makes sense, if we 

take into account the possibility of composite hypostases uniting several natures. In the 

48 Leontius of Byzantium. An origenist Christology, Washington: Dumbarton Oaks 1970, p. 141, cf. p. 
135. The whole passage (pp. 134-143) rests on his untenable postulate of a distinciton between ,mode of 
union" and ,mode of nature" he wants to prove from the Epilysis (cf. Daley, Origenism, p. 347). As to the 
approximation of enhypostasized nature and accident, M. Richard goes even further and claims that 
Leontius theory renders "1' opposition de Ia substance et de !'accident [ ... ] plus apparente que n~elle", 
although he refers -like Loafs, Daley and Grillmeier- the 6 £v E'tEpCD-clause to 0U!lf3Ef3T]KOt; (Leonce 
et Pamphile, in: Opera Minora, vol. III, Turnhout: Brepols 1977, [27-52] p. 36 cf. pp. 32f). 
49 Daley, Personalism or Dialectics, pp. 18f; A Richer union, p. 250 n.59 I Grillmeier, Jesus der Christus 
IV2, pp. 204-206. 
50 Definitionen und Paradigmen, pp. 99f. 
51 Ibid., p. 101 n. 105 he proposes: 1:0 8£ £vunOCJ'ta'tOV 'tcP llrl dvm cd.nd CJU!lf3£f31lKOt; DY]A.Ot, 
O'tl £v b£pcp EX£l 'tO dvm Kat OUK £v £au1:q) 9£wp£t'tat. Even less adequate is his insistence 
on a destruction of the eDt; with GcP-construction in 1280 B4-7 (p. 103 n.l57). 
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case of simple hypostases, the equation X EVU'ITOCJ'tCX'WV = unocr'tacrtc; of X still holds 

true for Leontius. Due to the semantic difference between the noun and the adjective, 

the latter is, in case of a composite hypostasis, referred to the nature in its state of 

composition, in which it "is not perceived by itself, but together with the other nature it 

is composed or grown together with" (1280 BS-7). 

This is an obvious parallel to the phrase "which has its being in something else and is 

not perceived in itself' (1277 D5f), which is prima facie related to cruJ.113El311KOc;. But 

it could also be interpreted as subject-clause of the Jlrl-phrase. In this case, the correct 

translation would be: "EVU'ITOCJ'tCX'tOV signifies that that which has its being in 

something else and is not perceived in itself is not an accident." This is more or less 

Otto's suggestion resumed by Uthemann,52 with the only difference that I would refer 

'tOlCXU'tat to OUJ.ll3El311KOc;. Our examination of the Ka8 'aU'tO - £v ciA.A.q:> 

antithesis in the excursus below will show that the classical description of the accident 

can also be referred to other somehow dependent entities, especially universals. 

Philoponus says: 

ou yap EO'tt 'tO l;;ij)ov Ka8' £auto EV unap~Et, 0 J-lll'tt &v8pron6c; EO'tl. J-lll'tt IIA.atrov J-lll't£ 'ttS 
trov Kata J-lEpoc; &.v8pomrov· £v yap -rotc; noA.A.otc; Kat Ka8' £Kao-rov -ra Kotva 8£ropE1:-rm.53 

In his commentary on the Physics, he refers to the post-res universals as 1:a Kotvffi<; 

A£YOJ-lEV<X f.vunapxnv nacn Kat EV 'tOt<; 1t0AA0t<; EXElV 'tO EtV<Xt and to the in-rebus 

ones as 'tCx KOlVftV oucrl.av EXOV't<X, tOl<_X of. EV EKUCJ'tql im&.pxov'ta K<Xt £v 

imocr1:&.crn ov'ta £v 'tOt<; Kae' EK<Xcr'ta.54 As there is no trace of an in-rebus I post-res 

distinction in Leontius, he might have held formulas of this kind to be synonymous. 

Then f.vunocr'ta'tOV generally signifies the inexistence of an essence in its individuals 

- Ps-Basil's f.vund.pxoucra oucri.a -,which is by no means restricted to the human 

nature of Christ and which does not result in an independent hypostasis of this essence 

or species in the case of a composite hypostasis. 

52 Cf. ab. n. 38. This is also the reading of John of Damascus, Contra Jacobitas 11,15f, in: Die Schriften 
des Johannes von Damaskos IV, ed. B. Kotter, Berlin: De Gruyter 1981 (PTS 22) p. 114. Cf. Lang, 
Anhypostatos-Enhypostatos, pp. 651 f. 
53 In Cat.; CAG XIIU1, 58,15-17. Cf. also Elias, In Isagog.; CAG XVIIUl, 48,27-29 I Simplicius, In Cat.; 
CAG VIII, 80,30f (According to Aristotle, the secondary substance EXEt 'tO dvat £v the primary); 
82,6-9 (Alexander's corresponding stance) I Id., In Phys.; CAG IX, 490,4-11 (every KOlVOV £v 'tOtt; 
K<X9EK<X<J't<X 'trlV unap~tv EXEt). That this was a quite common description of how universals subsist 
also among Christian authors can be seen e.g. from Basil, De Spiritu sane to XVII, 41,17-21; ed. B. 
Pruche, Paris: Cerf 1968 (SC 17), p. 394: 'AA.A.' ODK &.v 7tt<J1:EU0at~Lt etc; -cooo\hov auwuc; 
7tapa1tAT]~i.ac; EAUUVElV, WO'l:E q>UVat 'l:OV 0Eov -c&v oA.cov, W07tEp KOtVO'l:TJ'l:U nva, A.6yu; flOVU} 
6t:copl]1:lJV, EV OUOEflt<! OE i.l1t001:UOEt 1:0 Eivat exouoav, de; -ca. '\moKEtflEVa OtatpEtOOat. 
54 CAG XVII, 779,28-20. 
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Now, what about Leontius' attitude towards the insubsistence formula? The passage 

Loafs referred to (Epilysis 1944C) obviously represents the Neochalcedonian stance 

criticized by Leontius, because it wants to explain the single hypostasis of Christ by the 

fact that his human nature did not preexist the incarnation, but took its subsistence in the 

Logos.55 This criticism is part of Leontius' general attitude to analyse rather the 'tpono<; 

't~<; EVW<JECD<; as it is presented in the concrete biography of Christ, than to investigate 

divine and human nature and how those two can perform the act of incarnation. 56 Thus, 

he probably regards the insubsistence formula as a misleading explanation of the 

symmetric divine-human 'mode of union'. However, he makes use of an alternative one 

which will be used alongside or even interchangeably with the insubsistence formula in 

later authors: The complete manhood of the Logos, he says, is like our inner man 

according to the Apostle, auvu<j>E<J'tcD<; and completes the definition of the whole after 

the union. 57 

2a. Philosophical excursus: The distinction Ka8 'avr6- ETJ dA-A-cp, the problem of 

substantial qualities and inexisting natures 

The distinction K<X8 'a{no - £v ciA-A-q:> which can be regarded as a commonplace in 

the philosophy of late antiquity can be traced back to the basic distinctions of the 

systems of categories developed simultaneously in the Peripatos and the Academy. The 

former based its teaching upon Aristotle's Categories the starting point of which is the 

partition of (according to an ontological reading of the Categories) entities into K<X8 

unoKEtJ..LEVO'U AEYOjlEV<X and £v unoKEtjlEVq:> OV't<X (Cat. 2 la16-b9).58 The basic 

opposition of Platonists was K<X8 ' <XU'tO - n;po<; 'tt,59 but as already Plato himself had 

distinguished in the famous ascent-passage of his Symposion (211a!b), the K<X8 'au'to 

of the idea from the £v 'tQ.'> ciA,A,q:> of its likenesses,60 the second element of this 

55 Cf. Daley, Origenism, pp. 360-362. 
56 Cf. Epilysis 1940C; Daley, A Richer Union, p. 261. 
57 DTN; MSG 86/1, 1380C. 
58 Cf. A. Graeser, Aspekte der Ontologie in der Kategorienschrift, in: Zweifelhaftes im Corpus 
Aristotelicum. Studien zu einigen Dubia. Akten des 9. Symposium Aristotelicum (Berlin, 7.-16. 
September 1981), ed. P. Moraux I J. Wiesner, Berlin I New York: De Gruyter 1983, pp. 31-55. 
59 Cf. H.J. Kramer, Platonismus und hellenistische Philosophie, Berlin I New York: De Gruyter 1971, pp. 
94-103. 
60 

ou8' a.u cpa.v·ma9lj<JEta.t a.ut(\) to K<XAOV OlOV n:p6amn:6v tt ou8i:: XEtpE<; ou8£ &.'AA.o ou8i::v iliv 
<JOOfl-<X fl-EtEXEl, o-68£ tt<; "A6yo<; ou8f:: tt<; E1tWtlJ[-LTJ, ou8£ 1tOU ov f:v bf::pql tlVl, OlOV EV t;wcp 11 Ev 'YTI 
·~ tv oupa.v(!) 11 EV tcp &.'A'Acp, &.'A'A' a.uto Ka.9' a.Uto [-LE9' a.UtOU f10V0Et8£<; ad ov, ta 8£ &.na. n:&.vta. 
Ka.A.a EKEl vou [-I.Etf::xovta. tp6n:ov tl va tOlOUtOV' otov yt "fVO[-LEVffiV tE trov &.'A'Amv Ka.t &.n:o'A.'A Uf-LEvOOV 
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distinction was soon replaced by £v ciA,A,q:> or £v E'tEpq:> which was perfectly 

compatible with Aristotle's £v un:oKEl~EVq,->. 61 However, the two elements of this 

distinction are anything but equal counterparts. Whereas the KCX8 'CXU'tO only signifies 

the single paradigmatical case of being in the philosophical universe - the idea in case 

of the Platonists, the individual sensible substance in case of the Peripatetics - the 

notion of £v ciA-A-q:> had to comprise the whole of the rest of non-paradigmatical, 

dependent or accidental being. Thus, some philosophers hied to clarify this ambiguous 

notion in connecting Cat. 2 with another passage from Aristotle, Physics IV ,3 21 Oa16-

24, a list of eight possible meanings of EV 'tlVt.62 As this list also comprises the 

reciprocal relationship of genus and species and that of form to matter, the "secondary 

substances" of Cat. 5 were doomed to count no longer as Ka8 'aino, but rather as £v 

ciA-A-q:> dependent on their individuals. Very interesting evidence for this development is 

provided by Arnmonius Hermeias' doxography on the problem of the ontological status 

of universals in his commentary to Porphyry's Eisagoge. The existence of universals 

once admitted, he says, one has to integrate those entities into the basic ontological 

classifications, e.g. that of the Categories. Hence the question arises, whether they exist 

KCX8 'CXU'tO or £v b£potc;,63 i.e. whether Plato was right or Aristotle. The most 

famous answer to this question in the Neoplatonist commentators of Aristotle is the 

assumption of a threefold universal, a transcendent cause of the sensible individuals of a 

species (ante res), an immanent community between those individuals holding the 

species together (in rebus) and a concept in the human mind abstracting this community 

from the accidental properties distinguishing those individuals (post res).64 When 

Jl118Ev €xe'lvo JliJte n 1tAEov J.liJte eA.a.nov yi:yveo9a.t Jl118E naoxetv Jl118Ev. (Werke. Band 3: Phaidon, 
Das Gastmahl, Kratylos, ed. G. Eigler, Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft 1990, pp. 346f). 
61 The - as far as I see - first testimony of this is Ps-Archytas, Il£pi 'tOU K<X9oA.ou A.oyou, which 
reflects the discussion of Aristotle's categories in the frrst century BC. Cf. Th. A. Szlezak, Pseudo
Archytas tiber die Kategorien, Berlin I New York: De Gruyter 1972, 34,15-17 ( oucr{a ocr a Ka9 ' 
eau'tci U<j>E<J'tT]K£V- 1tOtO'tT]<; ocra anlcwc; cruvuncipxn 'tlVt); 36,18-20; 42,21-44,1 ('tOo£ K0'.9 > 

<XU'tO £Lvat, aJ ... A.ci llll h£pcp 'tlVt cruvuncipxnv oucria<; OtK£tOV: micra yd.p oucria K<X9 ' 
<XU'tllV, 'tci o£ cruvuncipxona K<Xi OUJ.113EI3TJKO't0'. ij EV 't<XU't11, <l>TJ!li. ij OUK UV£U 'tO'.U'tT]c;). On 
the origin of this distinction in Eudoros of Alexandria's criticism of the Categories cf. ibid. pp. 130f. 
62 For the earliest testimony cf. Alexander of Aphrodisias, De anima (CAG suppl. II/1,13,9-14,3) and In 
Metaph. (CAG I, 421 ,20-29). That every of this finally eleven meanings is regarded as opposition to 
Ka8 '<XU'tO becomes clear from Philoponus, In Cat.; CAG XIII/1, 34,6f. 
63 CAG IVI3, 40,15-17. 
64 Cf. A.C. Lloyd, Neoplatonic logic and Aristotelian logic, in: Phronesis 1 (1956), (8-72.146-159) pp. 59-
64; Id., The Anatomy of Neoplatonism, Oxford: Clarendon 1990, pp. 62-75 I K. Kremer, Der 
Metaphysikbegriff in den Aristoteleskomrnentaren der Amrnonius-Schule, Munster: Aschendorff 1960, 
pp.l53-155, esp. the references on p.153 n.85; Id., Die Anschauung der Amrnonius (Henneiou)-Schule 
iiber den Wirklichkeitscharakter des Intelligiblen. Ober einen Beitrag der Splitantike zm platonisch-
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Ammonius simply ascribes both a distinct hypostasis which is Ka8 

8EcopOUj..lEVOV and several other hypostases it has in its species to every genus,65 he 

probably refers the fom1er to this genus as transcendent cause and the latter to this 

genus as immanent community. With having detached the function of transcendental 

constitution from this immanent community, it can well be said to exist 'in', i.e. to be 

entirely dependent on the existence of its individuals. 

The crucial point in the discussion of the orthodox fathers with John Philoponus -next 

to Simplicius the most important pupil of Ammonius and editor of his lectures - is, 

whether those in rebus-universals are universals in the proper sense, i.e. numerically 

identical common natures equally participated by every individual of a species, or rather 

-as the orthodox Neoplatonist solution ofPlato's sail-cloth dilemma (Parmenides 130e-

133a) demanded - numerically (and to a certain extent also qualitatively) different 

likenesses of the unique transcendent cause in each of the individuals caused by it.66 

The commentators are not entirely clear about this: A passage in Simplicius' 

commentary on the Categories clearly expounds the doctrine according to the orthodox 

Neoplatonic view and finally states that the only proper universal is the abstract concept 

in our minds.67 However, Simplicius - who was a pupil of both the Alexandrian 

Ammonius and the Athenian Damascius - shares with his Alexandrian collegues a 

partition of the meaning of KOtvOV which could justify blaming the Alexandrians for a 

severe deviation from the orthodox Proclan metaphysics. Something can be "common" 

either (1) without being divided, like a slave shared by different owners, or (2) in being 

divided, like a breakfast being partly comsumed by different people, or (3) by 

successive alternation of the actual possession, like a seat in the theatre, or ( 4) in being 

temporally and locally participated to the same degree and without differentiation, like 

the human nature by its individuals. The crucial point is of course case (4). Ammonius 

explains this ci8tcxtpE:'tcoc; j..lE8EK'tOV by the fact that every human being participates 

aristotelischen Metaphysik' Philosophisches Jahrbuch 69 (1961/62), (46-63) p. 62 I L. Benakis: The 
Problem of General Concepts in Neoplatonism and Byzantine Thought, in: Neoplatonism and Christian 
Thought. ed. D.J. O'Meara, Albany: State of New York Press, 1982, (75-86) pp. 83-85 and R. Cross, 
Gregory ofNyssa on Universals, in: VigChr 56 (2002), (372-410) pp. 374-380. 
65 In Isagog.; CAG IV/3, 27,23-28,5. 
66 For a survey of this discussion cf. R. Cross, Perichoresis, Deification, and Christological predication in 
John of Damascus, in: Medieval Studies 62 (2000), (69-124) pp. 74-86. 
67 CAG VIII, 69,3-71,2. 
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'undividedly' in every trait of animal.68 Philoponus69 and Olympiodorus use 

fmmulations even more susceptible to the sail-cloth objection: according to those two, 

the whole species is participated by every of its members to the same degree, it is, as 

Olympiodorus puts it o'Aov EaU'tO 1tap£xov EKacnq:> 'tWV jl£1EXOV't(J)V a'\nou.70 They 

are both using an example which strongly resembles the daylight-one rejected in 

Parmenides 131 b: the voice of the messenger which is received as a whole by everyone 

in town while being numerically one. However, the Alexandrians' deviation or lapse 

manifests itself most clearly by a comparison of Elias and Simplicius: the latter makes 

clear that the ci8tatpE'toc; KOtv<hllc; of both a voice and a slave has nothing to do with 

participation, but is a rather a matter of XP~<Jtc; which can either be exerted 

simultaneously by several people (in case ofthe voice) or not (in case of the slave). 71 In 

contrast, the former makes extensive use of the dubious kind of universality in his 

account of predication and multiplies the examples adding the centre common to all the 

radii of a circle and the generic matter common to all its specific forms. 72 Hence, the 

church fathers' stance towards this matter does have some foundation in contemporary 

philosophy. 

Thus, the claim that natures or species do not exist xa8 'a{m) but in their individuals 

is well explicable from the philosophical background. In contrast, the specific 

differences or substantial qualities (nm<hll'tEc; OU<JtCD8Etc;) are- following Aristotle, 

Cat. 5 3a22-32 - always denied to be 'in' a subject, but rather affinned to form an 

essential part ( <JUj.lnA llPODV) of this subject. Of course, the specific differences are one 

part ofthe species and are thus comprised in the affirmation ofthe latters' inexistence in 

the individuals. However, whenever they are discussed on their own, every attempt to 

68 In Cat.; CAG IV/4, 19,10-12. That this discussion of the term "common" was originally related to that 
of the ontological status of universals is shown by Boethius, In Isagogen Porphyrii I, 10; ed. S. Brandt, 
Leipzig: G. Freytag 1906 (CSEL 48), pp. 162,16-163,3. 
69 We are talking about- inK. Verrycken's terminology- Philoponus I here who is still more or less 
faithful to the doctrine of his teacher Ammonius ( cf. The development of Philoponus thought and its 
chronology, in: Aristotle Transformed. The Ancient Commentators and their Influence, ed. R. Sorabji, 
Ithaca: Cornell University Press 1990, pp. 233-274), whereas the orthodox fathers had to cope with the 
arguments of Philoponus II. Although several aspects of Verrycken's reconstruction - especially 
concerning the motives of Philoponus' 'conversion' to Christianity- have been correctly criticized by C. 
Scholten, Antike Naturphilosophie und christliche Kosmologie in der Schrift 'De opificio mundi' ,des 
Johannes Philoponos, Berlin I New York: De Gruyter 1996, pp. 118-143, the main point of ours in the 
present context, namely the distinction of an entirely Neoplatonist and a more and more Christian period 
(from 529 onwards) in Philoponus authorship, still seems tenable to me. 
70 Both In Cat.; CAG XIII/1, 18,30-19,4 and XII/1, 30,33-31,1. 
71 In Cat.; CAG VIII, 26,11-20. 
72 In Cat.; CAG XVIII/1, 154,13-155,8. For the Aristotelian analogy of genus:species =matter: form cf. H. 
Steinfath, Die Einbeit der Definition (Z 12 und H 6), in: Aristoteles, Metaphysik. Die Substanzbuchcr (Z, 
H, 8), ed. C. Rapp, Berlin: Akademie Verlag 1996 (KA 4), pp. 229-251. 
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ass1gn some kind of intermediary position between substance and accident to 

differentiae or substantial qualities is harshly rejected from Porphyry onwards, because 

this would question the all-embracing character of the fundamental distinction between 

substance and accident and establish an eleventh category apart from the ten 

Aristotelian ones.73 Although Aristotle himself called the differentiae Ka.'td 'trlV 

ouai.av nou)'t1lc;,74 the commentators only oppose the difference as OU<Jtw8r1c; 

nOtO't'lls and the accidental quality as £nouatw8r1c; nOlO't'lls in refuting objections 

conceming the non-substantiality of the differentia or the definition constituted by it.75 

Hence, it would be really astonishing and without philosophical parallel, if Leontius 

intended an analogy of substantial qualities and inexisting natures with respect to their 

alleged intermediary position between substance and accident. 

3. Ephrem of Amid 

Ephrem of Amid, patriarch of Antioch from 526 until 544, died about one year after 

Leontius of Byzantium, and thus cannot have written a long time after him.76 He wrote 

an apology for Chalcedon and the Tome of Leo which must have drawn quite a lot upon 

that of John the Grammarian. 77 It is quite astonishing that our term was in his time 

already important enough to be embodied in the '26 chapters of dogmatic definitions 

73 Porphyry, In Cat.; CAG IV/1, 95,22-28.31-35 I Dexippus, In Cat. 11,20-22; CAG IVI2, 47,28-51,2 I 
Ammonius, In Cat.; CAG IVI4, 46,17-19 I Philoponus, In Cat.; CAG XIII/1, 66,7-25 I Olympiodorus, In 
Cat.; CAG XII/1, 67,32-35. 70,27-71,6 I Elias, In Cat.; CAG XVIII/I, 173,35-174,14 I Simplicius, In 
Cat.; CAG VIII, 49,5-9. On the systematic background cf. Lloyd, Anatomy, pp. 85-95.161-163 I J. Ellis, 
Alexander's Defense of Aristotle's Categories, in: Phronesis 39 (1994) (69-89) 69f.83-88 I K. Wunn, 
Substanz und Qualitat. Ein Beitrag zur Interpretation der plotinischen Traktate VI 1, 2 und 3, Berlin I 
New York: De Gruyter 1973, pp. 250-262. 
74 Metaphysics V,14 1020 b 1 cfibid. 1020 b 14f(n:poh11 n:otG-tll~ 'tTl~ oucriac;); XI,12 1068 b 18f; 
Physics V,2 226 a 27f ('tO n:mov 'tO EV 'tTl oucr{q.) and Cat 5 3 b 20 (about the genus and the species, 
which is often identified with the differentia [e.g. Metaphysics VII,12 1038 b 19-21]: n:cpt oucr{av 'tO 
n:otov a<jlopi~tt). For the discussion in the Topics see Wunn, Substanz, p.122 with n.102. The passage 
he quotes from Topics VII,3 153 a 17f does not classify the differentia as substance, but makes clear that 
the question 'tt E<J'ttv has to be answered by genus and differentia. H. G. Zekl correctly translates in the 
Meiner-edition {Topik. Sophistische Widerlegungsschltisse, Hamburg: Felix Meiner 1997, p. 367): ,wenn 
aber bei dieser Frage nach dem Wesen die Gattung und die artbildenden Unterschiede ausgesagt werden". 
According to Topics IV,6 128 a 20-29, the differentia was assigned to the category of substance by some 
fhilosophers, but has to be regarded as a quality. 

5 Cf. the references ab. n. 47. . 
76 For his life cf. Helmer, Neuchalcedonismus, pp. 185-187; P.T.R. Gray, The Defense of Chalcedon in 
the East (451-553), Leiden: Brill 1979 (SHCT 20), pp. 14lf; T. Hainthaler in A. Grillmeier, Jesus der 
Christus im Glauben der Kirche, Vol. II/3: Die Kirche von Jerusalem und Antiochen nach 451 his 600, 
ed. T. Hainthaler, Freiburg a.e.: Herder 2002, pp. 357-359. 
77 John of Damascus quotes it as n:Epi 'tOU yp<XJ.lJ.l<X'ttKOU 'Iwd.vvou Kat 'tTl<; cruvo8ou (Sacra 
parallela; MSG 96, 481 C). For further evidence of Ephrem's dependence on the Grammarian cf. Helmer, 
Neuchalcedonismus, pp. I62f n.334; 189f. According to ibid., p. 189, we have treated CPG 6902 and 
6904 as identical above. 
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according to etymology' Ephrem wrote against Acacius the philosopher and presbyter 

of Apameia (CPG 6906). In the small fragment which is preserved we find the 

definitions and/or etymologies of opo<;, oucria, !l0P¢rl, U1LOG1:CXGt<;, npocrcon:ov, 

U5iCD!lCX, EVEpyE.ta, O!lOOUGtO<; and finally- with 7Ii4 lines in Helmer's edition the 

most extensive one- EVU1LO<HCX1:0<;: 

" 'Evun:ocr't<X'tOV is what is established in a hypostasis, like size, whiteness or fatherhood, or 
again what is a proper being and is known without fantasy in existence. Of course, we do not 
call God the Logos' flesh a hypostasis, for it did not subsist by itself as any simple hypostasis 
does. Nor do we call it civun:ocr't<X'tOV, which signifies the non-existent, wherefore we define it 
as £vurrocr't<X'tOV or £vurrapK'tOV or also £voucnov nature".78 

As Gray has already noticed, the passage only makes sense if we refer the first meaning 

of EVU1L00'1:CX'to<; to the human nature of Christ and the second one to the simple 

hypostasis.79 To conceive of this flesh as ¢ucrt<; f.vunoa'l:CX'to<;, f.vun:apK'tO<; or 

f.vouaw<;80 is for Ephrem apparently the way to avoid the extremes of hypostasis and 

civunoa1:a1:0V. But this ontological middle-position between nothingness and self

subsistence is occupied by the accident - quantities like size, qualities like whiteness or 

relations like fatherhood. According to this interpretation, Ephrem would abandon 

Leontius' concern for a distinction between accident and insubsisting nature, although 

both of them accept a similarity concerning the ontological status of the two. However, 

could this also explain the synonyms Ephrem gives for f.vun:oa1:a1:o<;? According to 

their basic meaning, all three of them do in fact mean nothing but 'real'. Thus, one 

could try to read the first sentence of the passage as a distinction between a wider and 

narrower sense of 'real', just as we found in the Grammarian. Yet, in my opinion, this 

would be a grave distortion of the meaning, as Ephrem clearly resumes the Aristotelian 

distinction between inexisting accident and self-subsisting substance. The verb 

78 • I I I 1 ,... t I 

Helmer, Neuchalcedomsmus, p. 272,6-11: Evurrocr'tcx:wv £cruv 'tO £V 'tTI urrocr'tCX.G£1 
KCX.8tOpUJ.1EVOV o'iov f.lCX.KpO'tTJs 1i A£\JKO'tl)s 1i TrCX.'tpO'tT)s 1i rrciA.tv 'tO KUpiwt; OV KCX.t 
acpaV'tCX.G'tcOt; EV {rn:dpl;£t yvwpt~Of.l£VOV. Tr1v f.lEV'tO\l 'tOU 8£0U A.oyou crcipKCX. oux 
UITOG'tCX.OW AEYOf.l£V, ou yd.p KCX.8 'ECX.U'trlV U1tEG'tT) Wt; micra \jflArl urrocr'tacru;. Otl't£ nd.A.w 
CX.U'tTJV <!>CX.f.l£V avurrocr'tCX.'tOV 01t£p O"TJf.lCX.lVEl 'tO avunapK'tOV, Ot01t£p CX.U'trlV <j>UO"lV opisOf.l£V 
EV\l1tO<J'tCX.'tOV i!youv E:vurrcx.pK'tOV 't£ KCX.t Evoucrwv. In taking the last three adjectives as neutra, 
the translation of Gray, Defense, p. 149.seems to miss that composite adjectives do not have a female 
ending. Cf. also T. Hainthaler's translation in Grillmeier, Jesus der Christus II/3, p. 369. However, 
Hainthaler's assumption of a dependence on Leontius of Byzantium's Epilysis (ibid. and n. 70) - only 
based on the examples for accidents which are not even the same - is without any foundation. 
79 Ibid.,p.l49f. 
80 In the framework of Cappadocian tenninology, <jlucrtt; E:voucrta<; is of course a tautology. But Ephrem 
does not introduce £voucrwv directly as a predicate of <jlucrt<;, but rather as a synonym for 
E:vurrocr'tCX.'tO<; and E:vurrcx.pK'tOt;. Those three terms occur together also in Ps-Basil, Contra Eunomium 
V; MSG 29, 713C. 
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1Ca8t8puEcr8at signifies the ontological dependence on some kind of £8pa - a quite 

common metaphor in the context of the inherence-problem.81 Thus, Ephrem possibly 

wants to accommodate also the meaning of the two synonyms to his first meaning of 

f.vunOCJ'tCX:tOc;. This should well be possible in the case of f.vunaplC'tOc;, the verbal

adjective of f.vuncipxco.82 f.voucrtoc; presents more difficulties. Lampe postulates a 

meaning "of attributes, qualities, inherent in the nature, proper to the essence", but 

adduces only two testimonies from a considerably later period: Anastasius Sinaites and 

John of Damascus.83 Nonetheless, one cannot rule out the possibility of a co

transformation of two established synonyms like f.voucrwv and f.vunoCJ'tO:.'tOV, even if 

we do not have other explicit testimonies for tllis from the sixth century. Yet, this does 

not make ofEphrem a revolutionary terminological innovator, as the reason for the new 

meaning postulated by the patriarch becomes clear from the context: He wants to 

provide an etymological definition at any pnce and thus hits upon preposterous 

derivations, e.g. J.LOpqn1 from ~£poe; ¢£pEtv. 84 Small wonder that an analogous 

derivation of f.vunOO"'tO:.'tOV from f.v unOCJ'tciCJEt (1Ca8t8pUJ.lEVOV) leads him to 

make it refer to the accident. 

To summarize, our text, though not clearly and explicitly promoting a Loofsian 

meaning of f.vunoCJ'tCX.'tO<;, supports two tendencies pointing towards such a meaning: 

the approximation of f.vunoCJ'tO:.'tOV and accident and the focus on Christ's human 

nature being f.vunocr'ta'toc; in a special sense (not like a \jftA:r\ unocr'tacrtc;). 

Neither in the reports of Photius ( codd. 228f) nor in the other remaining fragments do 

we find any direct evidence for the insubsistence formula in Ephrem. The objection 'no 

nature without hypostasis' is refuted not by pointing to the insubsistence of Christ's 

human nature in the Logos, but by denying the axiom: Neither the 'natures' of water, 

wrath, war nor those of body and soul include ( cruvEtcrciyEtv) a npocrwnov of their 

81 Cf. e.g. Plotinus, Ennead VI 3,4 l.3f (ed. Brehier, vol. VVl, p. 128) I Proclus, In Platonis Parmenidem, 
ed. V. Cousin, Paris: Durand, 1864 (repr. Hildesheim: Olms, 1961), pp. 730,7f or 861,16-18. 
82 Cf. e.g. Cyril, Thesaurus de sancta consubstantiali trinitate; MSG 75, 109C (£mKm<; "t<\l lla"tpt, ouK 
£vurc&.pK"tOU ~ouA.i)crECOS ElKOVa <popEt, urcapxcov rcpo "t&V atrovcov Yi.6<;). Cf. also the i:.vunapK'tO<; 
8t:O'tll<; in Leontius o.f Jerusalem, Contra Monophysitas; MSG 86/II, 1801B. 
83 Patristic Greek Lexicon, s.v. (p. 478b/479a) 4. Anastasius gives as one possible meaning of i:.vouawv 
"'tO i:.v 'tTI oucr{q. yvwpt~Ojl£VOV i.OtCDjlU, o"iov i:.voumov ECJ'tt 'tOU <iv8pwnou 'tO A.oytcr'ttKOV 
Kai 'tO <j)8ap'tov" (Hodegos II, 3,127f; CCG 8, p. 39). John of Damascus explains: "i:.vouawv jlEV 

ydp E<J'tt 'tO i:.v 'tTI oucri.q. 8£CDp0Ujl£VOV, 'tOU'tECJ'tt 'tO 'tcOV CJUj.1[3£[3T]KO'tCDV ci8potcrjla, 0 
OTJAOl 'tTJV unOCJ'tUCJtV, OUK UU'tTlV 'tTlV oucri.av" (Ctr. Jacobitas 11,5-7; PTS 22, p. 114). However, 
this testimony- part of John's explication of the famous Leontius-passage- could also be interpreted as 
counter-instance to the meaning postulated by Lampe (EVOUCJtoV = U1tOCJ'tacrtc;!). 
84 Helmer, Neuchalcedonismus, p. 271,9f. 
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own.85 As Pamphilus' argument for the existence of qn)CYEls, but not oua{cn 

civunoa'W.'Wl shows,86 this is a resumption of the derived, more specific use of 

civunoa"ta.'Ws mentioned above. However, as Ephrem also drew upon the 

Apollinarian Epistula ad Jovianum as an important authority,87 he may have succeeded 

in postulating not only the ~-tta qmals- but also the insubsistence formula. 

4. Pamphilus the Theologian 

Entering the second half of the sixth century, it becomes very difficult to establish a 

relative chronology of our texts. For the De sectis, we have a fixed tem1inus ante quem: 

the ending of Eulogius of Alexandria's patriarchate in 607/8.88 For Pamphilus and 

Leontius of Jerusalem, their silence about the monergetist/monotheletic problem is our 

only datum to establish one. The official outbreak of this controversy is usually located 

in Sophronius of Jerusalem's protest against the Alexandrian union with the 

Monophysites (633) in 634. However, we find an intensive concern with the problem of 

Christ's wills and energies already in late-sixth century authors, like Anastasius I. of 

Antioch (t 599). 89 Thus, we will not be able to determine the termini ante quem more 

accurately than 'first half of the seventh century'. As our termini post quem are around 

580 for both Leontius of Jerusalem90 and De sectis, but around 570 for Pamphilus,91 we 

will take him as a starting point; being aware that we can by no means be certain about 

his temporal priority. 

85 Photius, Bibliotheca cod. 229 256 b24-33, ed. R. Henry, vol. 4, Paris: Les Belles Lettres 1965, p. 130. 
86 Panhoplion II, 132-156; CCG 19, p. 140f Pamphilus' examples are love, hate, time, lie and words. 
87 Cf. ibid. 259b24-27; ed. Henry, p. 156. 
88 Cf. Grillmeier, Jesus der Christus II/2, pp. 516freferring to MSG 86/I, 1232C; cf. also his rejection of 
M. van Esbroeck's earlier dating (543-551) in p. 523 n. 91a. Accordingly, the beginning of Eulogius' 
Eatriarchate in 581 is the terminus post. 

9 Cf. K.H. Uthemann, Der Neuchalkedonismus als Vorbereitung des Monotheletismus. Ein Beitrag zum 
eigentlichen Anliegen des Neuchalkedonismus, in: Studia Patristica 29, Leuven: Peeters 1997, (3 73-413) 
pp. 394-403; Helmer, Neuchalcedonismus, pp. 223f; T. Hainthaler in Grillmeier, Jesus der Christus II/3, 
pp. 398-400. Of course, there are also earlier treatments of the problem, like that ofEphrem of Amid (Cf. 
ibid., pp. 370f) or Severns of Antioch (Cf. Chesnut, Three monophysite Christologies, pp. 25-34). 
90 D. Krausmiiller, Leonius of Jerusalem. A theologian of the seventh century, in: JThS 52 (2001), (637-
657) pp. 639-649 has convincingly refuted Richard's arguments for 543 as terminus ante and reassessed 
Loofs' arguments for 568 (the Lombards entering Italy cf. Contra monophysitas; MSG 86/II, 1896D) or 
578 (death of Jacob Baradaeus, origin of the Jacobite movement cf. ibid. 1900C) as termini post. 
However, his own "new arguments" (pp. 649-656) referring the Nestorian's example in CN II1,8 1633A 
to the birth of the emperor Heraclius' son in 612 and Leontius' lament about the conquest of Jerusalem in 
VII,lO 1768hC to a contemporary one, namely that of the Persians in 614, seem to press the wording of 
the text far too much in both cases. 
91 Cf. J. H. Declerck in his introduction to CCG 19, p. 24 ('about ten years after the outbreak of the 
tritheite controversy in 557'). 
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Whereas we cannot be sure whether Pamphilus knew any of Jolm's or Ephrem's 

writings,92 his abundant use of those of Leontius of Byzantium, who is even endowed 

with the title "father" (qu. VI,ll9f; VIII,l26), is well attested.93 If Declerck's latest 

hypothesis on Pamphilus' identity with the co-author of the letter to Agapetus I. from 

536 holds, he might even have known Leontius personally.94 As especially the second 

question of his Panhoplion95 shows, Pamphilus knew Porphyry's Eisagoge, Aristotle's 

Categories and Physics and also had a somewhat superficial acquaintance with the 

commentary tradition on those works.96 Of course, this also holds true for Leontius of 

Byzantium, but Pamphilus is probably the first Chalcedonian to draw (provoked by 

Philoponus' attacks?) upon Aristotle (mainly Cat. 5) so explicitly for his account of 

substance and nature. It is very interesting that his preoccupation with Leontius' text 

deceived him in his interpretation of the commentators' technical terminology in the 

same way it deceived the modem scholar St. Otto: In combing the passages from CNE 

(1277D) and the Epilysis (1945B), he relates the distinction between not6t111:Ec; 

oucnw8Etc; and £n01.l<JtCD8El.c; to that of inseparable and separable accidents by 

identifying the second member of the first distinction with the first of the second one.97 

This is not only a contradiction against the terminology of the commentators, but also 

highly implausible in itself, as it would entail the inseparability of every accidental 

quality. Nevertheless, it is a beautiful demonstration for Pamphilus' preoccupation with 

Leontius' text which is especially displayed in his use of £vunoa1:cx:toc;. Neither is 

there any trace of trinitarian use of the tenn, nor do the Christological fonnulas EVCD<Jtc; 

92 Cf.lbid., pp. 81f. 
93 Cf. Ibid., pp. 64-68.81-83. Pamphilus knew CNE, the Epilysis and the Epaporemata and made use of 
them mainly in qu. VI-IX. The dependence on Leontius of Jerusalem supposed by C. Moeller (cf. ibid., 
pp. 83t) is now, taking into account Krausmiiller's new dating, not only improbable, but impossible. 
94 Cf. Grillmeier, Jesus der Christus II/3, p. 158. 
95 We will retain Cardinal Mai's title for the sake of the beautiful biblical metaphor. 
96 Cf. Declerck's apparatus on II, 45-104.168-205. He even had an idea about the threefold universal (cf. 
1,38-41) and Proclus distinction between three kinds of wholes (V, 115f cf. Proclus, Elements of 
Theology, prop. 67-69, ed. E.R. Dodds, Oxford: Clarendon, pp. 64t). But Grillmeier's assumption of an 
acquaintance with Philoponus' commentary on the Physics (Jesus der Christus II/3, pp. 145t) is- taking 
into account the homogeneity of the Neoplatonic commentary tradition - highly improbable, as 
Parnphilus most probably knew about Phi1oponus' heresies. He may equally have used another 
commentary or attended a lecture on the Physics at some point. 
97 Panhoplion II, 26-45; CCG 19, p. 135. M. Richard not only overemphasizes Pamphilus' philosophical 
incompetence (Leonce et Pamphile, pp. 34.39), but also wants to construct a fundamental difference 
between Pamphilus' traditional, Cappadocian/Porphyrian concept of hypostasis and Leontius' very own 
Ka9 'a'i.Ytd u<jl{a,;aa9at (Ibid. pp. 30f.34-39). However, he makes far too much of Pamphilus' 
addition of Ka9 . UU'tO to Leontius' description of the ouaia as npa:yJ.la UQlEO''tcDt; (qu. II, 43t)
analogous to E:vunoa,;a,;or;, u<jl£0''tcDt; can mean both 'real' and 'self-substising' -,just like he does not 
recognize Pamphilus' reception of our derived use of civunoa,;a,;ov in qu. VII, 32-34, but claims those 
lines to be a failed attempt of ham1onizing traditional and Leontian terminology. 
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EVU'KOCJ'tCX'tOs, E.vunocr'tchco<; £voucr8at still occur.98 However, there are two 

passages in which he clearly remains faithful to the traditional equation x 

EVU'KOCJ'tCX'tOV = U'KOCJ'tCXCJt<; of x. The first is qu. XI, 157f, where he describes the 

hypostasis as E.vunoCJ'tCX'tOV 'tl Kai OUCJtcODE<; npay!la. The second is the one we 

already referred to in our discussion of Ephrem, his distinction between oua{a only 

signifying EVU'KOCJ'tCX'tCX, i.e. E.v oua{~ KCXl U'KOCJ'tcX<JEl 18{~ 8ECDpOU!lEVCX (II, 

134-136) and physis also signifying avurroCJ'tCX'tCX. Maybe this passage is directed 

against a refutation of the 'no nature without hypostasis' objection similar to that of 

Ephrem which could render the synonymous meaning of oua{a and <j)ucrts in 

Christology questionable. 

In contrast, his own refutation of the objection in question (qu. VII) is entirely based on 

Leontius' distinction between hypostasis and E.vunoCJ'tCX'tOV. The introductory passage 

reads almost like a glossed version of CNE 1277D-1280B.99 However, Pamphilus is 

much more reluctant than Leontius to compare Christ's oucr{at EVU'KOCJ'tCX'tOt with an 

accident in any respect whatsoever: The phrase !lE'tcX 'tTl<; auyKEl!lEVTl<; Kai 

CJU!l'KE<j)UKUtCXs <j)u<JECDs which described the 'insubsisting' natures of the composite 

hypostasis in Leontius (1280B) is related to the accident by Pamphilus (VII,12-15); he 

uses parallel and explanatory phrases like n:pay!la u<j)ECJ'tcDs (VII, 1 Of) or £v ECXU'tq) 

Kai EV tOt\! undp~Et 8ECDpOU!lEVOV (22£) for our term; and, finally, he explicitly 

parallels the relationships substance-accidents and E.vuno<J'tCX'tOV-avunoa'ta'tOV (32-

34). Thus, Pamphilus does not acknowledge any kind of analogous ontological status of 

accidents and insubsisting natures, but wants to distinguish E.vunO<J'tCX'tOV and 

hypostasis as the substantial and the separating or self-subsisting aspect of the concrete 

individual: 

"EVU1tOO''tCX'tOV indicates the fact that the entity in question is not an accident, but is perceived 
in itself and in its own existence; hypostasis means that, which is separate and by itself, und 
reveals the congregation of the characterizing idioms, as it is seen in the idioms in the first place 
in order to mark off the individual or person from the common essence, although it is not 
unsubstantial" .100 

98 The former of course still remained common in the sixth century ( cf. e.g. Ammonius Alexandrinus, 
Frg. 2 in Jolm, in: Johannes-Kommentare aus der griechischen Kirche, ed. J. Reuss, Berlin: Akademie
Verlag 1966 (TU 89), pp. 196f I Olympiodor Diakon von Alexandria. Kommentar zu Hiob, ed. U. 
Hagedorn and D. Hagedorn, Berlin: De Gruyter 1984 (PTS 24), p. 219 I Zacharias Rhetor, De opificio 
mundi contra philosophos; MSG 85, lll6C I Gregorius Agrigentinus, Super Ecclesiasten; MSG 98,837B), 
the latter seems to have been much less common. 
99 Cf. Richard, Leonce et Pamphile, pp. 35f; Lang, Anhypostatos-Enhypostatos, pp. 643f. 
100 Panhoplion VII, 21-27; CCG 19, p. 174. As EV E:au1:q) and Ka8 'amo are actually used almost 
synonymously as opposites of £v h£pq> in the philosophy of late antiquity (cf. e.g. Proclus, Elements 
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In other words: The term EVU'ITO<J'ta'tOV signifies that we are dealing with something 

substantial, which exists in itself(EV ECXU'tcP), not in something else, and which belongs 

to a species common to several individuals. In contrast, {moa'taatc; signifies a 

separate individual, which exists by itself (Ka8 'a{no) and is marked off from the 

other member species by a unique set of accidental characteristics. In the incarnation, 

Christ's human nature obviously retains only the first aspect, whereas the second aspect 

is taken over by the Logos. Adapting a quotation form Ps-Justin's (Theodretus') 

Expositio fidei, Pamphilus says: 

"Inhabiting the virgin mother, the Logos creates for himself - in an imperishable and an 
unperceivable way- a temple from her, a complete human being, without seed. This means: He 
took a certain oooi.a £vunocn:a'toc;, a part of her nature, and caused it to exist as substance in 
his own hypostasis; [ ... ] If he, then, did not assume a hypostasis, but a human ouai.a 
EVUJtOcr'ta'toc; - for, as it was already said before, the Lord's human element did not exist 
'self-subsistently' (tOtOUJtOG'tchwc;) and by itself before the union-, Our Lord Jesus Christ 
must neither be said to come to be from two hypostases before the union nor is it allowed to 
separate those after the union and conceive of two hypostases" .101 

However, Pamphilus is not able to reconcile this distinction between two aspects, which 

would entail an individuation of Christ's human nature by the Logos, with the 

Cappadocian concept of individuation by separating accidents. This is why he has to 

reject the question as to whether Christ's human and divine natures were universal or 

particular, by pointing to the inexplicability of the miracle. 102 

All in all, Pamphilus is even further from employing our term in the Loofsian way than 

was his master Leontius. He rules out any kind of approximation to the accident and 

also seems to focus on the human nature to a lesser degree in using the term: We have 

three occurrences with special reference to the human nature (VII,78.83; X,ll7), one to 

both natures (VII,40). The remaining nine ones are neutral in that respect. 

With regard to the insubsistence formula, we encounter a similar hesitation as we did in 

Leontius, although Pamphilus - as we saw - did approve of the Apollinarian-

prop. 41 and 81 (ed. Dodds, pp. 42.44.76) I Ammonius, In Isagog.; CAG IV/3, 29,20f), one can 
understand that Richard claims tins passage to be "pres de I 'incoherence" (Leonce et Pamphile, p. 3 7). 
101 Ibid. 76-88; p. 176. For the Theodoretus-quotation cf. Corpus apologetarum Christianorum saeculi 
secundi, ed. J.C.T. Otto, vol. 4, Jena: Mauke 3 1880 (repr. Wiesbaden: Sandig 1969), pp. 34f: M£on oi: 
n:ap8EV(!l, h: 6aUt tUCOU KUtUYOJ.lEvTI y£vouc; ouJ. tac; n:poc; Ul)tOV £n:ayy£Aiac;, n:poc; tllV 1:fjc; 
oixovoJliac; xpeiav XP110UJ.1Evoc;, Kal. taut'llc; tljv v11ouv eioouc; oiovEi nc; Se'loc; on:6poc;, n:A.a·ntt 
vaov eaut(j}, tOV tEAElOV avepcon:ov, J.!Epoc; tl A.aprov tfjc; EKElV11S qr6oecoc; KUl de; tljv tOU vaou 
otan:A.acrtv ououiloac;. 'Evouc; oi: tOUtOV Kat' aKpav EVOlO"lV, eeoc; OJlOU Kat av8pmn:oc; n:poeA.Scilv, 
outm tl]v Ka8' llJ.lii<; oiKoVOJ.liav £n:A.TjpcooEv. 
102 Cf. Panhoplion X,94-124; CCG 19, pp. 199f. 

----------------------
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Neochalcedonian rejection of a npo8tcinA,acrtc;. 103 Although the Epistula ad 

Jovianum is briefly quoted in this context (III,42f), the more important source for 

Pamphilus seems to be the passage from Theodoretus' Expositio referred to above: He 

prefers Theodoretus' oucnouv de; to unocr'tO:.O"lV EXElV or u<j>{cr'tacr8at £v. The 

only passage coming close to something like an insubsistence formula also resumes the 

quotation from the Expositio: 

"In the last days, the Son descended ineffably and invisibly into the virginal womb like a divine 
seed and formed for himself a temple in his own hypostasis assuming a complete man". 104 

Pamphilus was not aware of the career the concept of the Logos as divine seed would 

have in Maximus and especially in John of Damascus in interpeting the insubsistence 

formula. However, one of his merits may have been to promote the passage from 

Theodoretus into a position equally prominent to that of the Letter to Jovianus, as it 

seems itself just as compatible to the 'Alexandrian intuition' as the Apollinarian text. 

But this only applies to the tradition after Pamphilus. As to our author himself, he 

normally prefers the symmetric chalcedonian formula of two natures in one hypostasis 

to both the insubsistence-one of Apollinaris' and the 'insubstantiation' -one of 

Theodoretus. In this case, a further approximation of the insubsistence formula to the 

term E.vunocr'tO:.'toc; is of course impossible. 

5. De sec tis and the Christological disadvantages of the common usage 

The relatively short treatise De sectis does not offer any convincing evidence to prove 

any kind of dependence on or acquaintance with John the Grammarian, Leontius of 

Byzantiurn105 or Ephrem of Amid. The author is comparable to Pamphilus with respect 

to his display of philosophical leaming106 and his (even more) strictly Chalcedonian 

stance. 107 We will thus look in vain for any occurrence of the insubsistence formula. 

The "ungewohnliche Sinn flir geschichtliche Entwicklungen" our author is credited 

103 On Pamphilus' ambiguous stance towards Neochalcedonism cf. Grillmeier, Jesus der Christus IV3, pp. 
151-157. 
104 E.n · E.crxa1:wv 1:c.Ov iu1£pwv E.v '"D nap8£vtKD Vl]c5t5i' £im5vc; d<j>pclm:wc; Kai dopd1:wc; 
6wvd B£ioc; mrdpoc;, £v 1fj a\nou unocr1:cicr£t d<j>8d.p1wc; nA-drr£l vadv i:amq), -riA-nov 
dvBpwnov }.aj3oJv. (Panhoplion III,31-32 [CCG 19, p. 145]; Theodoretus-quotations italicized). 
105 Its Loofsian incorporation into the Corpus Leontii was sufficiently refuted by M. Richard, Le traite 
"De sectis" et Leonce de Byzance, in: Opera minora Vol. 2, Tumhout: Brepols 1977, (695-723) pp. 697-
709. 
106 Cf. MSG 86/I, 1193A. 1233B (Cat. 5). 1241D-1244B (Cat. 6; Physics IV,ll 219blf). 1244B/C 
(Metaphysics V,6).1244C (Physics 1,7 190b24). 
107 Cf. Grillmeier, Jesus der Christus Il/2, pp. 520-523. 
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with108 is not only displayed in the praxeis with mainly historical concern (II-VI), but 

also in the seventh, philosophical one we are interested in. 109 Starting from our well

known monophysite 'no nature without hypostasis' -objection, the author gives an 

adequate summary of the traditional usages 110 of the terms unoa'taau;, 

£vunoa't<X'tOV and civunoa't<X'tOV, of course - as a strict Chalcedonian - without 

taking into account Neochalcedonian impulses like Ephrem's concerning the 

£vunoa't<X'tOV. The equation x £vunoG't<X'tOV =hypostasis of x is thus his absolutely 

unquestionable point of departure. When he, in his first EVG'tacrtc; (cf. Anal. prior. 

II,26), easily admits that Christ's two natures can well be called civunoa't<X'tOl, but not 

I I 111 • d f I I £VU'ITOG't<X't0l, he clearly resumes the denve use o avunoa'ta'toc; we 

encountered in Ps-Basil. Small wonder that the Monophysite reply confronts him with 

the charge of annihilating the Saviour's natures and demands another 'reconsideration' 

(ciV'ttn£ptcr'tacrtc;) of his argument. This reconsideration starts with exactly that 

distinction between a wider and narrower sense of unoa'tacrtc; I £vunoa't<X'tOV which 

we have found in John the Grammarian112 and which in the formulation of De sectis 

parallels even more exactly Ammonius' distinction between a wider and narrower sense 

of ouaia: Either it signifies 'to anA.wc; ov and comprises also the accidents, although 

(Kav) they have their existence in something else, or it signifies 'tO K<X8 'E<XU'tO 6v, 

like individual substances. 113 However, he attaches the analogous distinction between a 

general and a more specific sense of civunoa'ta'tOV which had not been thought of yet 

by John the Grammarian: Either it signifes 'tO JlllD<XJlTI JlllD<XJlwc; 6v, like centaurs or 

other creatures of our fantasy, or 'tO £v E'tEp<:p £xov 'trlV unoa'taaw and does not 

exist Ka8 ' <XU'tO, like the accidents. 114 Hence, the derived sense of civunoa'ta'toc; 

seems to coincide with Ephrem's first, Christological sense of £vunoa'ta'toc;, and the 

accidents also form the overlapping section between £vunoa'ta'toc; and 

civunoa'ta'toc; in De sectis. Applied to Christology, this means that Christ's two 

natures can be called £vunoa't<X't0l only in the wider sense, civunoa't<X'tot only in 

108 Ibid. p. 516. 
109 Richard, De sectis, pp. 716-718 offers a critically revised version of MSG 86/I,1240C-1241A.1241 C 
(actio VII,2-3). 
110 As to the trinitarian use, i::vun:om:ccwc; is replaced by cx:u8un:ocna'toc; (MSG 86/I, 1216A). 
Ill MSG 86/I, 1240B. 
112 Richard, De sectis, pp. 717f(MSG 86/I, 1241C) shows even the same justification ofthe double use 
by Cyril-passages using oucria and un:OCJ'taCJtc; synonymously (the third anathematism in CCG 1 I 
p.55,19lf, the II. chapter of the Scholia and the fourth anathematism in our text). 
113 Richard, De sectis, p. 716 (MSG 86/I, 1240C/D). 
114 Ibid., pp. 716f(1240D/1241A). 
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the more specific one (ou Ka96 llrl ElCJlV, bJ,) ... : on 'tcDV llrl KCX9 'ECX'\nci OV'tCOV 

dcriv). 115 

The logic of this argument would demand that not only the negative aspect (ll r1 KCX9 ' 

£a:u'to) of the second sense of avurrOCJ'ta'toc; holds true for Christ's two natures, but 

also the positive one (EV E'tEpcp £xov 'tO dvat). However, this is never explicitly said 

by our author, and the fact that he both totally avoids the insubsistence formula and 

shows - always remaining faithful to the Chalcedonian symmetry- no sign of focus on 

Christ's human nature whatsoever in our discussion, casts considerable doubt on his 

possible approval of such an application. Hence, the main result of our examination of 

this text will be a confirmation of what we have said about John the Grammarian's 

introduction of the term and its sources. However, the Grammarian's solution in 

comparison to that of Leontius of Byzantium suffers one major disadvantage: It has to 

admit two hypostases in Christ, both understood in the wider sense. Anastasius of 

Antioch tried to solve this problem in referring EVUITOCJ'ta'toc; only to the wider, 

hypostasis only to the narrower sense, 116 a solution which will be echoed in the attempt 

of seventh and eighth-century compilers to harmonize the material concerning our term 

received from the tradition. However, as this wide concept will never suffice to 

determine the ontological status of Christ's natures as specifically as the Leontian 

concept does, John the Grammarian and the De sectis are doomed to be finally 

subordinated to or even suppressed by Leontius of Byzantium. 

6. Leontius of Jerusalem 

Having re-dated Leontius, the author of the Contra Monophysitas (CM) - in its present 

form probably just two appendices left from a larger treatise against the 

Monophysites 117 
- and the voluminous Contra Nestorianos (CN), Richard's 

prosopographical suppositions concerning our monk- partially refuted already by D. B. 

Evans- are definitely surpassed. 118 Thus, all we can know about his relationships to our 

previous authors has to be inferred from his works. In the florilegium of CM he quotes 

from Severns' Contra impium grammaticum and introduces the quotation as by "the 

115 MSG 86/I, 1241A-C. 
116 Des Patriarchen Anastasius I. von Antiochien Jerusalemer Streitgesprach mit einem Tritheiten, ed. K.
H. Uthemann, in: Traditio 37 (1981), (73-108) pp. 103f(ll. 768-800). 
117 Cf. M. Richard, Leonce de Jerusalem et Leonce de Byzance, in: Opera minora, vol. 3, Tumhout: 
Brepols 1977, (53-88) pp. 38f; Helmer, Neuchalcedonismus, p. 203; Grillmeier, Jesus der Christus II/2, p. 
287. As the reference in CN II, 14 1565C most probably points to CM, the latter is the earlier work. 
118 Leonce de Jerusalem, pp. 81-88 cf. Evans, Leontius ofByzantium, pp. 156-183. 
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same Severns, from his book against the Grammarian John, bishop of Cesarea", the 

first testimony for the confusion of the Grammarian with John Khozibites, bishop of 

Cesarea at the time of Severns, which makes at least an intimate knowledge of the 

Grammarian's or Severns' work improbable. 119 An acquaintance with Leontius of 

Byzantium was supposed on the grounds of a text quoted in CN II,13 which will be 

discussed in detail below. 120 Leontius was sometimes credited with outstanding 

knowledge of philosophy and natural sciences, 121 sometimes accused of infertile 

scholasticism and quasi-scientific sophistry. 122 Of special interest for our purposes is the 

acquaintance with the philosophical discussion of EV 'HVt he displays in several 

passages of CN. 123 After all, Leontius seems to be the most inventive of our authors 

concerning both hypostasis- and insubsistence-language. 124 

Nevertheless, his use of E.vun:ocr'ta'toc; does not at first sight show any kind of 

peculiarities whatsoever. That our well-known equation also holds for him is already 

shown by the very first occurrence of the term in CN, where it figures merely as the 

adjective that corresponds to the basic meaning of un:ocr'tacrtc; and means 'settled at 

the bottom' (in liquids). 125 The same holds true for IV,36, where <j>ucnc; E.vun:ocr'ta'toc; 

-in a commutatio- parallels <j>ucrtKll un:ocr'tacrtc; (1704D) and for VII,l, where it is 

claimed that we perceive the complete divinity in all three hypostases of the trinity, 

E.vouaiwc; KCX'tcX 'tO KOtVOV Kai E.vunocr'ta'twc; KCX'tcX 'tO lOtKOV (1760B). The 

rest of the occurrences is more or less explicitly connected with a refutation of the 'no 

nature without hypostasis' -objection which once again leaves no room for the first two 

119 MSG 86/II, 1848D cf. M. Richard in CCG 1, p. V. 
120 The similarities mentioned by Loofs in order to establish his "Grundschrifthypothese" are not even 
close enough to establish any kind of acquaintance between the two authors (cf. Richard's discussion in 
Leonce de Jerusalem, pp. 69-73). Otto's revisitation of those similarities (Person und Subsistenz, pp. 89-
133) does not prove more than the non-incompability of those two authors' antlu·opology. However, he 
convincingly refutes Richard's (Leonce de Jerusalem, pp. 60-62) and C. Moeller's (Textes 
,Monophysites' de Leonce de Jerusalem, in: EThL 27 (1951) (467-482) pp. 472f) suggestion that 
Leontius - though not consistently - dismisses the Cappadocian definition of hypostasis (Person und 
Substistenz, pp. 100-103.118f.133). 
121 Richard, Leonce de Jerusalem, pp. 52-58; Helmer, Neuchalcedonismus, p. 204. . 
122 C. Moeller, Le chalcedonisme et le neo-chalcedonisme en Orient de 451 a la fin du VI siecle, in: 
Grillmeier I Bacht, Chalkedon I, (637-720) p. 687 {CN "illisible"); Gray, Defense, p. 123. 
123 He knows about the the difference of EV 'ttVt we; O'UJlf3Ef3TJKOc; and we; JlEpoc; (CN I,6; MSG 86/I, 
1421 A-C; II,49 1601B), the noA.A.axwc; A.f.yEcr8at of this expression (!,8 1433 A), the wide range of 
meaning of the prefix £v (II,4 1537D/1540 A), and claims that the phrase generally signifies a E.vwcnc; 
(II,9 1553D). 
124 Cf. Grillmeier, Jesus der Christus II/2, pp. 297-302. 
125 II,11528D. 
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kinds of usage we encountered in the Grammarian. 126 With only one exception- V,28, a 

resumption of earlier arguments - they are concentrated in book II which is directed 

against the Nestorian doctrine of two hypostases in Christ. The Nestorian's point of 

departure is that hypostasis means something £vouawv only if it refers to an individual 

substance. If this sense of hypostasis is to be applied to the Chalcedonian definition, 

there is no room for a twofold consubstantiality of Christ, as the latter presupposes two 

£vouaux. 127 The vast majority of the Nestorian objections in CN II are nothing but 

variations of this first one. In II,5, the Nestorian argues against the possibility of an 

civun:oa'ta'tOV - the human nature of Christ which does not have a hypostasis on its 

own- to be consubstantial with an £vun:oa'ta'tOV, i.e. our human natures every one of 

which does have one (1540 AlB). Leontius - still perfectly in line with his 

understanding of £vun:oa'ta'tOV as hypostatic - reminds him that his objection 

confuses the level of (universal) natures and that of (particular) hypostases: Only the 

former can be consubstantial with each other, whereas the latter are only consubstantial 

qua £vouata. As the E.v £vun6a'ta'tov np6awnov of our Lord is £vouawv in a 

twofold manner, it can well be £vun:oa'tcX't01<; ouo n:poawn:mc; o~oouawv (1544 

A/B). The fact that Christ's human nature is not t0lOU1tOO"'ta'tOV, 128 i.e. does not have 

a hypostasis of its own ( cf. 1540C), does by no means entail that it does not have a 

hypostasis at all. In II,35, Leontius underscores this conclusion using the example of the 

EVUTI:OO"'tcX'tWV s0wv Kat j3o'taVcDV <j>uanc; transferred into ·a new hypostasis by 

consumption and digestion (1593C). 

Having noticed no trace of cmmection between our term and the insubsistence formula 

nor of a distinction between £vun:oa'ta'tOV and hypostasis so far, we finally encounter 

this distinction IT, 13, and surprisingly within a quotation from the Nestorian. This is not 

only the most important chapter in Leontius with regard to our term, but also one of the 

most difficult ones to interpret. Following David Evans, Patrick Gray has suggested that 

126 Leontius prefers un:oo'taUKO<; both in the trinitarian context (cf. CN 1,19 1481B12; 11,24 1585D; 
VII,5 1768aC) and with respect to Christ's hypostatic union (cf. 1,46 1504D; 1,50 1512B-1513 A; II,l2 
1557D; II,30 1589B; III,2 1609 A; III,5 1616 A. 1617 A; V,11724B; VII,7 1768eC). . 
127 • t f I CN II, I 1526C-1528D. The Nestonan quotes Ps 88,48 LXX, not 104,4. T] UTI:OG'tCWt<; must of course 
be part of the quotation! 
128 For this tem1 cf. II, 10 1556A; V,29 1749C. It appears to be a Neochalcedonian neologism; cf. e.g. 
John the Grammarian, Capitula ctr. Monophysitas; CCG 1, p. 64,110 I Justinian, Contra Monophysitas 
153,20. 158,11, in: Drei dogmatische Schriften Justinians, ed. M. Amelotti a.a., Milan: Giuffre 1973, pp. 
50.52 and Edictum rectae fidei, in: Ibid., p. 150,11 I Eusthatius, Epistula de duabus naturis; CCG 19, pp. 
421 ,222f. 431 ,547f. It closely parallels tbtOGUG'tet'toc; ( cf. Lampe, Patristic Greek Lexicon, col. 665b) 
and is often varia lectio to the latter in the manuscripts. 
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the opponent in this chapter is not the Nestorian, but Leontius of Byzantium. 129 The 

implausibility of this sudden change of opponent was already seen by Uthemann whose 

first analysis of the text is the most appropriate one so far. 130 L. Abramowski suggests a 

distribution of the text which became a commonly shared opinion among researchers: 

She assumes two Nestorian passages marked by the <j>a.o{v in 1560 A 7 and B8 and an 

orthodox interruption marked by the <)>a.l!EV in B 1.131 

However, neither the postulate of an interruption 132 nor the ascription of those passages 

to the Nestorian is tenable. In fact, the whole passage 1560 A7-B15 is a quotation in a 

quotation, i.e. a Chalcedonian text criticized by the Nestorian whose statements can be 

found in A4-7 and C1-D13. As already Uthemann noticed, 133 this is proven by 1561C9-

12 where Leontius refers to the Nestorian's statement in 1560D11-13 as "what was said 

by you at the end". In 1561A1-3 Leontius explicitly admits that the Nestorian is really 

targeting proper Chalcedonian arguments (lll!E'tEpa. n:pof3A. Tll!CX.'ta.), but blames his 

refutation with being too superficial to convince anybody except himself. Hence, the 

argument of the chapter has to be analysed as follows: 

The Nestorian's Chalcedonian opponent- provoked by his audience to demonstrate the 

existence of a <j>uots civun:oo'ta.'tos -postulates a difference between hypostasis and 

EVUTI:OO'tCX.'tOV analogous to that of oucr{a. and EVOUOlOV one has to admit with 

regard to the trinity (1560A). This entails the possibility of conceiving two <j>uoEts 

£vun:oo'tCX.'tOl in one hypostasis. Just like a body can be EYXPCOl!U'tl<J'tOV, but does 

not have to be a XPWl!CX. for that reason, a nature can be £vun:oo'tCX.'tOs, but does not 

have to be a hypostasis. Thus, the postulate of two natures in one hypostasis does not 

entail that one or even both of them are civun:oo'tCX.'tOs (1560B). The Nestorian starts 

his counter-attack with ridiculing the Chalcedonian because of the self-contradiction the 

latter gets involved in by his example. He maintains that a <j>ucrts £vunocr'ta'tos by all 

129 Evans, Leontius of Byzantium, pp. 139-143 I Gray, Defense, pp. 128f. 
130 Das anthropologische Modell der hypostatischen Union. Ein Beitrag zu den philosophischen 
Voraussetzungen und zur innerchalkedonischen Transformation eines Paradigmas, in: Kleronomia 14 
(1982) (215-312) pp. 261-263. However, after reading Abramowski's essay he unfortunately changed his 
mind (Cf. Defintionen und Paradigmen, p. 111 n. 5). . 
131 Ein nestorianischer Traktat bei Leontius von Jerusalem, in: R. Lavenant ( ed.), III. Symposium 
Syriacum (1980). Les contacts du monde syriaque avec les autres cultures, Rome : Pontifico instituto 
orientale 1983, (43-55) pp. 43fn.5 cf. p. 52. 
132 Abramowski should have noticed that not only A14-B7, but also B13f clearly argue for the possibility 
of two natures in one hypostasis. Also the <j>cq.t£v of B 1 does not necessarily introduce a new speaker, as 
the Nestorian also quotes his opponent's <jx:.q . .tEV in A8. The repetition of <j>acri.v in B8 probably just 
indicates that the Nestorian skips a few passages. 
133 Anthropologisches Modell, p. 263 n.38. 
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means presupposes the presence of a hypostasis, just like a coloured body presupposes 

that of a colour (1560C). As physically different things are necessarily also 

hypostatically different, but not the other way round, the example of the Trinity is 

worthless and nothing but a sophistic play on words. The Chalcedonian should have 

shown something naturally but not hypostatically different in order to substantiate his 

case (1560D). 

According to Leontius, this refutation of the Chalcedonian position completely misses 

the point. The mere presence of colour or of an hypostasis does not entail the 

identification of body and colour or nature and hypostasis respectively. The Nestorian 

should have shown that the presence of several different <jn)cr£t<; EVU11:00'tCX'tot 

necessarily presupposes the presence of the corresponding number of different 

hypostases (1561A). Just as different bodies can be coloured by one and the same 

colour 'white', different natures can subsist in one and the same common hypostasis 

and thus be all together EVUTI:OO'tCX'tO<;. For being something134 is not necessarily 

identical with being something independently (l81q.) (1561B), just as a city is not 

without a ruler, simply because it does not have a ruler of its own. Hence, the nature's 

being f.vunoo'ta'tot does not necessarily entail their being E'tEpounoo'tCX'tOl, 135 but 

they have their being Evunoo'ta'tot in one common hypostasis. Two EVUTI:OO'tCX'ta do 

thus by no means introduce a duality of hypostases into the one hypostasis of our Lord, 

but only two sets of hypostatic idioms (i.e. divine and human idioms characterizing the 

unique hypostasis) (1561C), 136 i.e. a synthesis not ofhypostases, but of natures. 

Leontius' defence of this 'quotation in the quotation' could give rise to the suspicion 

that it is actually taken from an earlier treatise of his own. As we did not find enough 

evidence in our sixth-century-texts to classify the distinction EVUTI:O<J'tCX'tOV/hypostasis 

as a "topos der christologischen Debatte"137
, and as it occurs here together with the 

analogies EVOUOtOV/ouo{a and body/shape or colour, 138 a dependence of this treatise 

134 'tt £lvcn here probably in the sense of £v 'tql 'tt f.crn K<X'tTJYOP£tcr8a.t. 
135 In Leontius of Jerusalem, this term is fom1ed in analogy to bcpooucrwv and means "different in 
hypostasis" (cf. ll,5 1540D.l544 A), not "havin~ a different hypostasis" as in the commentators who 
derive it from au8um)cr'ta'tos (cf. David, In Isagog.; CAG XVIII/2, 168,21-24 I Elias, In Cat.; CAG 
XVIII/I, 162,1f). 
136 For Leontius' conception of the ,more composite idiom" (CN 1,20 1485D) cf. Grillmeier, Jesus der 
Christus II/2, pp. 305-311; Uthemann, Definitionen und Paradigmen, pp. 113f. 
137 Abramowski, Nestorianischer Trakat, p. 44 n.5. 
138 The replacement of GX,'ll!J.<X by XPWIJ.<X could be inspired by Leontius' mention of colour as example 
for the accident in 1277D10. The philosophical parallels (cf. ab. n. 45) regularly mention also colour, but 
do not parallel <icrX,T]!J.d'ttcr'tOV with <i;x,pcoj.ldncr'tOV (Dexippus/ Simplicius, In Cat: d;x,pouv; 
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on Leontius' namesake from Byzantium would be at least highly probable. However, 

there are two good reasons for the assumption that Leontius is defending not a text of 

his own, but that of a fellow Chalcedonian: 

(1) We do not find any trace of this distinction elsewhere in Leontius' writings and he 

does not resume it anywhere in his defence against the no 'nature without hypostasis' 

objection which reoccurs several times in CN, especially in the second book, 139 and also 

in CM. The parallel of the 51st aporia of CM (1797B/C) and CN II, 13 (1561 AlB) 

shows that for him a much more crucial point in refuting the objection than the 

difference of hypostasis and EVUTCOO''tCX'tOV is that real, individual natures do not have 

to be iocipt8f.lCXl with the hypostases they are perceived in. 140 Also, the difference 

between OUK dvunoo'l:CX'l:OV and i8totino0'1CX'l:OV plays a more important role. 141 

(2) As we have noted above, there is no other indication ofLeontius' acquaintance with 

his namesake from Byzantium which would be very probable, if the text quoted by 

Nestorian really stemmed from Leontius himself. 

Thus, we probably do best in supposing an intermediate Chalcedonian source which 

refuted the 'no nature without hypostasis' objection on the basis of Leontius of 

Byzantium's CNE. 

If we look for Leontius' use of the insubsistence formula, the frequent occurrencies of 

both u<j>io'tao8at E.v142 and synonymous phrases like (Ev)uncipXElV, (Ev)dvat, 

(Ev)8Ecop£to8at EV143 prove that we are dealing with one of Leontius' central 

Christological formulas. However, two of the passages speaking of insubsistence in 

connection with the term EVUTCOO''l:CX'l:O~ (both from CN II,13), clearly hold both 

natures to subsist in the hypostasis of the Logos: 

"For we say that the two natures exist in one and the same hypostasis, not as if one of them 
could be civun:om:a1:oc; in the latter, but because both can exist in one common hypostasis, 
and thus each of them is £vun:ocr1:a1:oc; according to one and the same hypostasis." (1561B) 

Hermeias/ Simplicius, In De cael.: <ixpwjla'tOV}. Thus, the Chalcedonian author is most probably 
imitating Leontius' formulation, just like (Ps-)Maximus was doing several decades (?) later on (Cf. 
Opusculum 23a; MSG 9I, 26IC/264D). 
139 Cf. esp. CN II,I4 (I565A-I568D). I8f(I576D-I580C). 23 (1534D/I535A). 
14° Cf. already John the Grammarian, Cap. II ctr. monoph. (CCG I, p. 64,I22-I24): "Ooat av men 
cpuoetc,; EVU7t001Cnmc; 8tnPTJflEv<Xt, EV ioapi9f10t<; npocrffin:otc; 9Empouvn:xt. "Ocrat 8' av root cpUGEl<; 
£vunocr1a1mc; i]vmf-LEYat, Ev t':vl. npooffin:cp 9empounat. 
141 Cf. passages referred to a b. n. I 07. 
142 CN 1,39 I500C; 1,47 I505D; II,7 1552D/1553 A; II,9 I553C; II,13 I56IB; II,l7 1568 A; II,22 1584D; 
II,47 1600C. Leontius knows the technical sense of tllis formula signifying the ontological status of the 
accident (cf. II,8 I553B) and considers the accident according to the philosophical tradition as improper 
being (IV,9 1668C/D). Thus, his Christological application to Christ's human nature is probably due to a 
well established tradition from the Apollinarian literature onwards. 
143 CN 1,30 1496C/D; 1,52 1524B; II,5 1540C; II,6 I548C; II,13 1561C; VII,2 1761B. 
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"Obviously both natures must not belong to different hypostases, but their being evunocr'ta'tOV 
must be perceived in (VO£tcr8at EV) one and the same hypostasis." (1561C) 

A third, similar passage can be found in V,28, where Leontius argues that two 

individual natures do not entail two hypostases, because an individual human nature, i.e. 

an individual body and an individual soul, "EV 'tOt~ ciA.A.ot~ [ ... ] \lflAOl~ av8pwnot~ 

[ ... ) EVUnOCY'tO:.'tO~ opa'tat" without splitting the unique man in a soul- and a body

hypostasis. The Christological application following immediately afterwards uses a 

corresponding verbal expression: "o Aoyo~ [ ... ] a\nn 'tD i&lg unocr"tdcrn [ ... ] 

'tTlV civ8pwn:ciav <j>ucrw E.vun:ECJ'tT)CJEV" (1748D). Leontius transforms the 

insubsistence formula into a composite verb E.vu<j>iCJ"tT)Jl t which he uses both in the 

active ("cause to exist in ... ") 144 and in the medial ("subsist in ... ") voice. 145 The term 

E.vun:ocr'ta"to~ always signifies nothing but the reality the two natures have and which 

in a second step - explicitly only in the third passage - is specified by the traditional 

insubsistence formula. Leontius' adjective for 'insubsisting' is not E.vunoa'ta'to<;, but 

CJUV(Ev)unocr"ta'to<;. According to his reinterpretation of the traditional fire-iron

paradigm, 146 the iron can also correspond to the preexisting divine hypostasis receiving 

the fire, i.e. the insubsisting human nature: E.v 'tTI 'tou crt8t1pou unocr'taCJEt <j>ucrt<; 

nupo<; avunoa'ta'to<; K0:.8 l a1n-rlv oucra CJUVE'tE8TJ 'tD <j>UCJEt 'tOU crt8i]pou 

cruvun:ocr"ta'to<; a\nn YEVOJlEVf1. 147 This "cruv" could be classified as one last 

stronghold of classical Chalcedonian symmetry in Leontius of Jerusalem. He can not 

only make the flesh insubsist in the Logos, but also both natures coexist in the one 

hypostasis. Thus, both the Logos and the flesh can be subject of 

CJUV{EV)UnOCJ"tO:.'tO<;, 148 CJUVOUCJlCDCJl<;, 149 CJUVU<j>tCJ'taCJ8at, 150 or CJUVUno-

CJ"taCJt<;.l51 

To summarize, although we found some immediate connections of our term and the 

insubsistence formula, this seems to have barely affected its meaning. Leontius' use of 

144 Cf. apart from the previous passage 1,6 1425D. 
145 Cf. II,23 1585 A; VII,6 1768dC. 
146 Cf. Uthemann, Defmitionen und Paradigmen, pp. 117-122. 
147 CN 1,49 1512B. Pace Uthemann, Definitionen und Paradigmen, pp. 118fn. 224 the text must not be 
altered. The O:vun:oCY'ta'Ws is a clear resumption of the derived use of the word we have examined 
above. 
148 CN V,30 1749D (Logos and flesh); V,31 1752 A (Logos). 
149 IV,l7 1685B (L+f). 
150 II,l4 1568 A (L); V,31 1752B (L); VII,2 1761B (f). This verb was already used by Leonitus of 
Byzantium (cf. ab. n. 50)! 
151 V,23 1745B (f). 
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it shows no focus on Christ's human nature whatsoever, but is rather in line with the rest 

of Chalcedonian symmetry to be seen in his use of both coexistence and inexistence 

tem1inology. 

7. Maximus the Confessor 

Maximus, definitely the most important Christological thinker we are dealing with in 

our examination, is commonly credited with both knowing "a good deal of classical 

philosophy"152 and possessmg "eine souverane Kenntnis der ganzen 

Christologiegeschichte, insbesondere der des 6. Jahrhunderts". 153 However, whether and 

to what extent Maximus knew any of the authors we discussed above is in most of the 

cases unclear. The only established fact is his acquaintance with Leontius of 

Byzantium's CNE and Epilysis on which he drew very extensively, 154 as will be shown 

again in our analyses below. The florilegia of the Lateran synod of 649 to which 

Maximus made considerable contributions155 confuse John the Grammarian with John 

Khozibites, a fact which casts the same doubt on the authors' knowledge of John's or 

Severns' work as it did in the case of Leontius' CM. 156 The case of Leontius of 

Jerusalem is the most difficult one: Many of the authors dealing with Maximus' concept 

of the composite hypostasis just take Maximus' familiarity with his texts for granted, in 

most of the cases relying on commonplaces of Neochalcedonian Christology to be 

found in both authors, but of course insufficient to prove direct literary dependence. 157 

152 A. Louth, Maximus the Confessor, London I New York: Routhledge 1996, p. 19. This is particularly 
illustrated by P. Sherwood's analyses of the Ambigua (The earlier Ambigua of Saint Maximus the 
Confessor and his refutation ofOrigensim, Rome: Herder 1955, e.g. pp. 96-102 with regard to the concept 
of motion). The earlier discussions of Maximus' philosophical sources, e.g. W. Volker, Maximus 
Confessor als Meister des geistlichen Lebens, Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner 1965 who argues on pp. 40-43 
against v. Balthasar's (and partly Sherwood's) claim of a largely Aristotelian background in favour of a 
Neoplatonist-Dionysian one, overlook the fact that Maximus mainly represents exactly the Platonic
Aristotelian blending to be found in the commentators. 
Those of Maximus works only available in MSG 90191 (CombefisiOehler) will be referred to using the 
following abbreviations: Acta (90, 109-172), CT (90,1 084-1173), Cap. XV (90, 1177-1185); Op. (91,9-
285), Disp. (91,288-353), Ep. (91,364-649), Myst. (91,657-717), Amb. (91,1032-1417). 
153 G. Bausenhart, 'In allem uns gleich aul3er der Siinde'. Studien zum Beitrag Maximos' des Bekenners 
zur a1tkirchlichen Christologie, Tiibingen: Griinewald 1990, p. 110. 
154 Cf. F. Heinzer, Gottes Sohn als Mensch. Die Struktur des Menschseins Christi bei Maximus 
Confessor, Freiburg: Universitiitsverlag 1980, pp. 90-116. 
155 Cf. R. Riedinger, Die Lateransynode (649) und Maximos, in: Actes du Symposium sur Maxime le 
Confesseur. Fribourg, 2-5 Septembre 1980, ed. F. Heinzer I C. Sch6nbom, Fribourg: Editions 
universitaires 1982, ( 111-121) pp. 118f. 
156 ACO ser. II vol. 1, p. 325, 34f ("sanctae memoriae Johannes episcopus Caesareae Palaestinae"). Cf. 
ab. n. 119. 
157 Cf. A. Riou, Le monde et l'eglise selon Maxime le confesseur, Paris: Beauchesne 1973, p. 41: 
"!'influence de Leonce de Byzance sur saint Maxime a sans doute ete compensee par celle de Leonce de 
Jerusalem, theologien nettement neochalcedonien, que saint Sophrone de Jerusalem connaissait bien, 
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However, the example of Peter's and Paul's soul and body and their relationship to each 

other and to the composite hypostasis of both in Ep. 15 (552C-555A) is strongly 

reminiscent of the discussions in CN II, llf and 15, just as Leontius of Jerusalem is the 

only extant parallel for the use of E1:£pounocn;a'ta~ as derived from OJlOOUO"lO~, not 

from a:u8unoom1:o~. 158 Yet, a final judgement about the relationship of those two 

theologians will have to expect a more detailed critical comparison of their works. 

Reading the voluminous corpus of Maximus' extant works, one does not encounter the 

term £vuno01:0:1:0~ very often. Nevertheless, there are several of the traditional 

trinitarian usage of the term in the works before 634, the Ambigua, the Quaestiones et 

Dubia and the Quaestiones ad Thalassium. 159 Also in a trinitarian context -

commenting on the same passage from Gregory of Nazianzen as Amb. 23 (1260D), 

where the term is used in the traditional way-, but less in conformity with the tradition 

is Amb. 1 (1036B/C), where the holy Trinity is called £vunoo1:0:1:0~ OV1:01:1l~ 

OJlOOU0lOU Tptd8o~ and EVOU0l0~ unap~l~ 1:pt0U7t001:U1:0U JlOVdbo~. Those 

ainsi que par celle de !'auteur duDe Sectis" (C. v. Schi:inborn, Sophrone de Jerusalem. Vie monastique et 
confession dogmatique, Paris: Beauchesne 1972, p. 173 fmds an influence of Leontius on Sophronius 
"peu probable"), or P. Piret, Le Christ et la trinite selon Maxime le Confesseur, Paris: Beauchesne 1983, 
pp. 169f who claims the definition of hypostasis in Ep. 15 (557D: oucr{a IJ.Em \.8tCO!J.chcov) - a 
commonplace of Cappadocian terminology - to be borrowed from CN 1,20 (1485B: qrucr£tc; IJ.E'tci 
\.8tCO!J.Ci'tcov). Sherwood, Ambigua, pp. 60f suggests a possible influence of Leontius on Maximus' 
anthropology. L. Thunberg, Microcosm and Mediator. The theological anthropology of Maximus the 
Confessor, Lund: Gleerup 1965, pp. 41-50 just gives a list of Neochalcedonian topics and concepts 
resumed by Maximus and discusses his stance towards the authority of Cyril of Alexandria, but does not 
commit himself to the claim of any literary dependence. 
158 Op. 13 (147C); Op. 14 (152A); Ep. 15 (549A.552B/C.553B.569A/B) cf. ab. n. 115. However, in his 
use ofOIJ.OU1tO<J'tCX'tOc; Maximus was most probably inspired by Anastasius I. of Antioch's- one of the 
authors discussed more frequently during the monotheletic controversy (cf. Op. 20 [229B-233B); Op. 26 
[277A-D)) work on the energies in Christ (cf. the fragment in the Doctrina patrum, p. 135,2), as Leontius 
used this term only in the trirutarian context (CN II,1 1534B). One could further ask, whether op. 16 
(205A) was inspired by the 51st aporia in CM (1797B/C: i.crdpt91J.oc;, trinity), or whether the yvo.Spt<YIJ.CX 
KOtvOV ofEp. 15 (556C) presupposes (as N. Madden, Composite Hypostasis in Maximus the Confessor, 
in: Studia Patristica 27 [ 1993), [175-197) pp. 186-188 and Heinzer, Gottes Sohn, p. 104 seem to suppose) 
the concept of idiom-composition, the basic idea of Leontius' Christology (cf. CN 1,20 [1485C/D); 1,28 
[1493C/D); 1,35 [1497D]; 1,42 [1501D); II,7 [l552D-53A]; II,l4 [1568A/B); II,l7 [1576B/C]; Il,24 
[1585C/D); II,39 [1596C); IV,42 [1716C/D]; V,25 [1745D-48A)). 
159 QD 136,7-12 (Maximi confessoris quaestiones et dubia, ed. J.H. Declerck, Turnhout: Brepols, 1982 
[CCG 10), p. 97: Son and Spirit as cro<)>ia and ~cor\ f:vurrocr,;a,;oc;) I Amb. 7 (1077C: Etc; Aoyoc; 
f:voumoc; KCXl f:vU1tO<J'tCX'tOt;); Amb. 23 (1260D: A.oyoc; KCXl <JO<j>ta and ayta<J'ttKr\ OUVCX!J.tt; 
[spirit) as OIJ.OOU<Jta Kai f:vurrocr1:a1:a) I Thal. 48,39f (Maximi confessoris quaestiones ad 
Tha1assium, ed. C. Laga and C. Steel, vol. 1, Turnhout: Brepols 1980 [CCG 7), p. 333: son as OUVCX!J.tc; 
f:vurrocr'ta'toc;); Thai. 63,52 (ed. Laga I Steel, vol. 2, Turnhout: Brepols 1990 [CCG 22), p. 147: son as 
EVU1tO<J'tCX'tOc; cro<j>ia Kai Aoyoc;); Thai. 64,162f (CCG 22, p. 197: son as EVU1tO<J'tCX'tOt; ewu 
OUVCXJ.Hc;). In such contexts, Maximus can use u(jl£<J'to.Sc; (Thai. 39,21 [CCG 7, p. 259] I Expos. or. dam. 
239-242.444f [Maximi confessoris opuscula exegetica duo, ed. P. van Deun, Turnhout: Brepols 1991 
(CCG 23), pp. 41.53) I Amb. 18 [1132C); Amb. 26 [1268A] I Cap. XV [1177BI1180A)) or 
au9urrocr'ta'toc; (Amb. 5 [1049D]; Amb. 26 [1268A]; Op. 1 [16D.24C] I Disp. [321C]) as well. 
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two complementary formulas are obviously designed to describe the complex and vivid 

structure of the triad of hypostases in the unity of essence in a way excluding any 

separation of the unique divine essence or substance from the three divine hypostases: 

That is why the hypostatical aspect represented by un:ap~t<; 160 is qualified as 

'substantial', the monad as 'three-hypostatic', the triad as 'consubstantial' and the 

substantial aspect represented by OV't6tllc; as £vun:ocr'ta'toc;. Thus, our tem1 will be 

most correctly translated in this passage as 'hypostatically structured'. 161 This enables 

Maximus to apply the distinction between un:ocr'tacrtc; and £vun:ocr'ta'toc; also to 

trinitarian theology and to establish a univocal technical use of it in trinitarian and 

Christological contexts, of course without having for that purpose to abandon the 

traditional trinitarian use completely. 

Two passages in Myst. and one in Thai. seem to resume what we have called 

'doxological' -use in our introductory sense, i.e. the approximation of our tem1 to 

ci.A.T1B£ta-derivatives. This is particularly clear in Myst. 24 (704D), where Maximus 

talks about our faith to participate in what we have to believe in this life K<X'ta 

aA.Tj8£tav EVU7tO<J't<hm<; a:o't(\> 't(\> 7tpay~a'tt in the after-life. Accordingly, the 

E.vun:ocr'ta'toc; n:icr'ttc; in Thai. 25,31 is the true belief, i.e. that belief which has the 

real object, the true, real God, and not the fictional one of the heretics' avun:ocr'ta'toc; 

n:icntc; (Acta 132B). Thus, the difficult passage Myst. 20 talks about the "true and real 

adoption according to the gift and grace of the holy spirit", not about the "personlichen 

und als solchen wirklichen Heiligen Geist[]", as Balthasar decides to translate. 162 

It is difficult to see how there is room for E.vun:ocr'tcnoc; in Maximus' elaborated 

terminological system that provides perhaps the first coherent synopsis of trinitarian and 

Christological teaching: The three trinitarian hypostases are OJlOOUO"tOl, but 

E'tEpoun:ocr'ta'tOt, the two natures of Christ are E'tEpooucrwt, but 

160 This connotation of U7tap~tc; is confirmed rather than contradicted by Amb. 67 (1400D-1401A), 
although F. Heinzer, Gottes Sohn, p. 95 n. 88 is right in emphasizing that U7tap~u; can also refer to the 
oucri.a-aspect in Maximus. A similar formula can be found in Myst. 23 (700D): IJ.Ovat; oucri.at; 
'tptcrU7tO<J't<X1:ov Kat 'tptcit; {mocr'tcicr£rov 6~ooumov. Anastasi us Sinaita, Hodegos XI, 15-18 (CCG 
8, p. 199) claims explicitly that U7tap~tc; can be used both instead of oucr{a and instead of \mocr'tacrt<; 
(for the justification of this claim cf. Uthemann's extensive apparatus on those lines). 
161 Cf. H. U. v. Balthasar, Kosmische Liturgic. Zum Weltbild Maximus' des Bekenners, Einsiedeln: 
Johannes-Verlag 2 1961, p. 229: ,durchhypostasiert". 
162 Kosmische Liturgie, p. 392. The sentence reads: 'H of: n:a:va:yia: tE KO:l <JE1tti] tOU JlEYUAOU KO:l 
JlO:Ka:p\.ou ecou KO:l Da:tpos £n:tKAl]<HS til<; 009T]O"OJ.1EVTJS Ev1)1t00"tato1) tE KO:t EVU7tapKt01) Ka:ta 
OmpEaV KO:t xaptv tOU ayiou nvdl)lO:to<; uio9wi.a:c; E<Jtt OUJlPOAOV (696C). 
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Ol-lOUn:Ocr'ta:wt. 163 The trinity 1s characterized by a ¢ucrt Krl 'tCX1nO't'Tls (or 

KOtVO't'lls) and a un:ocr'tCX'ttKrl (or n:pocrwn:tKrl) E'tEPO'tT]s (or 8ta.¢opa), the person 

of Christ by a un:ocr'tCX'ttKrl 'tCXU'tO'tT]s and a ¢ucrtKrl E'tEpO'tT]c;. 164 There are four 

passages in Maximus' works examining explicitly the meaning of our term, two of them 

in a Christological context (Op. 16 (205A/B]; Ep. 15 (557D-560C]), and the other two 

embodied in collections of definitions clearly betraying their design for Christological 

purposes (Op. 14 [149B/C.152D]; Op. 23(a] (261A-264D]). However, the authenticity 

ofOp. 23 has in my opinion to be strongly doubted. If it really is a work ofMaximus', it 

must be a very early one, rather an excerpt of Leontius' of Byzantium than a proper 

work. The long annotation in MSG 91,261D wants to save only the first paragraph 

(261A) for Maximus by applying its definitions to physical science rather than to 

theology and supposes a student of Maximus' rather than the master himself to be 

responsible for the rest. Indeed, all the parts of the text not literally copied from 

Leontius of Byzantium 165 display strong difficulties with regard to their content: 

(1) The following explanation of £vun:00'tCX'tOs is given in 261A8-11: 

"f.vun:ocr'ta'tov signifies the very fact that something is in a hypostasis and does not subsist in 
itself or by itself, i.e. that which does not come together in one entity from incomplete parts, but 
which is perceived in the union of a complete and an incomplete part in the way of a 
confusion". 

This might actually be, as the footnote supposes, an anthropological account of the 

union of soul and body which Maximus in fact - motivated by his antimonophysite 

polemics - did not conceive of according to the Nemesian-Leontian-tradition of 

ciauyxu'to~ £vwcrtc;. 166 Against Pyrrhus' use of the anthropological paradigm to 

confirm his monenergism he can claim that the substantial composition of body and 

163 Cf. Op. 13 (148C); Ep. 15 (549A.552C.553B.569A/B); Myst. 7 (685NB). 
164 Cf. Op. 13 as a whole (interpreted by Piret, Le Christ, pp. 105-155). The unom:a'HKrl or 
n:poa<.On:tKrl 'tatrtO'tT]c; of Christ is one of Maximus' favourite expressions: Amb. 3 (1040C); Op. 4 
(61C); Ep. 13 (516C.521B); Ep. 15 (556B.561B.572C); Ep. 2 ad Thomam (Le deuxieme lettre a Thomas 
deS. Maxime le confesseur, ed. P. Canart, in: Byzantion 34 [1964], [428-445] p. 435,104.106). Thai. 
28,66f speaks of U1l:OCHO:'tlKrl Clta<jlopci of the trinitarian persons. 
165 261A1f = 1277Dlf; 261A3f = 1277CI3/D1; 261A12-B6 = 1277D3-9 (altered!); 261B10-12 = 
1277D9-11; 261C4f= 1277D12f; 261C6-9 = 1277D11-13.1280A1; 261C10-264A2 = 1277D13-1280A1; 
264A3-5 = 1277D 10-13; 264A6-9.12f= 1280A1-5; 264A14-B4 = 1280A5-8. 
166 For the antimonophysite context cf. J.-M. Garrigues, La personne composee du Christ d'apres saint 
Maxime le Confesseur, in: Revue thomiste 74 (1974), (181-204) pp. 189-196; Madden, Composite 
hypostasis, pp. 175-182. For the difference from Leontius of Byzantium cf. Balthasar, Kosrnische 
Liturgie, pp. 237-239; Thw1berg, Microcosm, pp. 100-112. 
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soul "destroys their existence itself and pushes them completely into non-existence". 167 

However, as their natural interdependence tying them together to constitute the species 

'man' does not make them indistinguishable in essence (oucnro8T1c; A.oyoc;; Ep. 12 

[ 488B/C]), Maximus would have hardly accepted the title of a cr'\)yxucnc; for their 

union, as this would entail a complete destruction of the properties ofboth elements. 168 

(2) In 261A13-B7, Leontius' text is adulterated in a way that allows for an identification 

of £vun:ocr'W,'tOV and accident - diametrically opposed to Maximus' later 

understanding of the passage. 169 Obviously, the author of Op. 23 is very fond of the 

colour/shape-example170 and pushes its application so far as altering Leontius' text in 

order to equalize the ontological status of the £vun:ocr'ta'tOV and those qualities. 

(3) The excerpt does not include 1280A12-B7- the key passage for Maximus' mature 

interpretation, as our analyses of the remaining Maximus-texts will prove. 

After all, we are dealing either with a very early and immature attempt of Maximus to 

understand Leontius, or the work is in fact - similar to the Loci communes - nothing 

but a later compilation falsely attributed to Maximus. In both cases the work should not 

be referred to in interpreting Maximus' mature Christology. 

The collection of definitions in Op. 14 the authenticity of which has also been 

doubted 171 does not show similar shortcomings. In contrast, 149B/C and 152D-153A 

display the structure of the twofold £vun:Ocr'ta'tOV gained from Leontius' distinction 

between two kinds of hypostases (1280A12-B7) and occurring- probably most clearly 

outlined - also in Ep. 15 (557D-560A): £vun:ocr'ta'toc; is either the species in its 

individuals or the natures of a composite hypostasis. What Maximus does in those two 

passages is to distinguish a twofold act of hypostatical realization: Either a species 

realizes itself naturally in its individuals, or it realizes itself together with another 

167 Disp. (336C): To 8£ K<X't 'oucriav 'lfUX~t; K<Xl CYWJl<X'tOt; £v <XU'tO 'tO dvat <XlJ'tCDV 
A.uJlatV£'tat, de; civun:ap~iav atl'tO nav't£1..~ w8ouv. For a fuller exposition see Amb. 7 (1100A-
1101C). 
168 For a short account of the Christian reception of the Stoic theory of mixture cf. G.C. Stead, Philosophy 
in Christian Antiquity, Cambridge: CUP 1994, pp. 208-210; for a more extensive one cf. R. Sorabji, 
Matter, Space and Motion. Theories in Antiquity and their sequel, Ithaca: Cornell University Press 1988, 
pp. 79-119. 
169 Cf. Op. 16 (205A/B): £vun:OCY't<X'tOV, tva Jlrl we; CYUJl~E~llKOt; £mvoiq. JlOVfl A<XIJ.j3cXV1l't<Xt. In 
Op. 14 and Ep. 15, the accident is not mentioned in the relevant context, but the example of the species 
(149C; 560A) makes clear that Maximus does not intend an identification of £vun:OCY't<X'tOV and 
accident. 
17° Cf. 261B 11-13 (he knows about the philosophical axiom!); 261C10-264A2; 264A11-13. Maximus 
reflects this example only in Op. 16 (204A-D), immediately before assuring that £vum)CY't<X'tOV is by no 
means an accident (cf. ab. n. 150). For his approval of the philosophical axiom behind it cf. Ep. 6 (425C). 
171 Cf. Uthemann, Anthropologisches Paradigma, pp. 30lf, n. 90. 
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species in a composite hypostasis which is not the result of physical species-procreation. 

This distinction reflects Maximus' central antimonophysite insight conceming the 

difference between a natural composite hypostasis like man and a non-natural one the 

only exan1ple of which is Our Lord Jesus Christ himself. 172 

In Leontius of Byzantium, the latter case was described as "what consists of different 

natures and possesses a common existence simultaneously and in each other[ ... ], on the 

grounds that neither of the two natures or substances is perceived by itself, but (only) 

accompanied by the other it is composed and grown together with (~£1:ci 1:ll<; 

cruyKEl~EVTls Kai cru~rr£q>uKuia<;)." (1280A/B) Maximus describes it the 

following way: 

"Again, Evurrocr'ta'tOV is what is composed and coex1stmg (cruyKEi.j.l£VOV 'tE Kai 
cruvu<j)tcr'td!iEVOV) with another substantially different entity to the constitution of a single 
person and is never ever perceived by itself." (149C) 
"The proprium of an EVUTI:Ocr'ta'tOV is to be perceived together with another substantially 
different entity in one hypostasis according to an indissoluble unity." (149D-153A) 
"EVUTI:Ocr'ta'tOV is [ ... ]what is composed with a substantially different entity in order to create 
a whole. As far as it is distinct by the properties marking it off from its substantial cognates, it is 
united and identified with what it is hypostatically composed (m.>yKELj..LEVOV) with. For by the 
properties which mark it off from its cognates it is not distinguished 'tOU O"V)'KEt!lEVO'U Ka8' 
£vwcrtv Kai cruvu<j)Ecr'tW'tO<;" (557D-560A) 

Obviously Maxim us considers Leontius' ~£'tci KCXl 

cru~rr£<PDKUta<; to be not only the key-phrase to understand what is meant by 

£vunocr'ta'WV in Leontius, but also to describe the composite hypostasis of Christ very 

appropriately. It reoccurs several times in Maximus' works, often varied by 

cruvu<Pt<nacr8at instead of cru~q>unv,173 although Maximus is quite fond of using 

the corresponding noun cru~q>uia in the Christological context. 174 Nevertheless, there 

is a crucial difference between Maximus and Leontius: Whereas Leontius' platonic 

anthropology enables him to present the composite hypostasis of man as an outstanding 

example for the second, Christological case, man exclusively belongs to the first 

category for Maximus, the second one being exclusively reserved for the ~ovuha'tO<; 

172 Cf. e.g. Ep. 12 (488A-492C) and the references ab. n. 166. 
173 Cf. e.g. Amb. 5 (1060A!B: ~TjOc'tEpO:s 'tlls </>UCYtlCTls EKciCY'tTJs EVcpycio:s [ ... ] 'tlls 
CYUYKCl~EVTJs K<Xl CYUVU</>W'tcDCYTJs Oto:KcKpt~~EVTj); Ep. 12 (501C: ~E'tcX Tfls CYUYKEt!lEVTJs 
K<Xt CYU~1rc</>UKUt<Xs); Ep. 19 (593B/C: !lll'tc [ ... ] 'tlls 'tOU CYUYKet~EVOU K<Xl CYUVU</>cCY'tcO'tOs 
[scil. 8uvci.!lcCDs] KEXCDPtCY!lEVTJV). 
174 Cf. e.g. Op. 2 (48B); Op. 6 (65B.68C); Op. 7 (81D.88A); Op. 8 (100C.101A.l08C); Op. 9 (117B); Op. 
16 (197A); Op. 20 (236A). The term is traditionally employed (by Maximus' icon Gregory ofNazianzen, 
Gregory of Nyssa and Leontius of Byzantium!) both in the trinitarian (Cf. Maximus, Cap. XV [1177A]; 
Lampe, Patristic Greek Lexicon, s.v. [1292a] Bl) and Christological context (Lampe, ibid. [1292a/b] B2). 
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incarnate Logos (Ep. 13 [532B/C]). Leontius' Platonism ignores the physical 

constitution of a human being and describes the embodiment of soul as a quasi

incarnation accomplished by a special act of divine power (Epilysis 1940B) and can 

thus push the parallel between man and Christ pretty far. As a consequence, the relation 

between man's metaphysical membership of a class and his physical composition of 

two substantially different elements (in Balthasar's terms: his metaphysical and physical 

composition) is reduced to the unexplained brutum factum that there are several soul

body composites fanning a class while there is only one divine-human composite 

without class. By differentiating between natural and non-natural composite hypostases 

Maximus overcame this problem and put a final stop to the monophysite abuse of the 

anthropological paradigm. 175 

How, then, does the term £vun:ocr1a1oc; fit into the terminological framework 

mentioned in the beginning? A comparison of the passages from Ep. 15 and Amb. 1 

(1036B/C) might provide the answer. In trinitarian theology, it is as important to 

maintain that a hypostasis £vouawc; is not necessarily an oucria of its own, as it is in 

Christo logy to prove that a <f>ucrtc; £vuno<J't<X10c; is not necessarily a hypostasis of its 

own (cf. Op. 16 [205A]). Hence, £vun:ocr1a1oc; and £voucrtoc; describe the 

relationship of nature and hypostasis a parte naturae and a parte subsistentiae. The 

substantiality of a hypostasis can either be unique (in the case of 'natural hypostases') 

or twofold (in the case of Christ), whereas the hypostatical realization of a nature can 

either be uniform (in case of the natural procreation of species-individuals) or in form of 

a hypostatical coexistence with another nature (in case of Christ). How this relationship 

has to be specified in metaphysical categories has been profoundly discussed among 

Maximus-scholars since V. Lossky's objection against Balthasar's application of the 

essence-existence-distinction to Maxim us' nature-hypostasis-concept. 176 Riou, 

Garrigues and Piret are all side with Lossky in claiming that oucria never means pure 

essence as actually distinguished from existence in Maximus. 177 As Balthasar envisages 

the actual distinction between essence and existence only as a possible consequence of 

Maximus' system and stresses the vivid interdependence and inseparability of both 

otherwise, 178 their criticism is at least partly unjustified. Nevertheless, when Balthasar-

175 Cf. the references ab. n. 166. 
176 Cf. Madden, Composite hypostasis, p. 190. 
177 Riou, L'Eglise, p. 79 n.l; Garrigues, Personne composee, pp. 191 n.51. 197-200; Piret, Le Christ, pp. 
30-37. 200f. 
178 Kosrnische Liturgie, pp. 223-224.245f. 
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relying mainly on Junglas - interprets £vun:6cr·ta.'toc; as "mittleren Existenzgrad 

zwischen Nichtsein (oder akzidentellem Sein) und voller hypostatischer Existenz" or 

"mittlerer Seinstufe zwischen Natursein und hypostatischem Sein",179 he should have 

clarified more emphatically that this refers at best to the tradition before Maximus, not 

to the Confessor himself. For Maximus, Piret is certainly right in maintaining that the 

£vun:ocr'ta 'tOV "n' est pas un intermediaire reel entre 1 'hypostase et son ousie. Elle 

[l'enhypostasie] n'ajoute rien au rapport strict de l'ousie et de l'hypostase, et ne fait pas 

nombre avec lui; elle vise au contraire a circonscrire l'etre et le subsister dans ce rapport 

lui-meme". 180 

The third text from Op. 16 (205A/B) transfers our term explicitly into the context ofthe 

monotheletic discussion. Maximus reacts here to a monotheletic transformation of the 

'no nature without hypostasis' objection claiming that a nature which is OUK 

civt:VEP'Yll'toc; presupposes necessarily an EVEpywv of this nature, i.e. an acting 

(human or divine) hypostasis. IfOp. 23 (261C-264A) is really spurious, this is the only 

passage where Maximus is explicitly referring to this objection, whereas his 

antimonophysite treatises are concerned with other topics like the separating force of the 

number two or the impossibility of a remaining two natural qualities without its proper 

subjects, the two natures. 181 Here, it is the Monothelites whom he has to remind that 

making a hypostasis of the ¢ucrtc; OUK civun:ocr'ta:wc; or an oucria of the 

un:ocr'tacrtc; OUK civouawc; would separate the trinity into three substances and 

would force the two natures of Christ together into one (205A). For, as the tradition of 

the holy fathers teaches, 

"the 'not avun:ocr'ta'tOV' does not make a hypostasis of the nature, but an EV'U1tOO"'tCX'tOV, for 
the sake of not perceiving it in mere thought like an accident, but in actual fact like a species. 
Accordingly, the 'not civoucrwv does not make an oucria of the hypostasis, but represents it 
as an E.voucrwv, so that we do properly not conceive of it as a pure property, but together the 
subject of this property. Just like here the E.vun:ocr'ta'tov means the E.vun:apK'tOV, and 
E.vun:apK'tOV is what participates in substantial and natural un:ap~u;, the EVEpyov or 
EVEP'Yll'ttKOV there signifies properly the E.v8uvaJ.lOV, and EVDUVCXJ.lOV is what has a 
substantial and natura18uvaJ.lt~." (205AIB) 

Whereas the first part of this quotation perfectly confirms what we have said about 

Maximus' integration of our term into his terminological system above, the second part 

179 Ibid., pp. 228.237. Cf. Helmer, Neuchalkedonismus, p. 230: ,Zwischenbegriff zwischen Hypostase 
und Natur" (with regard to Pamphilus). 
180 Le Christ, p. 172 cf. p. 185 . 
181 The texts are gathered by Garrigues, Personne composee, p. 191 n.54. For the natural qualities in 
Severns cf. Lebon, Christo1ogie, pp. 536-542. 
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seems to offer something new. Why does Maximus resume the substitution of 

£v0napK'tOV for £vunoa'ta'tOV we already encountered in Ps-Basil and Ephrem of 

Amid? 182 Obviously, he intends a substitution of ouvaJ..w; for £v£pyna paralleling 

that of um:xp~u; for un:ocr'tacrtc;. The reason for this suggests itself: If the £v£pyna 

of Christ's human nature is conceived of as natural ouva~.uc;, it can no longer be 

confused with a human EV£pywv, i.e. a second human hypostasis in Christ. Maximus 

wants to exclude the possibility of a separate actualisation of the human nature 

independent from that of the divine Logos. The sense of the unocr'tacrtc;- unap~tc;

substitution can thus only be to exclude the possibility of a separate subsistence of the 

human nature independent from that of the divine Logos. Might this be a trace of the 

wider sense of unocr'tacrt<; I £vunoa'tCX.'tOV we have encountered in John the 

Grammarian and the De sectis? This wider sense was classified in Ammonius' parallel 

distinction to signify the a:n:f...W<; un:ap~tV, i.e. the mere existence without respect to 

substantiality or non-substantiality, dependence or independence. 183 However, if 

Maximus really alludes to this tradition, he accepts it in a fundamentally corrected form: 

The un:ap~tc; of Christ's human nature must not be confused with that of an accident 

and thus to be specified as oucrtctS8TJc;. It is by all means the hypostatical realisation of 

a species which has to be ascribed to Christ's humanity. Its ontological status can never 

be adequately determined by a concept of existence wide enough to comprise also the 

accident. 

As to Maximus' use of the insubsistence fonnula, it occurs in severalnon-christological 

contexts: It describes of course the relationship of accidents to their subject, 184 that of 

parts to their whole, 185 that of the soul to the body, 186 and also that of universal natures 

182 Cf. ab. n. 80 and also Maximus himself, Myst. 20 (ab. n. 162). 
183 Cf. ab. n. 30. Anastasius Sinaita will describe this wider sense by •o umipxov or £xwv unap~tV 
TJ'tOt OU<J{a.v respectively (Hodegos II, 3,120-122; CCG 8, p. 58). Ibid., X.2,3,1-16 (p. 163) he discusses 
a similar supposition of unap~t~ for hypostasis suggested by the Monophysites. Cf. also Ooctrina 
patrum, p. 39,19-24 (on the difference of ou<J{a. and <j>u<Jt~ according to pagan philosophers): To •fls 
ouoi.ac; OVOJ.la 011JlaV'tl1COV un:apx£l •ils cmA.&c; 'tWV QV'[(OV un:ap~Eroc; 'tOU'tEO'tl v aU'tOU 'tOU an:A.&c; 
dvm •&v ov1:rov. dvat yap A.eyov•m Kal. 6 &.yydoc; Kal. 6 A.i.eoc; Kal. 1:a "-otn:a n:av1:a. •ofnou ouv 
'tOU an:A.&c; dvat, ou Katv&c; n:ana JlE'tEXOUOl, 011JlaV'tlKOV EO'tl 'tO •fls ouoiac; OVOJ.la. (resumed on 
p. 40,2f). 
184 Cf. e.g. Amb. 67 (1400C); CT II,3 (11250); Op. 1 (250); Ep. 12 (4730-4760.485B/C). However, 
u<j>t<J'tO".<J8a.t £vis also used for divine attributes which cannot count as accidents (cf. Op. 21 [249A]): 
Thal. 55,158 (CCG 7, p. 489); OrDom 192f(CCG 23, p. 37). Amb. 22 (12560-1257C) even decribes the 
universal inexistence of God, of the One in the many, in an almost Proclan manner. 
185 Cf. e.g. Amb. 10,32 (1169C). 
186 Ep. 7 (436D-437B); Amb. 42 (1337A) cf. ibid. 1324A (not KCX8 'CXU'tO). 
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to their particular instances. 187 With regard to its use in the Christological context, 

Thunberg's statement that Maximus "combines his acceptance of Neo-Chalcedonian 

formulations and positions [ ... ] with a more strict Chalcedonian dialectic"188 holds 

absolutely true. Maximus claims the flesh to be "in" the Logos several times using 

different formulations 189 for this and even quotes the letter to Jovianus.190 However, 

since a quasi-accidental relationship of the human nature to the divine super-subject of 

the Logos is completely alien to Maximus' Christological concept, he favoured a more 

immediate connection of natures and hypostasis expressed either by the copula or by a 

genitive: Christ is the hypostasis of his natures, he is "nothing else but his natures". 191 

Nevertheless, his individual phrasing of the insubsistence formula deserves a closer 

look: His favourite verb seems to be A.cq..Lj3dvEtv EV. However, what the flesh "takes" 

or "receives" in the logos is not only hypostasis, subsistence, but also 'tO Elvat which 

is explained in Ep. 15 (553D) as 'trlV qrucrtv. Maximus' theory of Christ's composite 

hypostasis is not restricted to providing an explanation of how Jesus' humanity can 

subsist, if it is not an independent hypostasis, but also comprises an account of its 

coming to be, as for Maximus only this account can also solve the subsistence problem 

properly. According to Maximus, the Logos replaced the male seed, 192 which according 

187 Cf. e.g. Amb. 10,42 (1189C-1192A); Amb. 41 (1312A-D); Ep. 13 (517D). 
188 Microcosm, p. 50. 
189 Amb. 5 (1 052B: OUK cxu8unocr'ta:tov <j>a.Vf.l<JCXV [ scil. npocr/.:n<)>8£t<JCXV <)>umv], 'tOU'tE<J'tt KCX8, 
ECXU'tllV, ci'A'A . £v CXU'tcP 'tcP KCX8 . ci'Ar\8£tCXV CXU'tllV oumco8£vu 8£c\} Aoyq:> 'tO dvext 
'AcxJ3oucrcxv); Op. 4 (61B: £v £Kdvq:> [scil. Aoyq:>] KCX'ta 1:T1v cxu1:r1v Kcxi !J.tcxv un6a'taaw 
ycyovot; [ ... ] d!J.cx 1:c\} dvext <)>ucrtKW<; Kcxi 1:0 unocr1:T)vm 8£tKwc; £v cx{mf> K'Allpcocrd!J.cvov); 
Op. 7 (76B: £v 'tcP Aoyq:> [ ... ] m)cr'Tlt; 'tf.Actcoc;); Op. 8 (93B: 'Yf.vOJ.lf.VOV £v cx-\nc\) 'tcP Aoyq:> Kcxi 
'tTI cro<)>iq: KCX8 . £vcomv ci8texcrndcr'tcot;); Ep. 12 (468AIB: ou8 . ox; £v ptnn 6<)>8cx'A!J.OU 
npounocr'tacrcxv, cx'A'A · £v cxu1:c\} 1:c\) 8£c\} Kcxi Aoyq:> Kcxi 'to dvm Kcxi 1:0 unocr1:T)vm 
'AcxJ3oucrcxv); Ep. 15 (553D: £v cxu1:c\) 1:T1v <)>umv 'AcxJ3oucr11c; Kcxi 'trlV unocr'tcxcrtv, 1:om£cru 1:0 
elva{ 'tf. KCXi 'tO u<)>f.<J'tUVext; 560C: £v CXU'tq:> KCXi 8t. CXt>'tOV 'AcxJ3oucrcx 'tOU clvcxt 'tllV 
y£v£mv). Cf. also Op. 24 (269C): 1i ~coonotoc; crap~ [ ... ] tv a me\) E<JX,£ 1:c\} 8£c\) Aoyq:> m:i.ncx 
1:d uncp<)>ua 1:T)c; i8icxc; <)>ucrccot;. 
190 Op. 16 (l97B); cf. also the allusion in Ep. 15 (552D: d!J.CX- UJ.lCX- UJ.lCX). 
191 Disp. (289B); cf. Heinzer, Gottes Sohn, pp. 90f; P. Piret, Christologie et theologie trinitaire chez 
Maxime le Confesseur d'apres sa formule des natures 'desquelles, en lesquelles et lesquelles et le Christ', 
in: Heinzer I Schi:inborn, Symposium, pp. 215-222 (more extensive in Le Christ, pp. 203-240). According 
to Bausenhart, Sunde, p. 170 n. 3, Piret has missed ep. 19 (593AIB) and op. 3a (edited by Epifanovic). 
The genitive can be found in the following passages: Amb. 4 (1044D); Amb. 5 (1052C); Op. 1 (36B); Op. 
8 (95B); Disp. 296D; Ep. 2 ad Thomam (Byz 34, 439,164). Ibid. 435,109-111, Maximus says that the 
flesh has the Logos as a hypostasis (CXU'tOV [ ... ] E<JX,f.V un:O<J'tCXCJtV). 
192 Cf. Amb. 2 (1037A); Amb. 5 (1049B.1052D); Op. 4 (60A.61B); Ep. 14 (537 A); Ep. 15 (553D); Ep. 
19 (592C/D); Ep ad Thorn (435,107-122). Maximus uses the phrases crnopat; 8tKTlV, ciV'ti crn:op<ic;, E:v 
d8£.t (J:Jl:OpUt; or crnopd yivccr8cxt, but- as far as I see- never Theodoretus' owvd 8f.tOt; crn:opot; 
(cf. ab. n. 101). Did he develop the idea independently from this source? As the Theodoretus-passage was 
contained in one of the florilegia ofLeontius ofByzantium's CNE (cf. Declerck's appartus on Panhoplion 
III,31-33; CCG 19, p. 145), Maximus should have been at least superficially acquainted with it. 
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to Aristotelian biology exerts the forming power upon the female menstrual blood 

which plays the role of matter in this process: 

"[I]n fact the male provides both the form and the source of movement while the female 
provides the body, i.e. the matter. Just as in the setting (1t~~1c;; B.G.) of milk, while the body is 
the milk, the curdling-juice or rennet is the container of the source that constitutes it, so is that 
which comes from the male when it is partitioned in the female". 193 

The comparison of the formation of an embryo with the curdling of milk already occurs 

in Job 10:10194 and again- in a fashion definitely influenced by Aristotelian philosophy 

- in Sap 7: lf: "In the womb of a mother I was molded into flesh, within the period of 

ten months curdled (n:o::ydc;) in blood by the seed of a man during the pleasure of 

marriage". As this biblical authorization made Aristotle's theory very widespread 

among Christian authors, 195 a very tempting suggestion would be to connect the 

Christo logical use of the verb (GUll-) nr1yvucr8cx.t to be found in Maxim us and other 

authors196 with the curdling-analogy and translate by 'to be curdled' or 'condensed'. 

However, a more detailed examination of the relevant context - especially if one takes 

into account the parallels in John of Damascus - seems to reveal a different analogy 

behind the verb: GU!l11:rlYVUcr8cx.t is understood rather mechanically in the sense of 

composing parts- in this case: body-parts or organs- to a stable unity. 197 In this sense 

the verb can already be found in the Christological discussions of the late fourth century 

193 Aristotle, De generatione animalium I 729a9-14. The translation is taken from De partibus animalium I 
and De Generatione animalium I (with passages from II, 1-3), translated with notes by D.M. Balme, 
Oxford: Clarendon Press 2 1992, p. 51. For Aristotle's further development and foundation of his theory 
cf. 726 b 1-24.728b32-729a33.730a24-b32 (pp. 45f.51-55 in Balme's translation). For suvey of the ancient 
conceptions of generation and embryology cf. H. Balss, Die Zeugungslehre und Embryologic in der 
Antike. Eine Dbersicht, in: Quellen und Studien zur Geschichte der Naturwissenschaften und der Medizin 
5 (1936), (1-82) pp. 10-14.35-40.42-45. For a more detailed account of Aristotle's theory cf. E. Lesky, 
Die Zeugungs- und Vererbungslehren der Antike und ihr Nachwirken, Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner 1950, 
pp. 1349-1351.1358-1365. The milk-analogy and the verb (<JU!l):n:rjyvuaecn is treated ibid., pp. 1308f 
(Corpus Hippocraticum).l361 f (Aristotle). 
194 Also in this passage, we can fmd E1l:TJ~a<; as a varia lectio to £1:upwaac;. A fragment of 
Chrysostomus' exegesis of the passage paraphrases explains the 't'UpDUV by <J'U!lnr\yvua9at (MSG 64, 
608A). 
195 Cf. J.H. Waszink, Art. Embryologic A II. Judisch I B. Christlich, in: RAC IV (1959), col. 1241-1244. 
Accordingly, at least since Denys, De divinis nominibus II,9, ed. B.R. Suchla, Berlin: De Gruyter 1990 
(PTS 33), p. 133,5-12 (cf. Lampe, s.v. at11a [50a] I F) the :n:ap9£VtKci atlla'ta are considered as the 
matter in the process of Christ's generation (cf. Maximus, Op. 4 [60A]; Amb.5 [1049B]; cf. also Amb. 42 
[1321B]). For the further development of this Logos-seed-theory cf. bel. nn. 298-305 on John of 
Damascus. 
196 Cf. Amb. 7 (1097B); Amb. 61 (1385D) and bel. n. 198. 
197 Cf. Galen's expression rrpcO'tTJ <JU!liTTJ~tc; for the original 'putting-together' or constitution of an 
animal (e.g. De usu partium 14,7; ed. G. Helmreich, val. 2, Leipzig: Teubner 1909, p. 307,24f [Kuhn IV, 
pp. 172f]: opposition of the universal genus of an animal and tOUOf. tOU ~cpou tOU atOJlOU OUJ11l:TJ~t<; I 
De causis morborum; ed. C. G. Kuhn, vol. 7, Leipzig: Knobloch 1824 [repr. Hildesheim: Olms 1965], p. 
25 I De marcore, ed. Kuhn, val. 7, p. 678). Philoponus explains a too early dissolution of this O'UjliTTJ~tt; 
of an animal relating it to ist basic prirtciples, the male and female seed in his corrunentary on De gen. et 
corr. 336b20 (CAG XIV/2, 295,8-296,10). 
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in descriptions ofthe formation ofthe man Jesus in the womb ofMary. 198 In Maximus, 

there are some signs of an ecclesiological extension of this notion: The Logos not only 

'composes' or 'compacts' the parts of his human nature, soul and body, but via this 

assumption he also 'composes' the human individuals forming the body of the Holy 

Church. 199 However, the aspect of central relevance for Maxim us' Christo logy is 

another one: 

This new way of birth is decisive for Christ's -rponos undp~ECDs, i.e. for his new way 

of being human, 200 as being begotten by human seed indicates the human -rponos as 

subject to sin and thus to death: anopd entails cp8opd.201 This new -rpcSno<;, not a 

quasi-accidental inherence of his human nature, integrates both of Christ's natures 

without doing any harm to their substantial AOYOs and thus constitutes the unity of his 

hypostasis. The immediate coincidence of the coming to be of the man Jesus and the 

incarnation of the divine Logos, i.e. the exclusion of a human seed and a 

npo8tdnA.a.cnc; of this man, constitutes a hypostasis which because of its direct divine 

origin is "completement filialisee"202
• Its human existence is elevated on a new level 

characterized by the novelty of divine subsistence (unocr-r~va.t 8£tKwc;).203 

How is this insubsistence concept related to Maximus' use of f:vuncScr-ra.-roc;? In 

explaining f:vuncScr-ra.-roc;, he speaks of insubsistence only with respect to the case of 

natural hypostatical realisation,204 whereas the Christological case is specified as co-

198 Cf. Gregory ofNazianzen, Carmina dogmatica 10 (MSG 37,464D-465A) I Ps-Athanasius, De sancta 
trinitate dialogi (MSG 28, 1253B) I Ps-Athanasius, Dialogi contra Macedonianos II (MSG 28, 1336A). In 
Nemesius, De natura horninis 25; ed. M. Morani, Leipzig: Teubner 1987, p. 87,5-7 the verb is used to 
describe the formation of the skin layers around the embryo, the Chorion and the Allantois, as curdling 
around the teats in the womb (cf. Balss, Zeugungslehre, pp. 45f). In the sixth century, it appears in a 
relevant context e.g. in Anastasius I. of Antioch's sermon on the incarnation (cf. T. Hainthaler's survey of 
his Sermon on the incarnation in Grillmeier, Jesus der Christus II/3, p. 387). The earliest christian 
reference I could find is Clement of Alexandria, Paedagogus 1,6,38,3; ed. 0. Stahlin, Leipzig: Hinrichs 
1905 (GCS 12), p. 113. 
199 Cf. Amb. 7 (1097B): TJI..Lac; 8ux 'tllt; £1; TU.lcOV ayi.ac; au'tou crapKoc; wcrnEp 8t 'cinapxilc; 
£au1:4} cruJ..LnTJ/;<XJ..LEvou I Amb. 61 (1385D): 't~V <iv8pwni.VT]V <jn)crtv i:v £am4} TCT]/;d.J..LEvoc; 
EVOO<JEl 'tTI Ka8 'um)cr'tacrtv I Ep. 12 (504B): <XU't~V (scil. EKKAT]<Jt<XV) O"UJ..l.TCT]/;<XJ..LEVOU 'tE K<Xl 
apJ..LO<J<XJ..LEVOU 'tOU Xpt<J'tOU. 
200 On the distinction between A.oyoc; <Pucr£coc; and 1:ponoc; und.p/;,Ewc; in Maximus cf. Riou, L'Eglise, 
pp. 73-88; Heinzer, Gottes Sohn, pp. 29-58.117-145. 
201 Cf. e.g. Amb. 31 (12(GA); Amb. 41 (1313C/D); Amb. 42 (1317C.1341C); QD 113,19f (CCG 10, p. 
84). 
202 Garrigues, Personne composee, p. 202. 
203 Maximus never explicitly identifies the trinitarian and the human 'tpOTCOc; und.pi;Ewc; of the Logos, 
as YEVVT]'tO<; is definitely not the same as dcrnopoc;. However, both predicates coincide with respect to 
the immediate and direct divine origin. On this problem cf. Heinzer, Gottes Sohn, pp. 137-145. 
204 Op. 14 (149A: 'tO i:v 'tOte; un 'au'tOU U'tOJ..l.Otc; npayJ..l.<X'tlKcOc; i><Ptcr'td.J..l.EVOV; 153A : 'tO i:v 
U'tOJ..l.Otc; <PucrtKcOc; 'tuyxd.vEtv K<XO 'vnapl;tv); Ep. 15 (557D-560A: 'tO K<XO '<XU'tO J..l.EV ouOaJ..LcOc; 
i><Ptcr'td.J..l.EVOV, i:v dA.A.mc; 8£ 8£CDpoUJ..l.EVOV, we; cl8oc; i:v 'tOte; un 'amd U'tOJ..l.otc;). 
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subsistence. However, in Ep. 15 (560B/C) he maintains that Christ's human nature is no 

means an independent hypostasis, is not perceived by itself for a single moment, but is 

£vunocn:cx:w~ cbc; £v cx:u'tc.i) Kai 8t 'a\ndv /..al3oucra 'tou Elvat 'trlV y£v£crtv. 

Even more clearly than in Leontius of Jerusalem, the reason for and mode of (we;) the 

hypostatical realization of Christ's human nature (its being £vunocr'ta'tO<;) is described 

here by the insubsistence formula - of course in its Maximian transformation. The 

rapport between nature and hypostasis or /..oyo~ <)n)crECD<; and 'tpOnO<; unap~ECD<; 

referred to by the term £vun6cr'ta'to~ is thus well describable as insubsistence, not 

only in case of the natural, but also in case of the Christological realization of the 

human nature, provided that any connotation of (quasi-) accidental inherence or 

asymmetry is ruled out. This is the reason, why Maximus, inspired mainly by Leontius 

of Byzantium but possibly also by his namesake from Jerusalem, prefers co

subsistence-formulas with regard to the Christological case and, in the end, detaches the 

insubsistence formula completely from its original asymmetric Apollinarian context. As 

the 'no nature without hypostasis' objection seems to be less urgent for him than it was 

for the authors of the early sixth century - John Maxentius dedicates an entire 

antimonophysitic treatise to a refutation of this objection205
- he can feel free to develop 

a coherent trinitarian-christological terminological system attributing to the term 

£vun6cr'ta'to~ the same function in both theological contexts. Hence, Maximus' use of 

our term shows no special connection whatsoever to the ontological status of Christ's 

human nature or to the insubsistence formula understood in its original Apollinarian 

sense, but his terminological system coherently integrates Leontius of Byzantium's 

distinction between unocr'taCJl<; and EVUnOCJ'tU'tOV and widely invalidates the 

equation x £vun6a'ta'tov =hypostasis of x. 

8. Anastasius Sinaites (and the Doctrina patrum) 

Even ifD. Serruys' and F. Diekamp's suggestion of Anastasius Sinaites as one possible 

candidate for the authorship of the Doctrina patrum de incarnatione verb/06 has lost 

much of its credit among scholars since J. Stiglmayr's attempt to refute this 

suggestion, 207 a further comparision between Anastasi us and the Doctrina seems to be 

205 Responsio contra Acephalos qui 'post adunationem' stulte 'unam' profitentur 'in Christo naturam' 
(ACO IV/2, 12-14). 
206 Cf. Diekamp's introduction, pp. LXXXIII-LXXXVII and CPG 7781. 
207 Der Verfasser der Doctrina Patrum de incarnatione verbi, in: ByZ 18 (1909), (14-40) pp.17-21. His 
positive identification of the Doctrina-compiler with Anastasius Apocrisiarius, a pupil of Maximus, 
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necessary for two reasons: Firstly, Stiglmayr's arguments against the ascription of the 

Doctrina to the Sinai-monk fail to work out the theological differences. Stiglmayr 

mentions only one divergence of systematic relevance: Following Maximus, the 

Doctrina-compiler assumes a twofold energy in Christ, whereas Anastasius - following 

Cyril's account of the divisio vocum - affirms a threefold one. 208 His other arguments 

rely on the fact that the antimonophysite polemics of the Hodegos simply lack the 

foundation in both heretical and orthodox sources the compiler of the Doctrina would 

have been able to provide. Secondly, contrasting the Sinai-monk with the Doctrina is in 

my opinion a very convienient way for a more exact presentation of his theological 

profile. 

Two major systematic differences between Anastasius and the Doctrina seem to be 

relevant in this context: 

(1) The antiphilosophical stance Anastasius displays in the Hodegos claiming the 

transfer of philosophical definitions to the mystery of Trinity and incarnation to be the 

source of all heresj09 is irreconcilable with the Doctrina-compiler' s freedom in 

entering into philosophical discussions and employing philosophical concepts in order 

to clarify theological matters.210 

demands further examination. For the acceptance of Stiglmayr's suggestion cf. the "Nachtrage" in the 
second edition of the Doctrina, p. 369. 
208 Ibid., p. 18. Cf. esp. Hodegos I, 2,76-124 (CCG 8, pp. 14-16) and Op. VIII (CCG 12, pp. 125-134). 
209 Cf. I, 3,41-79 (CCG 8, pp. 19-22); II,3,3-17 (Ibid., pp. 31f); VI,2 (pp. 99-103); VIII,1,11-42 (pp. 114-
116). 5,112-127 (pp. 132f); IX,2,65-78 (pp. 141f). Accordingly, the opponents are called "philosopher" 
(VII,2,21; p. 109 I X,2,18; p. 163) in an obviously pejorative sense. Cf. also the 7th chapter against the 
Monophysites (K.-H. Uthemann, Antimonophysitische Aporien des Anastasius Sinaites, in: ByZ 74 
[1981], [11-26], p. 24): 01. <jnA.ocro<j>w<;, ll<iA-A.ov 8£ cicro<j>w<; A.£yonE<; ... 
210 The £~w9EV <j>tAO<JO<j>ot -obviously respectable authorities for this compiler- are referred to several 
times (pp. 44,12.18; 45,11 [alteration ofPamphilus' text]; 137,20f[inserted in Maximus' text]; 192,1f 
[inserted in the De sectis-text]; 218,20; 219,1 ), longer passages from Elias and Stephen of Alexandria (pp. 
201,3-202 cf. Elias, In Isagog.; CAG XVIII/1, 83,31-84,5.85,4-7.86,2-13 I pp. 202,9-206,16 cf. 
Stephanus, In De int.; CAG XVIII/3, 23,28-20. 61,9-28 [I could not find a parallel to 203,18-204 about 
privation and habit]) are quoted in pretty free adaptation, the chapter on the difference of <j>u<Jt<; and 
1.mo<J'ta<Jt<; contains two scholia conscribed by the compiler himself on the meaning of those terrns 
ICU'tci 'tOUt; £~w9Ev <j>tAO<JO<j>oU<; and several passages on philosophical terminology from Heraclian 
and Pamphilus (chap. 6, t. XVI-XXII; pp. 39-47), the chapters 26 and 28 present philosophical 
discussions about the problem of universals and a desctiption of concepts of potentiality and actuality, 
habit and privation. The extensive discussion of Philoponus' account of nature, hypostasis and universals 
(chap. 36) was added by a later redactor (cf. introd. pp. XXXVII-XXXIX). G. Richter, Die Dialektik des 
Johannes von Damaskos. Eine Untersuchung des Textes nach seinen Quellen und seiner Bedeutung, Ettal: 
Buch-Kunstverlag 1964, p. 155 n. 384 claims the t. XVI referred to above to be dependent on the final 
chapter of Anastasius' Quaestiones et Responsiones as they are presented in MSG 89 (824B/C). 
According to Richard's analysis of the manuscript-tradition of those Quaestiones, this is already 
impossible for cln·onological reasons (Les veritables 'Questions et Reponses' d 'Anastase le Si.naite, in: 
Opera Minora Ill, Tumhout: Brepols 1977, [43-56] pp. 41.52f). 
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(2) Anastasius' central argument against the Monophysites which perfectly justifies in 

his eyes the distinction between nature and person is a very wide conception of nature 

not entailing any necessity of hypostatical realization. According to Ps-Clement of 

Alexandria,211 Anastasius defines nature as i) 'tWV npayj.l.d:tWV a/..:r18Eta, a 'real 

thing' the reality of which does not necessarily imply a hypostasis or person of its 

own.212 In contrast, the Doctrina-chapters on nature and hypostasis (especially 6 and 22) 

neither show a single trace of this argumentation nor do they include the citation from 

Ps-Clement. 

At all events, Stiglmayr's affirmation of the defective foundation of Anastasius' 

polemics213 is perfectly verified in comparing what Anastasius and the Doctrina

compiler have to say about the term £vunocr'ta'to~. Examining the latter's work, one 

could get the impression that the entire present study is futile, as almost all the material 

we have analysed above was already gathered by this late sixth or early seventh century 

compiler: Without his quotations from Eulogius of Alexandria, not a single Greek 

fragment of John the Grammarian's apology would be left, of course including the 

paragraph on the twofold meaning of hypostasis or £vunocr'tCX.'tOV.214 He also handed 

down to us the name of the author of the 'Panhoplion' quoting three passages from it 

including Pamphilus' statement about the possibility of <j)ucrEt~ (not oucri.at) 

avunocr'ta'tOt, but omitting his exposition of £vunocr'ta'to~.215 Although the famous 

passage from Leontius of Byzantium's CNE is also not included- the original Doctrina 

211 Apud (Ps-)Maximum, Op. 23 (264B). For further parallels cf. Uthemann's apparatus on Hodegos 
1,2,22-25 (CCG 8, pp. 11 f). 
212 Ps-Clement's (cf. Hodegos 1,3,73-79; pp. 21f) defmition is to be found verbatim in VIII,2,9f(p. 117). 
69f(p. 120). 5,22 (p. 129) and 68f(p. 131). Variants of it are 'tO ci!-:r]9E<; npay~a (1,2,22f.25; pp. 11f I 
VIII,5,73f; p. 131), ciA.T]8r\<; npdyJ..La'to<; unap~t<; (11,3,4; p.31), 'tO £v ciA.T]8ct<;X ov (11,3,7; p. 31 I 
3,4lf; p. 33), 'tcOV unapx/>V'tCOV ciA.rl8na (11,3,9f; pp. 31t), ), ciA.r]ena (VIII,5,26f.33; p. 129 I 49; p. 
130 I 76-91; p.131), 'tO npayJ..La 'tO nE<j>UKO<; Kai undpxov £v ciA.T]8ct<;X (VIII,5,120-122; p. 133). 
<j>U<JEl is explained as (E.v) ciA.T]8ct<;X or K<X'tci ciA.rj8E.tav in 11,3,19-22 (p. 32). 43-45 (p. 33); 
VIII,2,29-63 (pp. 118-120); VIII,5,24f (p. 129). 82-85 (p. 131) and XIV,2,9 (p. 259), <)>uatKOV as 'tO 
ciA.T]8cO<; ciA.T]8£c; yvcoptl;OJ..LEVOV (11,7,3; p. 60), aA.rj8tVOV (VIII,5,38f.43f, p. 130) or 'tci ciA.T]8~ 'tcOV 
npayJ..Ld'tCOV (ibid. 41). The phrase <j>u<Jt<; Tjyouv (Tt'tOt) ciA.r]8na occurs twice in Anastasius' text 
(X.2,4,21f.27; p. 170 I XIII,6,118; p. 236) and once in a quotation from Ammonius of Alexandria 
(XIV, 1,11; p. 256) which cannot be verified otherwise. Could it be a forgery of Anastasi us' just like the 
letters of Andrew of Samosata and Maro of Edessa (XXII,4f)? For the fundamental relevance of this 
definition for Anastasius cf. also K.-H. Uthemann, Sprache und Sein bei Anastasios Sinaites. Eine 
Semantik im Dienst der Kont:roverstheologie, in: Studia Patristica XVIII/I (1989), (221-231), pp. 226f n. 
6. 
213 Stiglmayr explicitly mentions the missing references to Leontius of Byzantium (Verfasser, p. 21 ). 
214 Doctrina, pp. 69,17-71,15; 193,17-198,20; 205,20-206,28; 214,28-216,4; 220,15-221,15. The passage 
referred to is to be found on p. 198,9-20. 
215 lbid., pp. 44,25-45,9 = Panopl. II,64-79 (CCG 19, pp. 136f); Doctrina, pp. 45,11-46,6 = II,120-154 
(CCG 19, pp. 139-141, considerably altered!); Doctrina, pp. 46,9-47,14 = XI,1-41 (CCG 19, pp. 201f). 
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(chap. 1-31) comprises Leontius' thirty chapters against Severus216 and one passage 

from his Epilysis217 
- the compiler was fully aware of the distinction between 

EVUTCOO"'"CCX'"COV and hypostasis. His preparation of our De sectis-passage218 
- the five 

citations from the Scholia Leontii which gave nse to the Loofsian 

'Grundschrifthypothese' are according to Junglas and Richard nothing but more or less 

freely adapted excerpts from De sectii19
- obviously shows his attempt to reconcile the 

two traditions with regard to our term which we have encountered so far: the distinction 

between a wider and narrower use of hypostasis or E.vun:ocr'"CCX'"COV (John the 

Grammarian, De sectis) and the distinction between hypostasis and E.vun:Ocr'"CCX'"COV 

(Leontius of Byzantium, Maximus) which he might have become acquainted with either 

from Leontius himself without citing the relevant passage or from Maximus, Ep. 15, a 

text he presents in a considerably altered, but not adulterated, version.220 As Richard has 

shown,221 our compiler in increasing the De sectis-text by several glosses tries to restrict 

the use of E.vun:ocr'"CCX'"COc; by attributing 'more proper' terms to every one of its 

meanings as distinguished by De sectis: According to its first meaning, it is said to 

comprise substances - which are more properly called cxuSun:cxpK'"CCX or 

cxu8un:OO"'"CCX'"CCX - and accidents which are more properly (KUpWhEpOV) called 

E'"CEpOU1tOO"'"CCX'"CCX. 222 According to its second meaning, it primarily refers to individual 

substances which are not properly EVU1tOO"'"CCX'"CCX, u'A'A ' U1tOO"'"CUO"Elc; J .. HXAAOV dol. 

'"CE Kcxi yv(l)ptsOV'"CCXt223 
- an implicit, but nevertheless clear interpolation of the 

distinction between hypostasis and E.vun:ocr'"CCX'"COV into the De sectis-text. Maybe also 

as a concession to the Leontius-tradition, our compiler consequently omits the passages, 

where the natures are called civurcocr'"CCX'"COl. However, he also tries to do justice to the 

other tradition in connecting the statement about the twofold ecclesiastical usage of 

216 Doctrina, pp. 155,11-164,3. 
217 Ibid., pp. 198,24-199,12 = MSG 86/2, 1932AIB. 
218 Ibid., pp. 191,21-193,12. 
219 Junglas, Leontius, pp. 6-9; Richard, De sec tis, pp. 712-721 ( cf. CPG 6819 (2)-(5)). Doctrina, pp. 
213,6-214,24 and 217,17-218,5(13) cite without major alterations De sectis VII (1248D-
1249D.1244B/C). Doctrina, pp. 111,14-114,25; 177,22-179,11 and 191,21-193,12 offer considerably 
transformed versions of De sectis X (1260B-1261D); VI (1233C-D.1236D-1237A.1237B/C) and VII 
(1240C-1241A.C). 
220 Doctrina, pp. 137,1-138,15. 
221 De sectis, pp. 715-721. 
222 cx:u8unocr'tcx:tov - bcpounocr't<X'tOV: the philosophical, not the theological opposition ( cf. ab. n. 
135)! Another interesting feature of the Doctrina-revision is also the clear indication of the derivative 
character ofthe second use ofdvunocr't<X'tOV (cf. p. 192,14-16). 
223 Doctrina, pp. 191,21-192,9. 
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im;ocnacnc; directly with a slightly altered quotation from John the Grammarian.Z24 He 

might even show some awareness of the philosophical parallels for this distinction in 

employing the phrase anA.wc; unap~tc; for the wider use.225 At all events, he is 

acquainted with the connection of our term and the 'no nature without hypostasis' 

objection, as he not only uses it as an introductory phrase to the text from Maximus, Ep. 

15,226 but also quotes it in the heading of chapter 27, where the relevant citations from 

De sectis and John the Grammarian (Eulogius) are gathered. 227 

In contrast, in the case of Anastasius, none of the numerous parallels Uthemann adduces 

seems - in my opinion - sufficient to establish a direct literary connection to Leontius 

of Byzantium, Pamphilus, Leontius of Jerusalem (who was of course not mentioned by 

the Doctrina either) or the De sectis.228 Due to his historical research about the 

Monophysite movement, Anastasius was of course infom1ed about the controversy 

between Severns and John the Grammarian, but was apparently not in the possession of 

any primary source.229 However, the most striking evidence that Anastasius could 

hardly have been aware of the traditions concerning our term are the numerous 

strategies he offers to refute the 'no nature without hypostasis' objection without 

referring to our term in those contexts one single time. Already the final chapter of the 

collection of definitions in the Hodegos (II,8) deals with this no A. u8puA. ll'WV 

npoj3A. 11JlCX ndV'tWV 'tcDV Movo<)mcrnwv and offers the following strategy to solve 

224 1bid., pp. 192,18-193,7 cf. CCG 1, pp. 55,191-56,211 (cf. ab. n. 27). 
225 Doctrina, p. 192,18fcf. p. 39,19-23; 40,2f. 
226 Ibid., p.137,2. The Maximus-quotation is made up as follows: 137,4-7 = Ep. 15 (557Dl5-560A4). 
137,9f cf. 557D4-7. 137,12f = 557D8f. 137,14f cf. 560A8f. 137,19-22 = 557Dl2-15. 137,22-138,6 = 
560B7-C6. 138,6-15 = 556C9-D6. 
227 Doctrina, p. 191,16-18. An interesting fact about the composition of this chapter is the insertion of a 
short phrase from Cyril of Alexandria between the two long quotations from De sectis and John/Eulogius: 
To yap 'tOt llTJ U<p£o'to<; f.v toql 1:cp llTJDEvi, ~.t&.A.A.ov DE 7t:aV't£A.ffis ou8f.v. (De incamatione unigeniti, 
ed. G.M. de Durand, Paris: Cerf 1964 [SC 97], p. 214) Is this passage intended to underscore the 
necessity of attributing- if not a hypostasis - at least some kind of subsistence to Christ's human nature? 
228 Cf. the indices fontium in CCG 8 and Serrnones duo in constitutionem hominis necnon opuscula 
adversus Monotheletas, ed. K.-H. Uthemann, Turnhout: Brepols 1985 (CCG 12). One passage in his 
anthologies he cites from Amphilochius in fact belongs to Ephrem of Amid (Hodegos X,l,l53-157; CCG 
8, pp. 155f). A dependence on the anthology ofCM is also possible (cf. Uthemann's index fontium, CCG 
8, pp. 429f). Although Maximus is not mentioned in his short history of the monotheletic controversy 
(Op. III,l,l8-112; CCG 12, pp. 56-61), Anastasius must have known the most important theologian of his 
time. His emphasize on the d.cmop{a of Christ is most probably due to the influence of Maximus' 
writings. Cf. Op. I,1,89-91 (CCG 12, p. 11); II, 3,19f.23 (p. 43); V,16 (p. 99). 42 (p. 100); Op. VII,1,16-
19 (p. 125, ref. Div. nom. II,9); IX, 1 ,85f (p. 139) I Hodegos II,7 ,45f (p. 62); IV,59 (p. 84 ); XIII,4,23 (p. 
222, ref. Div. nom. II,9).30.48 (p. 223). 7,110f (p. 240); XXII,2,56 (p 295), but especially Il,5,40-52 
(CCG 8, pp. 52f) and XIII,5,1-25 (pp. 225f, the paragraphs about the KatVO'tOJlta; cf. Maximus, Amb. 
41, Amb. 7 [1096A], Ep. 19 [592C/D]). 
229 Cf. Hodegos Vl,l,2lf.30f (CCG 8, pp. 94f).l16-121 (Ibid., p. 99). In the last passage, he claims to 
have received his information in Babylon from Athanas ius the secretary. If he had been in possession of a 
copy of John's apology, he would have most probably mentioned it there. 
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it: If the Monophysites admit a twofold begetting in Christ, they will also have to claim 

one offspring to be ci vun:ocr1:a:to<; or admit a duality of offspring. In VI, 2,15-17 the 

objection together with the identification of nature and person is rejected as one of the 

many errors originating in the heretics' reading of Aristotle's Categories. Anastasius' 

biblical proof for the non-identity of nature and person (VIII,2) culminates in accusing 

his opponents of ignoring clear biblical testimony in claiming that there is no <!Jucrt<; 

cin:pocrwn:o<; (VIII,2,79-86). IX,2 is analogously structured and accuses our heretics of 

shunning all the orthodox fathers and agreeing with the ancient heretics in proclaiming 

this stupid objection (48-60). The alleged Severian postulate of terminological non

identity of trinitarian and Christological language restricting the objection to the 

Christological context is sarcastically welcomed and without further refutation 

employed as introduction to the report about the four disputes with the Monophysites in 

Alexandria (X). According to Anastasius' report about the first one of those disputes, he 

tricked his opponents beforehand "in a certain hypocrisy of pious knavery" (X.1, 1 ,26f) 

and made them agree to the presupposition of substituting 'person' for 'nature' in every 

authoritative Christological text on the basis of our objection (X.1,34-36.42-44). Thus, 

he has little trouble in subjecting the objection and the whole monophysite position to a 

reductio ad absurdum by presenting those passages from the fathers speaking explicitly 

of two natures (X.1 ,2). 230 In the beginning of the second dispute, the Monophysites are 

said to have reinforced our objection pointing to the texts of Cyril of Alexandria calling 

the natures hypostases (X.2, 1, 12-17). Of course, Anastasi us was once again much too 

cunning for his opponents and tricked them a second time on the basis of those Cyril

passages speaking of two imocr1:cicr£t<; in Christ which - taken for granted the 

synonymous use of hypostasis, nature and person - could only be understood in a 

Nestorian way (X.2,3).231 Anastasius can thus just continue quoting Cyril and 

manifesting the absurd consequence of the monophysite objection (X.2,3,38-40). The 

rest of the dispute is mainly concerned with a confrontation of the Monophysite and the 

Anastasian concept of nature. The objection is only resumed one other time (X.2,5,5-

13), when Anastasi us briefly alludes to the lack of coherence between the trinitarian and 

Christological terminology caused by the Monophysites' identification of nature and 

230 The objection is resumed in X.1,2,13f(p. 146). 27f(p. 147). 81f(p. 151). 103f(p. 152). 109f(p. 153) 
and 196 (p. 158). 
231 Accordingly, also the second chapter against the Monophysites (Uthemann, Antimonophysitische 
Aporien, p. 23) refutes the objection by the supposition of hypostasis and person for nature in the 
monophysite ix 8oo ¢um::wv-formula. 
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person.232 The short fourth dispute (X.4) exclusively deals with our objection again, but 

only restates the point about Cyril speaking of hypostases in Christ made in X.2,3. In 

XXI,1, the second dispute is resumed as to the possibility of calling Christ's body 

¢ucrtc;, but our objection only plays the role of the Monophysite's reason for his denial 

of this possibility (XXI, 1 ,32-35.39£). 

This survey has shown that the refutation of our objection on the basis of a distinction 

between nature and person forms the central topic of Anastasius' Hodegos. However, 

his argumentation rests almost exclusively on the authoritative usage of the fathers and 

does not present anything like the refined discussions of the Leontii or Maximus - and 

not a single allusion to a distinction between hypostasis and i::vun:O<J'l:CX:toc; or a 

differing use of this term. Accordingly, his use of EVU1tO<J'l:<X'l:Oc; hardly presents any 

feature of systematic interest. There is one instance of the traditional trinitarian use,233 

one Christo logical passage stressing the reality of Christ's flesh234 and three other 

instances where our term is used in the sense of 'true, real' as opposed to merely verbal 

or imaginary. 235 That our term is nevertheless included in the collection of definitions 

forming the second book of the Hodegos can only be motivated by a traditional canon 

of terms Anastasius follows in composing this collection. The passage reads: 

"We do not call the flesh of Christ person, but substance, in order to signify that he assumed and 
saved our entire nature. For if we call it hypostasis, we are caught in claiming that Christ 
assumed and saved one single man. However, the flesh also cannot be called hypostasis insofar 
as it is inseparable from the God-Logos. We call it £vurcocr'tcx:wv, but not hypostasis; for the 
£vurcO<Ha'tOV is what exists (1:0 urccipxov), just like the civurcocr'ta'tOV is what does not 
have any existence or substance: e.g. a thing seen in sleep (£vurcvwv) is without substance and 

232 This is a standard motive in the Neochalcedonian polemics against the Monophysites from its 
beginnings. Although some texts of Severns' (Cf. the fragment preserved in Leontius of Byzantium, 
Epilysis; MSG 86/II,1921B and the letter to John Hegoumenos preserved by the Doctrina, p. 309f) 
actually claim the necessity of a new Christological terminology and thus apparently justify the reproach, 
Severns' most extensive account of dogmatic temrinology (Contra impium grammaticum II, 1-5; CSCO 
111,55-84 I 112,43-66) offers nothing like that. Accordingly, A. de Halleux claims with regard to 
Philoxenus' letter to the monks of Senoun that the latter "applique avec une parfaite consequence la 
meme terminologie 'technique' aux deux mysteres de la Trinite et de 1' Incarnation" (Lettre aux moines 
de Senoun, ed. A. de Halleux, Louvain: Secretariat du CSCO 1963 [CSCO 232], p. XVII). The criticism 
of a tenrrinological "Vogel-Strau13-Politik" (Grillmeier, Jesus der Christus II/2, p. 29) still raised against 
the Monophysites by patristic scholars most probably needs to be carefully differentiated. 
233 Hodegos XXII,2,95-97 (CCG 8, p. 296): 6 J-I.EV Myoc; 'tOU ec.ou EVU1t00''ta'toc; eeoc; EO''ttV, 
OJ-I.OtWc; Kat 'tO 1tVEUJ-I.a 'tOU ewu eeoc; EO''tt Kat U1tOO''tacrtc; ewu. 
234 Ibid. XIII,7,150-152 (p. 242): 'EKWV M crot ncipEtJ-I.t crtyr]crcov (scil. in my list of arguments for a 
real human energy in Christ) 'trlV 'tcDV ep6J-I.j3CDV 'tOU ai.J-I.a'toc; Kat 't~c; n:/ccupac; Etc; 'trlV YllV E~ 

'Irpou lW'tcippucri.v 't£ Kat E~ EVU11:00''tcX'tO'U crapKdc; ewu acj>aipEO'tV 
235 Ibid. XII,3,6-8 (p. 205): ouKE'tl PTJI-la'ttKmc; Kat ypa<j>tKmc; n:pdc; a\nouc; napna~ciJ-I.cea, 
&!c!cd. n:payJ-I.a'ttKcDc; 8td. n:apa8dyJ-1.a'toc; Kat crxr]!-la'toc; EVU11:00''tcX'tO'U I Op. 1,5,4-6 (CCG 12, 
pp. 24f): 1i]V TptMa £nl. yvm9t 15t' buno<ncnmv npayJ.lU1(J)V' unf:p yap naaav aAAT]V VOJ.ltKT]v K<Xl 

ypacptKTJV J.1CXp1upl.av PcPaw1E:pa a'\JTT] I Op. X,5,98f (Ibid., p. 157): ou <Std. pT]J-I.cX'tCDV, alclcd. 8td. 
Kap8taKoov Kat E:vun:ocr'tci'tCDV npayJ-I.ci'tcov Kat EVEPYTJJ-I.cX'tCDV. 
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subsistence (avoucrwv Kai civunocr'ta'tOV), (only) imaginary. And in order to say it in a 
definition: Without subsistence, existence and substance (avunocr'ta'tov Ked ciwnapK'tOV 
Kai civouawv) is what is- despite being verbally pronounced very often -not perceived in 
substance or subsistence, just like Hades, death or illness." (II,3, 112-126) 

This passage presents a proper amalgam of the two traditions concerning our term we 

have recognized so far: The distinction between hypostasis and E.vunoa'ta:wv is of 

course displayed in claiming Christ's human nature- in a way similar to Maximus, Ep. 

15 (557D)236
- as E.vunocr'ta'tOV, but not hypostasis, and in consequently attaching it to 

the substance, not to the hypostasis. However, the wide concept of substance or nature 

comprising every kind of reality and only excluding entia rationis and privations is 

reminiscent of the wider use of E.vunocr'ta'toc; in the other tradition. Obviously this is 

perfectly in line with Anastasi us' concept of nature as ll 'tcDV npayJ.LChC.OV UA.'Tl8Eta. 

However, it also deprives our term of all the technical specification it had received in 

Maxim us and can thus only be described as a retrogression in its development. Yet, this 

is not all Anastasius has to say about our term. He also distinguishes a twofold meaning 

of it analogous to that of £voucrtoc;: 

"Again, we call EVOUO"tOV either the being itself or the property perceived in a substance, just 
like 'reasonable' and 'perishable' are EVOUO"tOV for human beings. Accordingly, also 
EVU7tOO"'ta'tOV is said in a twofold way, either (referring to) the truly existing or to the property 
in the hypostasis, just like 'unbegotten' in the Father, 'begotten' in the Son, 'proceeded' in the 
Holy Spirit, as it was said above." (II,3,126-133) 

Of course, this distinction must not be confused with the one we know from John the 

Grammarian onwards. Anastasius rather suggests a possible synonymous use of 

tvouawc; and oucrtc.o81ic;, E.vunocr'ta'toc; and U'lrOO"'tU'ttKOc; respectively. The 

reference in the last lines of the citation points to II,3,73, where Anastasius informs us 

about the 1mocr'ta'tlKai t8tO't11'tEc; of the trinitarian persons, a traditional expression 

occurring quite often in Anastasius.237 While the alleged synonymity or E.voucrtoc; and 

oucrtc.o8r1c; is displayed by Anastasi us himself in his Op. 1,4, 11 f.29f, where he claims 

the soul to have its logos oucrtc.o8roc; tv EUU'tTI or tv EUU'tTI £voucrtov, I could not 

find any reference for £vunocr1:a1:at t8tO't1l'tEc; or t8tcDJlCX.'ta. Only the hypostatic 

236 Admittedly, there are two minor similarities between the Hodegos and the preparation of this text in 
the Doctrina patrum: Where Maximus writes £vun:ocr'ta'tov, ciA.A. ' oux un:ocr'ta<JtV, Anastasius and 
the Doctrina (p. 137, 12f) have £vun:ocr'ta'tOV, ou flTlV un:O<J'tacrtv, and whereas Maximus does not 
employ x_wpi/;w to describe the hypostasis in this passage, the Anastasius speaks of K£XWPWJlEVOV 

np6awnov and the Doctrina ofK£x_wptcrflEVT] un:ap~u; (p. 137,14). 
237 Cf. Hodegos II, 4,38f (CCG 8, p. 41 ); XVI,26 (p. 269); XVI,48 (p. 270, in a quotation); XVII, 15.33.36 
(p. 272); XVI,44 (p. 270) I Op. 1,3,38 (CCG 12, p. 19). 
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union can be called both EVCOCH<; EVUn:OO"'ta'tO<; and un:ocr'ta'ttKrl or be described as 

E.vun:ocr'td'tco<; or unocr'ta'ttKW<; £voucr8at.238 Anastasius is thus most probably 

paralleling E.vun:ocr'ta 'tO<; and E.voucrto<; against the actual usage of the first term. 

Due to his general antiphilosophical attitude, Anastasius is of course not concerned very 

much with the mode of subsistence of Christ's human nature. Hence, the insubsistence 

formula does not play any important role in Anastasius' Christological conception, it is 

not even used very often. There are only two traditional passages quoting the letter to 

Jovianus combined with the denial of a n:po8tdnA.acrt<; and the affirmation of the 

insubsistence of human nature in the Logos.239 Nevertheless, Maximus' concept of 

Christ's 'tpon:o<; undp~ECO<; is reflected in two interesting passages employing 

insubsistence-language. Both passages describe the un:ap~t<; of Christ's human nature 

as subsistence in or together with the Logos240 being now £v8EO<;, cruv8EO<;, OJl08EO<; 

- one of them explicitly in combination with the affirmation of its <icrnopia.241 In 

Hodegos XXI,4, Anastasius provides a fairly clear account of what he means by those 

three terms: As in his apparition to Daniel's three friends in the fiery furnace (Dan 3:24-

26) Christ's human shape was EJ..tnupo<; Kat cruJ.tnupo<; Kat 6A.onupo<; Kat 

6A.6¢A.oyo<;, Christ's manhood was in every one of his earthly deeds OA11 8t 'oA.ou 

6A.o8EO<; Kat £v8EO<; Kat cruv9E0<;.242 Neither was Christ's divine energy that of a 

YUJlVO<; 9Eo<;, nor was his human energy that of a \jflAO<; dv9pcon:o<;.243 Both his 

concrete human acts and idioms are "God's" and his concrete divine acts and idioms are 

"Man's". 244 Thus, Anastasi us conceives of Christ's 'tpono<; undp~ECO<; strictly 

according to the classical rule for the communicatio idiomatum which was succinctly 

formulated probably for the first time a few decades after Athanasius by John of 

238 For the latter phrase cf Hodegos XVI,44 (CCG 8, p. 270); XX,45f53 (pp. 281f). 
239 Hodegos II,5,11-14 (CCG 8, p. 50f) I Chapter 14 against the Monophysites (Uthemann, 
Antimonophysitische Aporien, p. 24). 
240 Hodegos XIII,4,48-50 (CCG 8, p. 223): E.K 'tOU Bwu A.oyou Ked auv 'tel) Bee[) A.oyq> KaB' 
unocr'ta<Jtv £v 'ttl J..I.'Tl'tP<;X- 'tO civBpwntvov I Op. III,5,19-21 (CCG 12, p. 75): £~ a\nou Kat Dt' 
a\nou Kai auv a-inc[) Kai £v a\nc[) KaB · ilnoamatv auaaw11cos £v 'ttl navaxpd.v'tq> Kat 
BwMxcp llTJ'tpq_ unocr'ta<Ja (sci!. Christ's soul). Cf Ibid. 27f (p. 76): £v amc[) 1:c[) Bee[) 
cl<JOtKtaBet<Ja Kat <JUVBtot; Urtcip~a<Ja (sci!. the human substance). 
241 Hodegos XIII,4,48-51 (CCG 8, p. 223)/ Op. III,5,18-20 (CCG 12, p. 75). 
242 Hodegos XXI,4,10-15 (CCG 8, pp. 290f). Especially Anastasius' description of Christ's death and the 
descensus ad inferos of his soul deny the 'godlessness' of those acts using our terms: Hodegos XII,3,65 
(CCG 8, p. 207). 5,54f (p. 233); XIII,6,84f (p. 234). 7,124f (p. 241). 9,31 (249) I Op. III,5,61f (CCG 12, 
p. 77); VIII, 3,4,12-14 (p. 131); IX,2,14-27 (p. 140). 
243 Cf. esp. Op. IX,3,6-18 (CCG 12, p. 141 ). 
244 Op. V,111-121 (CCG 12, p. 102) cf. Op. VIII,4,21f(pp. 132f). 
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Damascus: communicatio idiomatum fit in concretione, non in abstractione.245 Hence, 

in attributing a divine splendour to every of Christ's human aspects and a human cover 

to every one of his divine aspects, Anastasi us has preserved the Chalcedonian symmetry 

reintroduced by Maximus, although he is not able to express this in technical 

ontological terminology. Although his work does not contribute anything to the 

development of the terminology we are interested in, his work- especially his sermons 

and opuscula - is nevertheless valuable because of presenting a vivid picture of the 

dyotheletic-chalcedonian Christ. 

9. John of Damascus 

John of Damascus' work is still regarded as "something of a digest of the whole Eastern 

tradition, summarizing (and sometimes appropriating verbatim) a vast theological and 

philosophical heritage".246 However, the analyses of Studer and especially Richter have 

shown with regard to the philosophical heritage that John was nothing but a compiler in 

the strictest sense. His philosophical treatises depend on philosophical introductions and 

excerpts from the Alexandrian commentators composed by and for theologians who did 

not have any profound acquaintance with philosophical matters.247 In principle, Studer 

and Richter extend this judgement to John's relationship to the theological tradition, 

even if they admit a slightly higher degree of appropriation of the collected material 

here. 248 Admittedly, the widespread use of anthologies and compilations casts doubt on 

every literal quotation with regard to its origin in a direct use of the source or an 

acquaintance conveyed by an anthology. As those anthologies and compilations were 

245 Cf. Expositio fidei 48; ed. B. Kotter, Berlin: De Gruyter 1973 (PTS 12), pp. 116-118. The usual 
assumption of Ps-Cyril, De trinitate 27 (MSG 77, 1172A-D) as being the source for this chapter is refuted 
by V.S. Conticello, Pseudo-Cyril's 'De SS. Trinitate': A Compilation of Joseph the Philosopher, in: OCP 
61 (1995), 117-129, who shows the treatise to be a part ofJoseph's (t ca. 1330) Encyclopedia compiled 
from John's Expositio and Nicephorus' Blemmydes Sermo ad monachos suos. However, the classical rule 
cited above is already presupposed by Maximus' (cf. Heinzer, Gottes Sohn, pp. 141-145) and Leontius of 
Byzantium's (cf. Daley, Richer union, pp. 259f.262) use of the concept of communicatio idiomatum. 
246 Cross, Perichoresis, p. 69. In quoting John of Damascus we use the abbreviations listed ibid. n. 1. 
247 Cf. B. Studer, Die theologische Arbeitsweise des Johannes von Damaskus, Ettal: Buch-Kunstverlag 
1956, pp. 102-125 and Richter, Dialektik, esp. pp. 235-242.268-280. 
248 Cf. Studer, Theologische Arbeitsweise, p. 123: ,Johannes bring gegeniiber den kirchlichen 
Schriftstellem des sechsten und siebten Jahrhunderts, denen er durchwegs verpflichtet ist, kaum etwas 
Neues. Im Gegenteil, er steht ihnen bereits ordentlich nach, wie auch ein nur oberflachlicher Vergleich 
mit deren Werken zeigt." Richter (Dialektik, pp. 28-36) shows accurately that the Nemesius and 
Maximus-quotations in John's account of man and creation in Expos. are not drawn from the original 
sources, but from some intermediate compilation. However, his extension of this observation to the whole 
work of John (Ibid., p. 238. 241) seems in my opinion precipitate. Studer, Theologische Arbeitsweise, pp. 
91f and K. Rozemond, La Christologie de St. Jean Damascene, Etta!: Buch-Kunstverlag 1959, pp. 34-39 
take John's direct acquaintance with Maximus for granted. 
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continuously copying one another and thus overlapping to a large extent, Richter can 

even raise doubts against John's use of the Doctrina patrum, which was commonly 

accepted since Diekamp. 249 In this case, the only reasonable method is to decide about 

every single relevant passage on its own, whether it displays a more profound 

understanding of the tradition resumed in it, or just adds an undigested piece of 

traditional knowledge to the vast collection embodied in John's I111Yrl yvwcrc.wc;. 

With respect to the traditional trinitarian use of £vunocr'ta:toc;, we encounter a 

comprehensive resumption of the entire complex of motives connected with the tetm 

during the fourth-century-debate. In Expos. 6, John opposes the human A.oyoc; 

npo<j>optKoc; and the divine Aoyoc; £vunocr'ta'toc; just as Eusebius of Cesarea's 

homoeousian companions did and infers - following John Chrysostom and Cyril of 

Alexandria- the hypostatical reality of God's Logos from his consubstantiality with 

the Father,250 an argument which recurs two chapters later in Expos. 8.251 This chapter 

also resumes another motive from Cyril's trinitarian treatises: The Son is not a dead or 

independent instrument of the creating Father, but his £vun:ocr'ta'toc; (cro<j>{a Kai) 

OUVUI..Ltc;. 252 Moreover, it extends - perhaps also inspired by Cyril - the inference of 

hypostatical reality from consubstantiality also to the Spirit.253 

Small wonder we find John employing the phrases £vun:ocr'ta'toc; A.oyoc;,254 

£vun:ocr'ta'toc; cro<j>{a255 or ouva1..Ltc;256 in various combinations257 mainly for the 

249 Dialektik, pp. 238-242 cf. Doctrina, pp. LXVI-LXXIV and the indices of parallels in Die Schriften des 
Johannes von Damaskos, ed. B. Kotter, vol. 2, Berlin: De Gruyter 1973 (PTS 12), pp. 252f and vol. 4, 
Berlin: De Gruyter 1981 (PTS 22), pp. 446f. 
250 Expos. 6,4-11 (PTS 12, p. 15). This passage resembles pretty much one of Cyril's corresponding 
accounts in the Thesaurus (MSG 75, 324A). On the impossibility ofPs-Cyril as a source ofJohn cf. ab. n. 
245. 
251 Expos. 8,108-112 (PTS 12, p. 23). 
252 1bid. 8,38-43.156-162 (Ibid., p. 20.25). 
253 1bid. 8,181-187 (p. 26) cf. Cyril, Thesaurus (MSG 75, 580A.596B). 
254 Dial. fus. 1,68; ed. B. Kotter, Berlin: De Gruyter 1969 (PTS 7), p. 55 I Expos. 13,95 (PTS 12, p. 41) I 
Ctr. Man. 9,12f(PTS 22, p. 309) I Hom. in transf. 13,5; ed. B. Kotter, Berlin: De Gruyter 1988, (PTS 29), 
p. 450 I Hom. in ficum 1,1 (PTS 29, p. 102) I Hom. in sab. 4,2 (PTS 29, p. 123) I Enc. in Chrys. 3,2 (PTS 
29, p. 360) I Hom. in Dorm. III 2,43f (PTS 29, p. 551 ). 
255 Dial. fus. 1,20 (PTS 7, p. 53) I Volunt. 3,16 (PTS 22, p. 176). 
256 Expos. 54,5 (PTS 12, p. 129); 87,70 (Ibid., p. 201) I Ctr. Jac.·85,3 (PTS 22, p. 141) I Epist. de trishag 
3,31 (PTS 22, p. 309) I Hom. in. sab. 4,10 (PTS 29, p. 123) I Enc. in Chrys. 2,8 (PTS 29, p. 360). This is 
again strongly reminiscent of Cyril's usage ( cf. ab. ch. l, n. 72). 
257 The Son can be called- alluding to 1 Cor l :24 - ,personified wisdom and power" (Expos. 46,20 [PTS 
12, p. 109]; 84,33 [PTS 12, p. 187]; 91,28 [PTS 12, p. 213] I Ctr. Nest. 43,43 [PTS 22, p. 287] I Hom. in 
Nativ. 2,l5f [PTS 29, p. 326]), the Son and the Spirit can be called "hypostatical" (Ctr. Nest. 43,19 [PTS 
22, p. 286] I Epist. de trishag. 28,41 [PTS 22, p. 332]) or "personified powers" (Epist. de trishag. 7,21 
[PTS 22, p. 3 I 5]; 25,26 [Ibid., p. 328]; 28,30 [Ibid., p. 331 )). Only one passage in the Sacra para !lela also 
includes the Father (MSG 95, l076B). 
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Son, but also for the spirit/58 lots of times also in other works. We also find three 

instances of what we labelled 'doxological use': Christ is called once £vunOO'tCCtO<; 

scor1,259 twice EVUJLOO't<X'tO<; ciA-r18tta.260 The validity of the equation X 

£vunoo'ta'toc; = 1moo'taotc; of x is beautifully displayed by John's paralleling of 

EVUJLOO't<X'tO<; and EV t8i~ unoo'tciOEl u<j>t0't<X08at or uncipxEw.261 The only 

passage in John resuming Maximus' technical trinitarian use is Ctr. Jac. 12,4-13, where 

the EVUJLOO'tCX'tO<; ouoia and the unoo'tciCJEt<; EVOU0l0l of the Trinity are said to 

correspond to the ouoiat EVUJLOO'tCX'tOl and the un:oo'taOt<; EVOUCJtO<; of the 

Incarnation. The entire rest of John's trinitarian account calls - according to the older 

tradition- the (second and third) hypostases EVUn:OCJ'tCX'tO<;, not the divine substance. 

K. Rozemond claimed "la notion d'enhypostasie" to be the systematic basis of John's 

Christology, the necessary presupposition to understand every single one of his 

Christological statements.262 We will have to examine whether this holds true only for 

the insubsistence-concept, or also for the term £vun:oCJ'tCX'tO<;, or for none of them. The 

passages in John's work reflecting explicitly upon our term can be divided into two 

groups: The first is represented by two passages from the Dialectics, Dial. fus. 30 (= 

Dial. brev. 10) and 45, which deal with the term rather formally without always making 

its theological context explicit. The second group almost perfectly coincides with the 

Christological debates of the 'no nature without hypostasis' objection: Expos. 53, Ctr. 

Jacob. llf and Ctr. Aceph. sr_263 

Dial. fus. 30 offers a concise summary ofthe twofold use of hypostasis, £vunoo'ta'to<;, 

and civun:oo'ta'toc;, just as it was postulated by John the Grammarian and the De 

sectis. This distinction- based upon the validity of the equation referred to above- is 

repeated a bit more extensively in Dial. fus. 43 (=Dial. brev. 26) about the hypostasis. 

However, the ending of chap. 45 providing the Christological application of our term 

258 Expos. 13,88 (PTS 12, p. 41) I Hom. in. sab. 4,13 (PTS 29, p. 123). 
259 Expos. 59,155 (PTS 12, p. 150). 
260 De imag. 1 3,22; ed. B. Kotter, Berlin: De Gruyter 1975 (PTS 17), p. 68 I Ctr. Nest. 17,14 (PTS 22, p. 
269). 
261 Expos. 8,184 (PTS 12, p. 26) I Epist. de trishag. 28,30 (PTS 22, p. 331). 
262 Christo1ogie, p. 22. The "triple but" of the concept she summarizes her analyses in on p. 26 only 
makes sense in referring this "notion" to the term £vunocr'tCX'tO~ ("un seul mot"). As our analysis below 
will show, the term despite being very closely connected to the insubsistence formula, the true key
concept of John's Christology, not identical with or completely inseparable from it, Rozemond's 
statement is with all its implications clearly an overstatement. 
263 The only passage where the objection is properly discussed without reference to our term is De fide 
ctr. Nest. 6-10 (PTS 22, pp. 239f). Allusions to it can be found in Haer. 83a,136-154 (PTS 22, p. 54) and 
Ctr. Jacob. 80 (PTS 22, pp. 137f). 
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clearly follows Leontius of Byzantium's distinction between hypostasis and 

E:vunocr'tcx:wv. 264 Following the Dochina patrum, this chapter obviously tries to 

reconcile those two traditions and deserves a closer look. 

45,1-7 presents the attempt- well known from the Doctrina- to harmonize Leontius of 

Byzantium and De sectis by assigning a 'more proper' term to every one of the 

meanings distinguished by this text: The accident is rather E'tE.poun:ocr'ta'tOV than 

E:vunocr'ta'tOV, the independent individual is rather hypostasis. John- or his source

seems to omit the Doctrina's attribution of au8unocr'tCX'tOs to the substance in order to 

have also one meaning left which is proper in contrast to the other derived ones. 

45,7-16 expounds Maximus' two kinds of E:vunocr'ta'tOV which does not show any 

similarities to the Doctrina-version. The Doctrina 'pedagogically' rearranges Maximus' 

text in presenting first the formal distinction between the two kinds and in immediate 

connection with the second one its Christological application, whereas John inserts an 

illustrative application to the anthropological paradigm265 which was probably inspired 

(in John or already in his source) by the archetype of Maxim us' distinction, the famous 

passage from Leontius of Byzantium (1280B). His harmonizing strategy follows the 

Doctrina, but is carried through more consequently: the Kupiw<; from the Doctrina's 

De-sectis-version is resumed to introduce Maximus' explication of the term to fill the 

gap of a proper meaning for E:vunocr'ta'tOs properly and definitely, as the final clause 

of the paragraph stresses again that only what subsists by itself is Kupiw<; a hypostasis 

(15f). 266 

In this case, why does 45,17-22 detach what originally was nothing but the 

Christological application of Maximus' second kind in order to form a separate 

Christological meaning of our term? An answer to this question could be provided by 

the probably closest parallel to Dial. fus. 45, the final paragraph from the "other 

chapter" - according to Richter a text completely independent from John's Dialectics 

264 Dial. fus. 45, 19f (PTS 7, p. 11 0)~ oux un:oo-.amc; ciA.A.ci JlcXAAOV £vunoo-.a-.ov. 
265 Cf. Maximus, Ep. 15 (557D/560A); Doctrina, p. 137,3-16. 
266 An alternative harmonizing strategy is offered by the Codex Oxoniensis Bodl. Auct. T.l.6 12,9-16 
(PTS 7, p. 165), an anonymous compilation of excerpts which is according to Richter (Dialektik, pp. 23-
39) temporally prior to the Doctrina. The Codex faithfully reproduces Maximus' two kinds of 
E.vunoa'ta'toV according to the wording of Ep. 15 (and the Doctrina) (12,9-11). Then, it attaches the 
distinction between the wider and narrower use in assigning E.vun:do-.a-.oc; to the wider and 
un:oa'taatc; to the narrower one. Thus, it subordinates the 'twofold use tradition' to the 'distinction 
tradition'. 
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despite the numerous literal agreements. 267 Its relevant passage (1 05-130) starts with 

the distinction between a wider and nauower use of hypostasis resumed in Dial. fus. 30 

(105-107). Afterwards, it inserts the traditional Cappadocian account of hypostasis, 

individual, "one" and "other" (1 07 -118). Proceeding to f:vum)<J""tCX.'l:Oc;, the twofold use 

is only mentioned in a very brief introductory sentence (119) and thrust into the 

background in introducing the two kinds of EVUTCO<J'tCX.'tOV by Kupic.oc;. Maximus' 

statement about them is faithfully reproduced (119-122), but the second one is 

illustrated anthropologically at first (122-126). However, the Christological application 

is introduced as a consequence from the anthropological one ( o8c.v) and does not 

constitute a meaning of its own (122-129). It concludes with the well known distinction 

of the twofold use of avun:ocr""tcx.""toc; (129t) which is also treated in the short Dial. fus. 

46. Thus, the chapter just suppresses the 'twofold use tradition' in dedicating to it 

nothing but a brief introductory clause. 

As the Kupiwc; makes more sense in Dial. fus. 45, the passage from "other chapter" 

could be regarded as an excerpt from John. However, John's disconnection of the 

anthropological and Christological application forming a traditional and organic unity in 

the "other chapter" forbids such an assumption. It was probably John's explication of 

his harmonizing strategy which destroyed the connection and made a new introduction 

for the Christological application necessary. The text from the other chapter reads: 

"Neither is the soul called hypostasis nor the body, because neither of them did ever subsist 
before or apart from the other, but what is completed from both of them is their hypostasis. 
Therefore also the flesh of the Lord is not called hypostasis, but EV'U7rOCJ'ta'tOV, because it 
never subsisted by itself, but in the hypostasis of the Logos, and received and possesses it as its 
h 

. , 268 ypostasts . 

The parallel in John says: 

"Neither is the soul on its own called hypostasis nor is the body, but (they are called) 
£vunocr'ta'ta. What is completed from both is their hypostasis. For hypostasis is and is called 
properly what subsists by itself and independently. 
Again, one calls £vunocr'ta'toc; the nature which is assumed by a different hypostasis and 
received its existence in it. Therefore also the flesh of the Lord - which did not subsist by itself, 
not even for a single moment - is not a hypostasis, but £vunocr'ta'tOV. For it received its 

267 Dialektik, pp. 219-221. Just like in the case of the Doctrina patrum and the Codex Oxoniensis, Richter 
argues again that - due to the vast number of compilations and anthologies existing in John's time and the 
high degree of overlap in their textual substance- the dissimilarity of order makes John's direct literary 
dependence implausible despite the numerous numerous literal agreements ofboth texts. 
268 OUtE i] \jfUXiJ AE"(Etat un:6otac:nc; OUtE to O&fla 6.1.1.' £vun:6citata, Ott ou8£n:otE UTtEOtTt to EV 
n:po tOU hepou oM£ EKtoc; tOU h£pou, tO 8£ £C, OfJ.Cj>OtEpcov 6.n:otEAOUf1EVOV un:6otaotc; Ofl.Cj>Otepcov 
£otiv. "oeev Kai. , tOU KUpiou o6.pC, oux un:6otaotc; AE"(Etat 6.1..1..' EVUTtOOtatov, E1tEt8i] OUbETtOtE 
Kae' eauti]v Un:EOtTt 6.1..1..' EV tn tOU A6you UTtOOtUOEt, Kat a\ni]v EOXEV Kat ExEt un:6ota0t v. 
(Other chapter 123-129; PTS 7, p. 146). 
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subsistence in the hypostasis of the God Logos, because it was assumed by it and received and 
possesses it as its hypostasis".269 

Apparently, John was not convinced of the validity of the inference suggested by a text 

like the "other chapter". This text denies a hypostasis of their own to the human soul 

and body, because they do not subsist temporally or locally separate from each other 

and infers from that that Christ's human nature can neither have such a hypostasis of its 

own, because it never subsisted temporally or locally separate from the Logos. The fact 

that John suppresses the point of temporal and local inseparability in the case of soul 

and body and just postulates their being £vuno<n;cx:ta but not hypostases (probably 

because of the obvious unity of the human individual) could be due to the fact that for 

him an application to Christology would have equally demanded the temporal and local 

coincidence of both natures. 270 That is probably why he restricted the parallel of man 

and Christ to the distinction between £vunoa'ta:wv and hypostasis and presents the 

rejection of a npo8tcin:A,acrv; at its traditional place afterwards, substantiating the 

insubsistence of Christ's human nature in the Logos. Another reason may have been his 

asymmetric Christological tendency271 which again prefers the insubsistence to the 

cosubsistence-formula. Thus, the last paragraph of Dial. fus. 45 amounts to an account 

of £vuno<J'tCX'tO<; perfectly fulfilling the conditions for a Loofsian understanding of the 

term: It is applied in an exclusive manner to Christ's human nature and immediately 

connected with the insubsistence formula. Let us see whether this can be verified from 

the other, 'Christological' group of passages dealing with our term. 

Actually, five of the six instances where our term is used in a Christological context 

connects it more or less immediately with the insubsistence formula272 and four of them 

269 OU'tE iJ \jfUXll JlOVTJ AEYE'tat un:6amatc.; OUtE to GOOJlU aU' £vun:6ata'ta, to o£ E~ aJlq>OtEpmv 
anotEA.oUJlEvov i.m6ataatc.; aJlq>ot€pmv. 'Yn:6ataatc; yap Kupimc.; 1:0 Kae' £auto iowauatatmc.; 
ucptotaJ1Ev6v £a1:i tE Kat A.eyEtm. 
AEyEtat n:6:A.tv £vun6atatov iJ ucp' f.t€pac.; i:moot6:acmc.; 7tpOGATJq>9EtOa q>UOtc_; Kat EV autn 
EOXTJKUta 'tllV \map~tV. "09EV Kat iJ oap~ tOU KUpiou Jlll U1t00t&.aa Ka9' EUU'tllV JlTJOE n;poc.; KatpoU 
Don;l)v oux un6ataatc.; aA.A.a f.L&.A.A.ov £vun:6atat6v EOttv· £v yap tft U1tOG'tUGEl tOU 9EOU Myou 
imEOtTJ 1tpOGATJcp9Etaa un:' autfjc.; Kat 'taUtTJV Kat EOXE Kat EXEt U1tOO'taGtV. {PTS 7, p. 110). 
270 In Dial. fus. 67,25-30 {PTS 7, p. 139) there is an attempt ofharmonizing both stances: One can either 
perceive both natures together in the unique hypostasis (symmetric coexistence) or the human nature to 
receive its subsistence in the hypostasis of the Logos (asymmetric inexistence). Cross would probably 
refer the former to the union in facto esse and the latter to the union in fieri (his whole Perichoresis-article 
rests on this distinction to be found nowhere in John's works explicitly; cf. esp. pp. 71-73.120). 
Nevertheless, Cross also acknowledges John's ambiguous stance towards the anthropological paradigm 
(Ibid., p. 105). 
271 Cf. Rozemond, Christologie, chap. II ("Christologie asymetrique"). 
272 One could discuss, whether also Volunt. 9,8-10 {PTS 22, p. 191) has to be included into this list, 
because this text clearly substitutes the term £vun:ocr'ta'toc; by the insubsistence formula: q>uatv 
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predicate the term only of the human nature. This astonishing fact m my opm10n 

justifies a bit more extensive quotations: 

"For the flesh of the God Logos did not subsist independently nor did it become another 
hypostasis apart from that of the God Logos, but it was rather - because of subsisting in the 
latter- £vun:ocr't<X'tO<; and not an independent hypostasis of its own".273 

"Being an £voucrwc; hypostasis the Logos assumed an £vun:ocr'ta'to<; nature as first-fruit of 
our mass [Rom 11: 16]. We say £vun:ocr't<X'tO<;, neither that it existed independently nor that it 
had an hypostasis of its own, but that it existed in the hypostasis of the Logos. For simultaneous 
is the flesh, simultaneous the flesh of the God Logos .. .''.274 

"Being one hypostasis of the hypostases of the godhead Christ had in himself the whole, 
undiminshed nature of the godhead and assumed from the holy virgin an £vun:ocr'ta'tOV flesh, 
not a hypostasis, but rather something subsisting in him, the first-fruit of our mass".275 

Two other passages connect the attribution of our tem1 to both natures with the 

insubsistence of Christ's human nature in the Logos: 

"And in case of the ineffable and incomprehensible dispensation of the Lord we call the 
hypostasis £vooowv, because it belongs to the substances it is composed of, and each of his 
substances £vurc6cr't<X'tOV; for they have his unique hypostasis in common - his godhead 
eternally, according as it also has the hypostasis of the Father and the Spirit, but his ensouled 
and reasonable flesh (one can also say: his manhood) as having received subsistence in it and 
having inherited it as hypostasis just recently".276 

"Hence, both Christ's godhead and his manhood are EVUTCO<J't<X'tO<;; for both have his unique 
composite hypostasis in common- the godhead before all eons and eternally, the ensouled and 
intelligent flesh as assumed by the former in the last times, having received existence in it and 
having it has his hypostasis".277 

n:pocrA.o:~rov, oux un:ocr'tO:O"t v, qr6crt v OUK avun:6cr'tO:'tOV' aA.A.' £v o:in(\l un:ocr'tiicro:v KO:t O:U'tOV 
£crxrpcul:o:v un:6cr1:o:crt v. 
273 Ou yap iowcrucrT<hroc; un:£cruj Tj 'tOU 8£0U A.6you m'xp~ ouo£ h£po: un:6crTo.Gtc; y£yovE n:o:pa 'tlJV 
'tOU 8£0U A.Oyou un:6cr'tO.O"tV, aA.A.' EV O:U'tft un:ocr'tiicro: £vun:6cr'tO:'tOS JliiA.A.ov KO:l oil K0.8' O.U'tlJV 
iowcrucr'to.Toc; un:6cr1:o:crtc; y£yovE. (Expos. 53,14-17; PTS 12, p. 128). 
274 

'Yn:6cr'to.Gtc; yap un:apxmv £voucrwc; <pUO"tV av£A.a~EV £vun:6cr'tO.'tOV an:o:pxi]v 'tOU lJJlE'tEpou 
<pUpaJlO:'toc;. 'Evun:6cr'tO.'tOV 0£ <j>O.JlEV, oux roc; iowcrucr'ta'troc; un:ap~o:crav ouo' roc; ioio:v £crxTJK1ltO:V 
un:6cr'to:crtv, an' Ev 'tTJ 'tOU A.6you un:ocr'tacrEt un:ap~o:crav. "AJlO: yap crap~. UJlO: 8£0U Myou crap~ ... 
(Ctr. Jacob. 79,10-12; PTS 22, p. 179). The passage from the letter to Jovianus is also quoted in Expos. 
46,31-33 (PTS 12, p. 110) =Hom. in Nativ. 2,27f(PTS 29, p. 326). 
275 6 XptcrToc; un:6crTo:crtc; &v JltO. Tffiv Tflc; 8EOTrJToc; imom:6.crEmv n:iicr6.v TE Tijv Tf)c; 8EOTT]TOS <pUcrtv 
Ev EO:U'tql £xrov avEA.A.tn:fl, n:pocrEA.U~E'tO EK 'tflc; ayio:c; n:o:p8£vou crapKo: £vun:6cr'tO:'tOV, oux 
un:6crTo:crtv, EV o:\n(\l Of: JliXA.A.ov un:ocrTiicro:v, an:o:pxi]v Tflc; lJJlE'tEpac; <pUcrEroc;· (Ctr. Nest. 2,14-18; 
PTS 22, p. 265). The fourth passage referring our term exclusively to Christ's human nature and the only 
one without connection to the insubsistence formula is Ctr. Jacob. 53,8-11 (PTS 22, p. 128). 
276 Ko:l. en:\. Tf)c; applj'tOU KO:t 7tUV'tO: vouv un:EpKEtJlEVTJS 'tOU KUpiou OLKOVOJ1tO:c; f.voucrwv J1Ev 
<pO:J1EV tl']v un:6m:o:crt v roc; EV 'tate; oucr\.mc; 'tEAOUcro:v, £~ ffiv KO:t crun£8Et'to:t, £vun:6crto:tov 8£ 
i:Kacr'tTJV Tffiv oucrtffiv o:u1:ou· £xoucrt yap Kotvl]v 1:ljv 11\.o:v o:uTou un:6crTo:crtv l] 11£v 8E6tTJc; o:u1:ou 
atoimc;, Ka8a KO:t 'tlJV 'tOU 7tO:'tpoc; KO:t 'tOU 7tVEUJ10.TOc;, Tj of: EJ1'1'1lXOS KO:t A.oytKi] O.UtOU mip~. 
'tO:U'tOV o' dn:EtV i] av8pron:6'tTJc; O.U'tOU, n:pompaTmc; Ev O.U'tft un:ocr'tiicra KO:t O:U'tlJV KA.T]procrO:J1EvT] 
un:6cr1:o:crtv. (Ctr. Jac. 12,6-13; PTS 22, p. 115). 
277 Kat i] 8EO'tTJc; 'tOtVUV KO.t i] av8pron:6TTJS 'tOU XptG'tOU £vun:6cr'to.T6c; £crnv· EXEt yap EKO:'tEpo: 
KOtVlJV tl']v JltO.V cruv8E'tOV O.U'tOU un:6cr'tO.O"tV, i] JlEV 8EOTTJS n:poo:trovi.roc; KO:t atlii.roc;, i] of: EJ1'1'1lXOS 
craps KO:l voepa £n:' £crxa'tCOV 'tWV xp6vmv un:' o:un1c; n:pocri..T]<p8etcra KO:t ev o:inn un:apsacro: KO:t 
o:UTlJV f.crXTJKUto: un:6crmmv. (Ctr. Akeph 6,11-15; PTS 22, p. 414). 
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Obviously, the fact that Christ's human nature is not a hypostasis, but £vun6c:na:wv, is 

for John also explained by its lack of preexistence, i.e. its reception of existence in the 

hypostasis of the Logos?78 However, before we deal \Vith this problem in detail in 

examining John's use of the insubsistence formula, we have to answer the question, 

whether or to what extent the attempt to reconcile the two traditions concerning our 

tenn from the Dialectics affects John's Christological application of it. 

Expos. 53 introduces our term only en passant (53, 16) and thus cannot be expected to 

provide any evidence relevant for our problem. h1 contrast, Ctr. Ak:eph. 6 provides a 

hannonizing-effort independent from that in the Dialectics. Arguing for the distinction 

between hypostasis and £vunoa't<X'tOV, John points to the twofold use of both terms 

and explains this in the case of hypostasis in exactly the way we know from John the 

Gran1marian and De sectis (6,3-8). But in the case of £vunoa'ta'tOs, he just substitutes 

Maximus' two kinds for the traditional twofold use (6,8-11). Even if the replacement of 

El8os by oua{a (6,8) wants to create some affinity of Maximus' first kind to the 

traditional wider use, this cannot conceal the fact that the 'twofold use tradition' is 

deprived of every argumentative value in this chapter and simply suppressed by the 

'distinction tradition'. 

Although the presence of the 'twofold use tradition' in Ctr. Jac. llf can only be 

revealed by a critical analysis of its sources - paragraph 11 mainly consists of what 

could be called a detailed exegesis of the famous CNE-passage -, this passage provides 

a somewhat concealed attempt to harmonize the two traditions. 

11,4-12 gives an exposition of Leontius' introductory analogy 'hypostasis : 

£vunoa't<X'tOV = OUO"lO:: EVOUO"tOV' and connects this analogy with the identification 

of £vouawv with hypostasis and oua{a with £vunocrtO:'tOV respectively. As 'tO EV 

'tlVl and 'tO £v 0 are distinct, says John, also the oua{a and 'tO £v 'tTI OUO"l<;X 

8ECDpOUJ.lEVOV (i.e. the £vouawv or the hypostasis) and the hypostasis and 'tO £v 'tTI 

unoa'tUO"El K0:8opcDJ.lEVOV (i.e. the EVUnOO"'tO:'tOV or the oua{a) have to be 

distinct. The latter identification is not pronounced very clearly in the text, but 

immediately becomes clear in comparing the passage with one of its (remote) sources. 

Ctr. Jac. 11,7-9 says: 

278 This is why I interpreted the Aorist-fom1S of un:dpX.E.tv and u¢icr'tacr8at in my translations as 
aorista ingressiva. 
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" 'Evun:ocna'tov is - not hypostasis - what is perceived in a hypostasis. Oooia 8£, i.e. 
whatever exists, either by itself or together with something else or in something else" .279 

As U. M. Lang noticed,280 this clumsy phrase is dependent on the antitritheist Dialogue 

of Patriarch Anastasius I., where we can read: 

"There is no nature without existence, because this would not be a nature; for everything that 
exists, either by itself or together with something else or as having its existence in something 
else, is EVUTI:OO"'tU 'tOV". 281 

In the light of this source, the obscure oucria ()£ is probably most adequately translated 

by "namely the substance". But why did John insert an explanation of oua{a I 

E.vunoa'ta'tOV which is perfectly in line with the 'twofold use tradition' into his 

exegesis of the basic text of the 'distinction tradition'? To judge from the following 

sentence, the two prepositional phrases offered to him the possibility of a further 

differentiation, analogous to that between Maxim us' second kind and the separate 

Christological meaning in Dial. fus. 45: A substance either exists by itself cbc; nupoc; 

ouaia (probably the pure element fire before being mixed with the other three) or 

together with another substance, like soul and body, or in another substance, like the fire 

in the torch (an example he takes from a passage later in CNE, 1304B/C) or the flesh of 

the Lord in his divine hypostasis. It seems obvious from the context that our term is to 

be applied only to the last two cases. The first case (ouaia as synonymous with 

hypostasis) could only be integrated by a substitution of OUO"tO:. for EVUnOO"'tO:.'tOV as 

subject for Anastasius' explication without undermining the whole argument for the 

distinction between hypostasis and E.vunoa'ta'tov. Thus, the 'twofold use tradition' is 

suppressed in a way equally brutal to Ctr. Akeph. 6.282 As this brutality provided 

another evidence for John's differentiation of anthropological coexistence and 

Christological inexistence, we will not complain too much about it. 

11,12-16 continues with Leontius' text (1277D1-6) only amplified by a short illustration 

of'tOV uvd DT]AOl (11,13£). Yet, John is not content with the ambiguous reference of 

the 0 EV E'tEPC-9 EX£1 'tO dvat (John: 'trlV unap~tv)-clause and interrupts his 

quotation to clarify this. He replaces Leontius' remark about accidental qualities with a 

279 'Evun:6o1:m:ov 5£ oux iJ 1:m6ocaou;, 1:0 f.v un:oonxoH 8E Ka6opmjlEVov. Ouoi.a 5£, 1:om£onv 
Oltrocrouv un:apxEt, El'tE Ka6' EUU'tTtV EhE cruv b£pqJ El'tE EV hf:pqJ. (PTS 22, p. 114). 
280 Anhypostatos-Enhypostatos, p. 652. 
281 <l>ucrtc; !lEV OUK £auv civun:ocr'ta'toc;, E:n:d OUK av ElT] <jluatc;: mi.v ydp un:d.px:,ov, cl't£ 
Ka8 '£amo EL't£ auv E'tEpq> T\ £v b£pq:> EX,OV 'trJV un:ap~tV, E:vun:O<J'tU'tOV E<J'ttV. (Uthemann, 
Streitgesprach, p. 103; ll. 780f). 
282 This is also conf1ID1ed by Ctr. Jacob. 8 (PTS 22, p. 113) where the twofold use of hypostasis just 
appears as a learned gloss without any relevance for the argumentation. 
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more extensive account of the difference between 'tO £v 'tlVt and 'tO £v 0 (16-23), 

which only makes sense in referring the mentioned clause to E.vurro<J'tCX.'tOV, not to 

O"Uj.lj3Ej311KO<;. This account presents exactly the confusion between the prefix and the 

preposition £v Loafs' critics have blamed his Leontius-interpretation for. It parallels the 

relations of apE'tll and EVCX.pE'tOV, KCX.KlCX. and its main subject (the devil), substance 

and accident, soul and El.l\lfUXOV <JcDj.l<X. The most interesting one is perhaps the last 

example, because it provides a direct answer to our introductory question, to which one 

of the two relevant types of E.v- adjectives our term belongs: The 'ensouled' body is not 

itself soul, just as neither the 'embodied' soul is itself body nor the 'enhypostasized' 

nature is itself hypostasis. Hence, John of Damascus comes very close to a Loofsian 

reading of EVUITO<J'tCX.'tO<;. However, the component still missing is an entirely 

consequent exclusive attribution of the term to the human nature. In fact, the following 

paragraph displays Maximus' perfectly symmetric and consistent use of the term to 

signify the relationship of nature and hypostasis a parte naturae both in the trinitarian 

and in the Christological context (12,4-13). 

Although we have already mentioned the close connection between our term and the 

insubsistence formula in John, we still have to examine his use of this formula more 

intensively in order to reveal all the systematic implications of this connection. John 

uses 'subsist in' numerous times and almost exclusivelyl83 to signify the relationships of 

accident and substance284 or- in the majority of instances- flesh and Logos-hypostasis. 

Only five times the fommla signifies the relationship of substance and hypostasis in 

genera1.285 In case of the Christological application, three grammatical variants have to 

be distinguished: The verb u<j>t<J'tTUU either occurs in the active voice,286 i.e. the Logos 

is said to have 'caused to subsist' in him the human nature, or in the transitive 

283 Two antimanichean passages deny the ,inexistence' of the latters' alleged two principles in each other 
(Expos. 93,4; PTS 12, p. 220) and maintain the 'inexistence' of 'tO clva.t in 'tO ov in order to make sure 
that those two do not constitute a manichean duality (Ctr. Man. 16,23f; PTS 22, p. 361). 
284 Dial. fus. 9,40 (PTS 7, p. 73); 17 ,4f (Ibid., p. 86); 30,1 Of (p. 93); 40,7f (p. 1 06); 42, 17f (pp. 1 07f) I Ctr. 
Akeph. 8,7 (PTS 22, p. 415). More frequently, he uses 'trlV un:ap~tv or 10 dvat EXEtV £v: Dial fus 
4,10.66f(PTS 7, p. 58f); 10,103f.119f(p. 77); 17,4 (p. 86); 40,4-6 (p. 106); 46,4 (p. 110); 48,5.13f(p. 
112) I Ctr. Man. 31,4f(PTS 22, p. 369) I Ctr. Jak. 8,3 (PTS 22, p. 113). 
285 Dial. fus. 31,16-19 (PTS 7; p. 94); 43,22f (Ibid., p. 109); 45,7f (p. 110) I Expos. 50,12f (PTS 12, 
g.120); 55,4f(Ibid., p. 131). 

86 Expos. 56, 13.33f (PTS 12, pp. 134f) I Ctr. Nest. 2,4f (PTS 22, p. 264) I Hom. in Dorm. I 3,26f (PTS 
29, p. 486). 
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middle,287 i.e. the Logos 'causes to subsist for himself' the human nature, or - the 

traditional variant - in the intransitive middle,288 i.e. the human nature is simply said to 

subsist in the Logos. Rozemond's claim of the fundamental significance of "la notion 

d'enhypostasie" can thus well be said to hold true with regard to John's frequent and 

emphatic use of the insubsistence formula. If we look for alternative formulas, the first 

candidate is of course Maximus' coexistence-formula. The two instances from the 

Expositio alluding to Maximus' phrase ~E'ta 

cruvu<j>EO"'t1lK1YLCX.!; are dealing with the consequences of the union for the natures, 

namely the communicatio idiomatum and the triad of 'deification' - 'incarnation' -

'communion' reflecting Cyril of Alexandria's threefold divisio vocum.Z89 Iftwo similar 

instances in John's other works are to be found in contexts treating the same topics,290 

we seem to be well justified in regarding the formula as describing the consequences of 

the union rather than the union itself, thus being definitely less central than the 

insubsistence formula. However, a proper alternative expression to the latter is John's 

identification of the Logos as the hypostasis of the flesh, an asymmetric echo of 

Maximus' 'more immediate' connection between both natures and their hypostasis.291 

As John attaches this identification very frequently to the insubsistence formula, he 

probably regards it to be some kind of precision or completion of the latter, perhaps 

necessary for him to avoid the misunderstanding as merely accidental insubsistence: 

'The flesh subsists in the Logos and has the latter as his hypostasis'. 292 

287 Expos 51 ,9f (PTS 12, p. 123 ); 86,99 (Ibid., p. 195) I De fide ctr Nest 23,3f (PTS 22, p. 244) I Ctr. Nest. 
43,27 (PTS 22, p. 286) I Ctr. Akeph. 9,2lf(PTS 22, p. 416) I Hom in Nativ. 2,24-26 (PTS 29, p. 326) = 

Expos. 46,28-20 (PTS 12, p. 110). 
288 Dial fus. 45,20f(PTS 7, p. 110); 67,27.29 (Ibid., p. 139) I Expos. 53,15f(PTS 12, p. 128) I De fide ctr. 
Nest. 23,5.14 (PTS 22, p. 244) I Ctr. Nest 1,34 (PTS 22, p. 264); 2, 17f (Ibid., p. 265) I Ctr. Jac. 12, 12f 
(PTS 22, p. 115) I Hom. in sab. 29,36f (PTS 29, p. 139) I Hom. in Dorm I 8,38f (PTS 29, p. 493). 
Synonymously to U<j>tGTT]f.ll in the intransitive middle John can use the verbs urrcipXEtV EV (Expos. 
61,29f[PTS 12, p. 156]; 66,13f[p. 165] I De fide ctr. Nest. 23,5 [PTS 22, p. 244] I Ctr. Akeph. 6,15 [PTS 
22, p. 414] I Ctr. Jacob. 11' 12 [PTS 22, p. 114]; 79, 13f [Ibid., p. 136]), U1t00'tU0tV or urrap~tV EXEtV 
f:v (Dial fus. 45,18 [PTS 7, p. 110] I Expos. 56,70 (PTS 12, p. 136) = Ctr. Jac. 83,22f(PTS 22, p. 141) I 
Expos. 71,21 f [p. 170]), the Leontian £vu<j>tcr'tacr9at (Hom. in Dorm II 14,11; PTS 29, p. 531) or the 
Maximian 'tO dvat A.ayxd.v£tV (Maximus said A<Xf.ll3d.vnv) f:v (Expos. 46,37; PTS 12, p. 110 I Hom. 
in Nativ. 2,32f; PTS 29, p. 327). 
289 Expos. 48,32f (PTS 12, p. 117) I 91,51-53 (Ibid., p. 214). The relevant Cyril-passages are collected by 
Uthemann, Vorbereitung, pp. 379fn. 31. 
29° Ctr. Jac. 81,34-36 (PTS 22, p. 139: communicatio idiomatum) I Volunt. 42,30-33 (PTS 22, p. 228: 
three modes of the union, i.e. divine, human, theandric [cf. ab. n. 208]). The last instance, Ctr. Jac. 79,21-
23 (PTS 22, p. 137), uses the formula to stress the remaining duality of natures. 
291 Cf. ab. n. 191. 
292 Dial fus. 45,20f (PTS 7, p. 110): £v yap •n imoa•aaEL 1ou ewu A.6you un£ant npoaA.TJq>9£1:aa. \m' 
a.1l1fjc; KO.l 10.U1T]V KO.l EOX£ KO.l EXEl 1m6amatv; 67,29 (Ibid., p. 139): ev •n n:pouna.pxouan 10U 
ewu A.6you U1t001UO£l U1tE01Tj 1tpOOATj(jl9£t<Ja. un' a."il1fjc; KO.t 10.U1T]V KO.t E<JX£ KO.t EXEl U1tO<J10.<JlV 
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Finally, we have to examine how this insubsistence formula fits into John's concept of 

hypostasis and hypostatic union. As we have immediately noticed in quoting a few 

John-passages on insubsistence, his concept of hypostasis very clearly displays an 

aspect the Cappadocian concept comprised from its beginning, but most of the time 

implicitly: the constitution of an hypostasis by its beginning or origin, more clearly 

revealed by the synonymous phrase 1:;pon:oc; un:cip~EO:>c; which M. Richard most aptly 

interpreted as "constitution de l'individu comme tel, constitution qu'il tient de son 

origine et qui n'est quelque sorte que son origine continuee".293 John explicitly agrees 

with this interpretation when he says: "The hypostasis is the composition (GUjl1t11~tc;) 

to one and the same thing in the beginning of every existence".294 Thus, we immediately 

understand the connection between the denial of a n:po8tcin:A.aatc; of the human nature 

and its subsistence in the hypostasis of the Logos: "And again, it is impossible that what 

once subsisted by itself should receive another beginning of hypostasis; for hypostasis is 

(coming into) existence by itself'.295 The connection to Maximus' resumption of the 

logos-tropos-distinction is made explicit in John's treatise on the two wills, when he 

explains how the creator composes individuals from substances and accidents: 

"The former elements are substantial and natural, but their individually modelled and chosen 
movement (constitutes) the hypostatical difference. To participate in the former constitutes the 

I Expos. 55,12-15 (PTS 12, p. 131): ou Ka8' aU'tlJV uno<na.oo:v Kat (hojlOV XPllJla'tioaoo:v np61:t:pov 
Kat otnffis 1m' aU'tOU 7tp00AT]qJ8ctOav, &..A.A.' EV 'til O:U'l:OU U7tOO'tUOEt un:&..p~aoav. Ainlj yap , 
im6o1:o:ots wu 8cou A6you E.yf.vt:'to 1:il oo:pKt im6o1:aots; 56,33f (Ibid., p. 135): £v 'til unoo1:aot:t 
aU'tOU EIJIUXffijlEVT]V oapKa IJIUXil A.oytKil 'tc Kat vot:p<;i un:oon1oas. aU'tOs ycyovms au'til 
i:m6omots I Ctr. Nest. 2,4f (PTS 22, p. 264): £v 'til aU'tOU U7tOO'tUOct un:oo-rl!oas Kat XPll!la'ttOas 
a.u-ril UltOO'taOts I Ctr. Akeph. 6,15f (PTS 22, p. 414): EV au-ril un:&..p~a.oa Kat O.U'tlJV EOXT]KUta. 
un:6o'taOtv; 9,21-23 (Ibid., p. 416}: }: £v £aU'til un:co'tl!Oa'to oapKa EjliJIUXOV A.oytKT!v, au-rlj 
XPll!la'tioaoa -ril EjliJIUX<p Kai A.oytKfi oapKt un:6o1:acrts I Ctr. Jac. 12, 12f (PTS 22, p. 115): f.v au-rft 
imo<na.oa Kat aU'tlJV KAT]PffiOaJlEvT] un:6o1:aotv I Hom. in sab. 29,36-38 (PTS 29, p. 139): £v -ril 'tOD 
E>cou A6you UJ[QO'taOct U(jltO'tajlEvT]c; 'tfis 'tc IJIUXfis KO:t tOU (JOJjla'tOs Kat jlE'tU e&..va-rov Kat 
-raUtT]V KEK'tT]JlEvffiv un:6o1:aotv I Hom. in Nativ. 2,24-27 (PTS 29, p. 326) =Expos. 46,28-31 (PTS 12, 
p. 11 0): EV til £aU'tOU un:ootaOEt EK 'tWV &..yv&v tfls n:ap8£vou atjlU't(l)V oap!Ca E\j/UXffiJlEVT]V \j/UXil 
A.oytKft tE Kat vocp<;i un:t:otl!oato &..n:apxiJv npooA.a(36jlEVos tou &..v8pffin:ivou cpup&..jla-ros, a\nos 6 
A.6yos yt:v6Jlt:Vos til oapKl. un:6otams. For the occurrence of those 'identification' -formulas without 
connection to the insubsistence formula cf. Kotter's apparatus on Expos. 51,15 (PTS 12, p. 123) and De 
fide ctr. Nest. 29,6 (PTS 22, p. 247). 
293 L'indroduction du mot ,hypostase' dans Ia theologie de !'incarnation, in: MSR 2 (1945), (5-32.243-
270) p. 19. 
294 un:6otaOts yap f.onv , EV -rfi &..pxft 'tfls EKUOtOU unap~cffis Kat' aU'tO OUjl1tT]~ts. (Dial. fus. 
67,2lf; PTS 7, p. 139). The Ka-r' a.u1:o is a bit ambiguous. Richter (Die Philosophischen Kapitel des 
Johannes von Damaskus, Stuttgari: Hiersemann 1982, p. 154) translates: ,Ein Einzelwesen ist ja die 
Zusammenfugung flir sich am Anfang des Bestehens eines jeden", i.e. reads (following b) Ka8 'atl'tO 
instead. In contrast, I take the phrase to signify the virtual point which all the elements of the hypostasis 
(the context talks about body and soul) are fixed at in its beginning ( cf. Expos. 71,21-24; PTS 12, p. 170). 
295 Kai n:&..A.t v &..ouvo:tov 'tU &n:a~ Ka8' £a uta un:ootUV'ta EtEpav apxiJv U7tOO'tU0E(l)s oxct:v· , yap 
un:6o'taOtr;, JCa8' EaU'tO EO'ttV un:apl;ts. (Dial. fus. 67,34-36; PTS 7, p. 140). The ambivalence of the 
Greek unap~tc; ('existence' or 'beginning') can only be translated very oddly. 
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identity of nature, but the way of (coming into) existence ('tpOn:Ot; un:cip~EC.Ot;) introduces the 
difference of hypostases, and the marked off and independent (coming into) existence and 
composition (cn)~n:T]~tr;) of everyone and the individually modelled and moved and different 
use of the natures causes the hypostases to be marked off and enables to speak of many human 
beings"?96 

The notion of O"UJlTI:T]~li; - we talked about its Christological tradition when dealing 

with Maximus' use of it- seems to fulfill a twofold function in this context: It links the 

logos-tropos-distinction with the Porphyrio-Cappadocian concept of an individual as 

d8pOtcrJla tOlCDJlCX1CDV, as it is the substantial and accidental properties which are 

"put together" in order to make up the individual,297 and it resumes the Maximian 

'biology' of incarnation we have examined above: 

"In the case of every (normal) woman, the conception happens, when a sperm is thrown down 
from a man, and the conception is the effect of the sperm; and the sperm is the hypostasis, when 
the woman provides simultaneously to the conception her own blood, the intercourse happens, 
the blood settles down (u¢icr'tacr8cn) in the sperm and the sperm becomes a hypostasis for 
them, it becomes a common hypostasis for itself and the female blood. However, in the case of 
the holy virgin it was not so; for the conception was not from a male sperm, but [ ... ] the son of 
God overshadowed her[ ... ], like a divine sperm and composed (cruv£n:T]~EV) for himself from 
her untainted and most pure blood a flesh enlivened by a rational and intelligent soul in 
becoming the hypostasis for the latter". 298 

Just as in Maximus, the active and form-giving role of the sperm is transferred to the 

Logos- John is quite fond of Theodoretus' formula owvd 8£toc; crn:opoc; which he 

thinks to be Justin's299
- which makes a proper human sperm superfluous.300 However, 

the direct and explicit identification of sperm and hypostasis is astonishing. The treatise 

on the two wills explains this more carefully: 

296 Tau1:a n:av1:a ououo811 dot Kat <pU<JtKa, 11 8£ m\wov i8t61:pon:0<; Kat i8tatpE'toc; Kt VTJOtS 
un:oo1:anKlj 8tacpop&.. To f!Ev yap flE'tEXELv 1:o\nrov 1:0 1:au1:ov 1:f\<; cpuoEm<; n:apl.OTTJOtv, 6 M 1:p6n:o<; 
'tf\<; un:ap~Eoo<; 'tTJV 'tOOV 'imoo'taOEOOV doayEt 8tacpop&.v, Kat 11 U1tO'tE'tflTJflEVTJ EKUO"'tO'\l un:ap~t<; 't£ 
Kat OUf11tTj~t<; Kai 11 i8t6'tpon:o<; Kat i8toKtVTj'tO<; Kat 8ta<popo<; 'tOOV <pUOtKOOV xpf\at<; U1tO'tE'tflllflEVat; 
'ta<; U1tOO'tUOEt<; 1t0t£t Kat n:oA.A.ous A.eyEo9at 'tOU<; avepomou<;. (Volunt. 7 col. 2,12-27; PTS 22, pp. 
183f). 
297 Cf. also Ctr. Jac. 80,12-19 (PTS 22, p. 137f). 
298 'Ecp' EKUO'tllS yap 'tOOV yuvatKOOV O"UAAll'l'lS yivE'tat on:opii<; E~ av8po<; Ka'ta~aAAOflEvTJ<;, Kat 'tf\<; 
'tOU avopo<; on:opii<; EO'ttV 11 OUAATj\jlt<;• Kai 11 on:opa EO"'ttV , U1tOO'taOt<; Ufla 'tft 0'\lAATJ\j/Et 
XOPTJ'YODOTJ<; 'tf\<; yuvatKO<; 'ta OlKEta atfla'ta Kat ouvacpEta<; YtVOf!Evll<;. Kat EV 'tft 'tOU av8po<; 
on:op{! ucpto'taf!Evffiv 'tmv atf!U'trov, Kat aU'tf\<; 'tf\<; on:opii<; ytVOflEvTJS aU'tot<; un:oo1:aoEoo<; Kat 
KOlVf\<; U11:00'tUOEffi<; £au'tft Kat 'tOt<; yuvatKEtOt<; atf!aOt 'tf\<; on:opii<; ytVOflEVllS· 'En:\. 8£ 'tf\<; ayias 
n:ap9£vou oux OU'toos· ou yap EK on:opii<; avopo<; 11 OUJ .. Arj\jlt<;, aHa [ ... ] E1tEO"KtaOEV £n:' aU'tlJV [ ... ] 
6 ui.os 'tOU 9EOU [ ... ] Kat O'\lVE1tTJ~EV Ea'\l't(!i EK 'tOOV ayvmv Kat Ka9apOO'tU't(t)V aU'tf\S ai.f!U't(t)V oapKa 
E'I'UXWflEVllV \j!UXft A.oytKft 'tE Kat VOEp{!, au-ros ycyovffi<; au'tft U1tOO'taOt<;. (Ctr. Nest. 43,32-39.42-
46; PTS 22, pp. 286f). 
299 Expos. 46,21 (PTS 12, p. 109) =Hom. in Nativ. 2,17 (PTS 29, p. 326) I Ctr. Jac. 90,3 (PTS 22, p. 144: 
here the explicit quotation from the Expositio fidei) I Volunt. 9,54 (PTS 22, p. 192) I De fide ctr. Nest. 
23,2 (PTS 22, p. 244) I Ctr. Nest. 43,26 (PTS 22, p. 286). 
30° Cf. Expos. 2,21 (PTS 12, p. 9); 51,8f.35 (Ibid., pp. 123.125); 87,70f(p. 201) I Haer. 100,20 (PTS 22, 
p. 61) I Hom. in Dorm. I 9,9 (PTS 29, p. 494); I 12,14 (Ibid., p. 497); II 2,40 (p. 519). 
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"We will come to know that there is only one hypostasis of Christ the following way: The 
beginning of every child's existence and his hypostasis is the sperm thrown down from the 
father into the uterus of the woman in the conception of which the woman provides her own 
blood, and thus the child is constituted. There is one single hypostasis of the sperm and the 
blood from the mother having settled down in it in order to form (solid) flesh. The woman 
conceives from the intercourse with the man the sperm thrown down from him, and the latter is 
the hypostasis of the child".301 

In his function as active and form-giving power in the conception, the sperm is <iPXrlll 

at'tta urrdp~t:coc; of every animal transforming the undetermined mass of blood into 

the distinct and concrete flesh of a certain individual and can thus be regarded -

according to the logos-tropos-conception - as the constitutive principle of every 

hypostasis, practically identical with it. The lack of a human sperm is thus the necessary 

presupposition for the lack of a human hypostasis.302 John can thus interchangeably 

claim the sperm to assume a body or the Logos to cause to subsist for himself the 

virgin's pure blood as his flesh without a sperm.303 What does he mean then, when he 

talks of a u¢tcr'tacr8at of Mary's menstrual blood in the logos-seed?304 This was 

obviously so strange or even offensive for some copyists of John's works that they 

altered the case of the participle in the Ctr. Nest. passage in order to deprive the blood 

of its (logical) subject-position.305 An interpretation of this formula could be attempted 

in two different ways: Either John is just extending the personfication of the seed which 

is said to assume a body also to the menstrual blood of which then our passages claim 

that it receives subsistence in the male seed, or u¢tcr'tacr8at does not have to be taken 

in its formalized ontological sense in those passages, but in its original 'biological' one. 

In the latter case, it would signify the settling down or curdling of the blood caused by 

301 "Ott Jlta 1:ou Xpto'tOU 1m6o'taou;, EV't£U8£v yvroo6JlE8a. 'Apxit 'tfi<; EKaO'toU pp£cpou<; \mapE,~:ro<; 
Kat 1m6omoi<; £on v i] h na'tpo<; Ka'tapaA.A.oJlEVTJ onopO: £v 'tTI Jl lJ'tPQ: 'tfi<; yuvatK6<;, ilv 
ouA.A.aJlPavouoa i] yuvit XOPll'YEt 'ta oiKEta atJla'ta, Kat o'\hro<; ouvio'ta'tat 'tO Pp£cpo<;. Mia 
U7tOO'taOt<; 'tfi<; onop&.<; Kat 'tWV EK 'tfi<; JlTJ'tpO<; EV aU'tfl Uq>tO'taJlEvWV tis oapKa atflcX't(!)V, Kat i] 
oUAA1J'Ift<; 'tllS onop&.<; £on. :EuAA.afJ.PavEt of: i] yuvit EK 'tllS 1:ou O:vopo<; Jli.C,~:ro<; 1:ov £1:, au'tou 
Ka'tapaU6f1EVov on6pov, Kat au1:6<; £ott 'tOU pp£cpou<; un6omot<;. (Volunt. 9,39-48; PTS 22, p. 192). 
302 Cf. De fide ctr. Nest. 23,6-9.12-15 (PTS 22, p. 244): ouof: EOX£ onopO:v 11 &.A.A.o n un6omotv Ei fllt 
'tOv e~:ov JlOvov· nav'to<; yap pp£cpou<; un6o'taat<; onopa, 'taU'tl]<; of: o e~:o<; Myo<;. Kat n&.oa oO:pE, 
'ttVO<; yiVE'tat, aU'tl] OE OUOE EvO<; ti lllt 'tOU ewu Myou. b.tO: 'tOU'tO JllU Un:OO'taat<;. OU't(!) VOOUJlEV 
'tO «o 'A6yo<; oO:pE, EYEvE'tO», [ ... ] cht OU't£ apxitv 11 ai'tiav unapf,Ero<; EOXEV i] oO:pE, EKElVll i] ayia 
£i lllt a'inov 'tOV uiov Kat Myov 'tOU ewu OU't£ &.A.A.ou E'YEVE'tO ti Jllt aU'tOU, Kat O'tt EV aU't<i} 
U7tEO'tlj Kat EV au't<i) y£yov£v i] Ev(!)Ot<; 'tWV <pUOErov. 
303 Ibid. 29,9-14 (p. 247) cf. Expos. 86,66-68 (PTS 12, p. 193). 
304 Volunt. 9,44-46 (PTS 22, p. 192): Mia un:6o'taOt<; 'tfj<; onop&.<; Kat 'l:WV EJ( 'tfj<; Jl111:POS EV aU'tTI 
U<ptO'tUJlEV(!)V tis oapKa UlJlcl't(I)V I Ctr. Nest. 43,35f (PTS 22, p. 286): EV 'tft 'tOU avopo<; onop/1 
U~tO'tUJlEvWV 'tWV ai.JlcX't(!)V. 
30 The translation ("Le co it s 'accomplit et donne personalite au sang dans la semence virile") and 
interpretation of C. Chevalier, La Mariologie de St. Jean Damascene, Rome: Pontificate Institutum 
orientaliurn studiorum 1936 (OrChrA 109), p. 110 follows this varia lectio ofLPW. 
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the logos-seed in order to form the embryo. However, as the relevant contexts do not 

show any kind of implicit hint towards the milk-analogy, I would prefer the first 

solution, although the translations in accord with it sound very strange. 

To conclude, we cannot verify Studer's harsh judgement about John's theological 

accomplishments with regard to the term E.vun:ocr-ta:toc; and the insubsistence formula. 

In both cases, the analyses of John's texts shed new light on the relevant traditions 

before John. He is definitely the author whose works fulfill both criteria for a Loofsian 

interpretation of our term most clearly and whose Christology assigns to the 

insubsistence formula the most prominent role. Although he failed to integrate 

Maximus' congenial synthesis of Christology and trinitarian theology into his teaching, 

he clarified and made explicit many aspects of the hypostasis-concept we could only 

assume as implicit in many of our earlier texts. Thus, he deserves his prominent final 

position in the history of the Early Church just like in this tenninological survey. 

B. Summary 

Finally, we shall tackle the problem we have avoided throughout the whole of our 

examination by leaving f.vurrocr-tcnoc; just untranslated: Which appropriate English 

equivalent can be found for our term in the different contexts and meanings it occurs in? 

Is the translation 'enhypostastasized', 'enhypostatic' or even 'insubsistent' possible? In 

answering this question we will have to come back to both our introductory alternative, 

whether our term parallels £vuA,oc; = enrnattered or rather EvuA,oc; = material, and to 

the problem of a possible comparison or analogy between the 'insubsisting' human 

nature of Christ and the 'insubsisting' accidents, genera and species. 

What we have said about the trinitarian use of our term does by no means deviate from 

its basic meaning 'hypostatical' ('existing as a hypostasis'), 'subsistent', 'real'. The 

term was used in those contexts to distinguish the entity to which it was attributed either 

from a merely accidental reality ('the E.vurrocr-tcnoc; A,oyoc; is not just a thought of the 

father') or from a merely apparent reality ('the E.vurrocr-ta-toc;, l;wv A,oyoc; is not like 

the dead idols of the heathel).s'). The same holds true for what we have called the 

'twofold use tradition', as it is also based on our equation x E.vunocr-ta'toV = 

hypostasis of x. However, this tradition finally has to break with its own starting point, 

as it has to serve the theological task of arguing for the unity of Christ's hypostasis and 

against the necessity of postulating a human hypostasis in Christ. Thus, it has to restrict 
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f.vunoa'tCX'W~ to the wider sense of (however) 'real' and to oppose it to hypostasis, the 

term now exclusively used for the independent reality. Hence, the translation 'real' 

would in those texts probably be the best one, but 'hypostatical' is very problematic. 

Accordingly, our 'distinction tradition' prevailed in the end, because it does not proceed 

from the common usage, as did the 'twofold-use' -one, but immediately from the 

relevant theological problem: the refutation of the 'no nature without hypostasis' 

objection or the denial of the necessity of a second, human hypostasis in Christ. A 

translation by 'hypostatical' is thus immediately ruled out in those texts, and also 'real' 

seems to be too unspecific for the relatively precise idea behind this tradition. We have 

seen from Ephrem of Amid onwards that most of our authors were - as to etymology -

na1ve enough to anticipate what B. Daley and others regarded as a modem 

misunderstanding of the Greek prefix: an f.vunocr'tCX'tOV is what is 'in' a hypostasis, 

i.e. the substance, species or nature realized in it. Therefore, we have paraphrased our 

term in our interpretation ofMaximus as 'hypostatically realised', which could probably 

also serve as a suitable translation. But also the rendering 'enhypostastic' or 

'enhypostasized' adopted by many Maximus-scholars is in my opinion acceptable, as 

long as it is made clear that - for Maximus - this term signifies in general the 

relationship of any nature and any hypostasis a parte naturae, not particularly that of 

Christ's human nature to the hypostasis of the divine Logos. A translation as 

'enhypostatic' in the full Loofsian sense is, as we have seen, possible at best in John of 

Damascus, but only if one dismisses the Maximian symmetry in the use of our term 

displayed from time to time as nothing but a traditional left-over. But at all events, the 

'distinction tradition' clearly parallels our term with EVUAO~ = enmattered/06 whereas 

the 'twofold use tradition' rather seems to think of EVUAO~ = material. 

The rendition 'insubsistent' only comes into question, if one clarifies the philosophical 

concept behind the metaphor and distinctly rules out the misunderstanding of such an 

insubsistence as (quasi-) accidental. Lampe's postulate of a meaning "subsistent in, 

established in the very nature, inherent"307 holds for none of the reference he adduces. 

306 Cf. Nemes ius, De natura hominis 2; ed. Morani, p. 18, 10-15 (quoting Numenius ): d j.lEV ouv Kat lj 
ouvaj.lt<; UAT] 'tt<; E<J'ttV, 'tote; au-.ol:c; 1tUAtV XPT]<JOj.lE9a A6yotc;· Ei OE oux UAT] aU' EVUAOV (ihEpov 
of. E<J'ttV 'tO EVUAOV napa n'tv UAT]V, 'tO yap j.lE'tEXOV UAT]<; EVUAOV AE'YE'tat) 'tt 1tO'tE &.pa E<J'tt 'tO 
j.lE'tEXOV -.fjc; UATt<;. 1tO'tEpov UAT] Kat au-.o 11 &.uA.ov; Ei j.lEv ouv UAT], mo<; EVUAOV Kat oux UA1]; Ei OE 
oux UA1], &.uA.ov &.pa· dOE &.uA.ov, ou <JWj.la, nav yap <JWj.la EvUAOV. 
307 S.v. A 5 (485b). 
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He obviously assumes the possibility of a construction of our term with a dative based 

mainly upon the following sentence from Gregory of Nyssa: 

ncwwtE yap £vcpyov Kat £voucnov Kat £vun6cr't<X1:ov 'tTI (nOiCfJ qrocrEt 'to O:ya86v 'tE Kat 'to 
O:towv £v8Eropci't<Xt 8E"AT]fl<X, OU'tE O:n6 'ttvoc; totasoUcr'Jlc; O:pxf\c; £yytVOflEVOV OU'tE oixa 'tOU 
e ~ ~ 8 ~ ., , 3os 

t/\.'Jl'tOU VO'Jl rjV<Xt uUV<XflEVOV. 

However, the dative 'tTI ai8{c.p <Pum::t does not depend on E.vunocr'tct'tOs here, but on 

E.v8t.wp£t'tctl. Gregory calls the good and eternal will to be perceived as always active, 

substantial and hypostatic in the eternal nature (not in the mortal one, where will is 

neither substantial nor hypostatic). 'EvunoCJ'tct'tOs means 'to be in a hypostasis' and 

can thus, just like EVUAOs = enmattered, not be combined with an additional dative

indication of where the entity our term is referred to is 'in' .309 Yet, from a systematic 

point of view, it is in the context of Aristotelian ontology really difficult to see how an 

irisubsisting inentity which can by no means be regarded as Ka8 'a{no is able to 

obtain an ontological status fundamentally different from that of an accident. The 

dominant influence of the Categories propagating the all-embracing distinction between 

substance and accident and the absolute ontological primacy of the first individual 

substance must finally place the secondary substances in an at least quasi-accidental 

position, as already Aristotle regards them to "determine the quality with reference to a 

substance" (Cat. 5 3b20). This consequence is particularly evident in De sectis, where 

the derived sense of civunocr'tct'tOs originally signifying the accident is transferred to 

Christ's human and divine nature (1241B). Again, the 'distinction tradition' possesses 

the systematically better standing. Even if Loafs', Otto's or Stickelberger's extolling of 

Leontius of Byzantium as metaphysical innovator is mostly overstated, his distinction 

308 Contra Eunomium III,6,17; ed. Jaeger, vol. 2, p. 181. 
309 Accordingly, Lampe's insertion of 1:c\) av9pcDmfJ into the Cyril phrase ( cf. n. 307) is incorrect, as will 
immediately become clear in the light of the parallels we adduced in chap. I n. 8. Lampe's other 
references have already been treated above in our one-by-one analysis of authors. In case of Jerome of 
Jerusalem, De effectu baptismi (MSG 40, 865B), he incorrectly refers the phrase EV 'tTl \j!UX,Tl to 
(npayJ.lchwv) £vunom;d:twv rather than to 8t8ci.o"K£t. A passage Lampe does not adduce, where our 
term is prima facie combined with a dative is Macari us I Symeon, Homily 16,1,11-14 (PTS 4, p. 158): oi 
A.€yov·w; EVU1tOO't<X'tOV 'tO K<XKOV oU8ev t<JC(<Jl. 8E<'fl yap ouoev EO'tt K<XKOV EvU1tOO't<X'tOV lC<X'tcX 'tO 
cmaees <XU'tOU Kat 8Et1COV. TJJllV bE EO'tt v EVEpyouv EV rraon OUVUJ-l.El Ka\. ai.oel)oEt, mioas 

. Em8UJ1t<X<; ~rrapa<; urro~aA.A.ov. However, I take the datives 8£c\) and ftlltV to be absolute dativi 
commodi ("for God, no evil has reality") rather than to depend on EVU1tOO"'ta'toc;. The only passage I 
found, where the rendering 'insubsistent', 'inherent' in an accidental sense might be possible, is Ps
Gregory Nazianzen, Fragmentum ex oratione contra astronomos: K<Xt OEOJ-lOS JlEV Tfj<; \jJUX"f\S eon 10 
o&Jla, OEOJ-lo<; of: 1ou omJ-la16<; ton 'to atJ-La, J-l&.A.A.ov of: i! 1ou a\:J-La'to<; tvurr6o1a'to<; ef:PJ-1.11, ~s 
U1t01jiUXCOJlEV11S. 6 'tfj<; \jJUX"f\<; xcoptOJ-lOS ElC 'tOU OcOJ-l<X'tOS yL VE't<Xl, U1t01tll'YVUJ-lEvOU 'tOU <XlJ-l<X'to<;. 
(MSG 36,675B) However, warmth in Aristotelian physics is not just a simple, accidental quality, but one 
of the four elementary ones constituting every corporeal entity. The correct translation is thus probably 
also: "the warmth realised or embodied in the blood". 
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was nevertheless also an ontological impulse especially efficient in Maximus and also 

the later Medieval authors. It distracts the attention of ontological analysis away from 

the relationship of a (substantial) entity to its (accidental) attributes and makes it focus 

on that of essence and existence of this entity. Even if this distinction is not yet 

explicitly made in Maximus, the philosophical efforts inspired by our Christological 

problems did in my opinion contribute at least as much to its discovery as did those 

provoked by the problem of creation.310 

310 Those are succinctly expounded by D. B. Burrell, Aquinas and Islamic and Jewish thinkers, in: The 
Cambrige Companion to Aquinas, ed. N. Kretzmarm I E. Stump, Cambridge: CUP 1993, (60-84) pp. 62-
70. 
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